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BUSINESS CARDS.
W.

L.

FRESCO

PAINTER,

NO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,
RESIDENCE

MAY

6

STREET.

Portland Me.

jyiT

JAMES

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

has removed to

NO. 84 1-9 MIDDLE STBI ET,

Commissioner of deeds for the several States,
febio

HE.

enlarging done to order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.
tjr’Itlotto—Good work at Moderate
Copying and

Aim

Prices.

may 20

Please.

to

PORTLAND,
Kingsbury, Jr.
Portland, Jan. 1, 1874.

seventy dollars. The tinder will receive
the above reward by leaving it at 453 Congress street
or at A. HAWK’S Store, Stroudwater.
jal9dlw#

Note dated at East Pareonsfield,
PROMISSORY
Jan. 6,1874, for $165, payable to R. G.
Knight,

order in two months from date, with interest,
signed by A. O. Smart. All parties are cautioned
against negotiating said note, aa payment is stopped.
B. G. KNIGHT.
Cornish, Jan. 1, 1874.
jal7dlw*

subscriber has steam power and all the machinery for making Ships’Blocks; also a stock
in shop for manufacturing. Want a man to work
by
the day or job or buy out the business. Address

THE

DEALERS

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also lor sale at lowest market price,
Wilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittstoa
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
tfaor27
rt of shipment o any point desired.

D..~

MRS, E. M. BABB. M.

Graduate of Woman’s Medical College, Philadel-

phia.)

No. 17 V, S. Hotel, Portland, Me,
gy“She will devote exclusive attention to all disOffice

women

jal3dlm

To Let.
room

Work Wanted.
Man todiive a team, wages not so
BYveryYcuug
high, but wants work at mest any thing.
jal0d2w
Address “S. L.,” Press Office.

well built Brick House situated
the
THEterly
side and
the foot of Pearl street.

Enquire of EMERY, WATERHOUSE

oc20

Wanted.

McULINCHY,

P.

Rooms Wanted.
a pleasant part of the city, furnished or unfttrnislicd, with or without board.
Address
E. B., 37 Brown St., Portland.

IN

or

pleasant rooms

Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

Engineers,

MARINE. STATIONARY AND PORTARLE STEAM ENGINES.
PORTLAND, MAINE.

apl4__
W. C. CLARK,
FEDERAL STREET,

WITH
for families

Law,

(Caeco Bank Building)

PORTLAND.

MIDDLE ST.,

PETTENGILL,

C.

J.

C. F. Lobby.

del6dtf

M. M. Butlf.r.

adjourned meeting of the stockholders of the
ANMaine
Steamship Company will be holden
Jan.

on

MONDAY,

26. Is74,at 10 o’clock A. M.t at their
office, Franklin Wharf.
ja22dtdHENRY FOX, Clerk.

furniture, Crockery, Glass-Ware, &c.,
manufacturer of Black Walnut Book Cases, Office
Desks Tables, Book Racks, Clothes Horses, and toy
Furniture. All kinds of Furniture neatly repaired.
(7 Federal Hired, between Pearl and
market, Portland, me.
jaStf
for the Davis Washer.

THE
at their office

Union ana Commercial Streets,
on WEDNESDAY, Jan. 28,1874, at 3 o’clock P.
M.,
for choice of Officers and the raansaction of any
business that may legally come before the meeting.
H. J. LIBBY, Secretary.
Jal9

JAMESF. PICKERING,
WILLIAM HOBSON,
0UHSELL0RS AT LAW,

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOGG A BREED, No.91 Middle

brick store in the Rackleft Block,
of Middle and Ceurch streets—basement
A large
first

corner

_sept lid If

Dye-House,
Houae,34

FOSTER’S Dye

Union Street.*

Furniture--Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, No.

18 Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BEN J. ABAHS, cor. Exchange and FedjDOOPER & EATON, Old Post OHce,
Exchange Street.
It. F. HOYT, No. II Preble Street. Upholstering done to order*

done

to

continue sixteen weeks.
1874,
Circulars containing full information may be obon application to the
Registrar, D. F. ELLIS,
or to the Secretray,
ALFRED MITCHELL, M. D., Sec y.
Brunswick, Me., Dec. 1, 1873. del6TuW&S&w6w

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
f. F. SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’* Bloch
Congre** Street, oppoaitr Old City nail.

& Job Printer

COBB & BAY,
Law,

Carpet-Bags.

J. K. DURAN A CO., 1T1 Middle and
HO Federal Street*.

Masons and Builders.
N

E.

HEDI.ON, 233 1-2 Cougre** St.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetings.
eOTIIROP.DK VENK A CO.,61 Exfcauge
Wren and 48 Market Wt.

HAVE REMOVED TO

No.

42

1-2

Street.

Exchange

JalCd&wSm

Portland, Jan. 15, 1874.

ANDREWS

C.

s.

Law,

at

Counsellor
88 MIDDLE

STREET,

(In Canal Bank Building,)

MAINE.

PORTLAND,
Will

practice

in

KEITH.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
xeented. and at the lowest prices.
ap22 tc_

at

A.

J. A. MERRILL.

AndroBcoggln

Oxford Countde9cod&wtf

and

Pattern and Model Maker.
J.I.BIK BAl'R. 230 Fore Street, Cor. ol
I'rowM. Portland.

JAMES

Federal Street.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.
P.

FEENY,

Cor.

Cumberland

lin Wts.

and

Frank-

W tree t.
__

UPHO LSTERER
Nos. 31 and 33 Free S*.,

Roofers.
J. N.

McCOY A CO., 28 Spring Street.

Sign and Awning Hanging.

WAHdFACTUBEB O*

Spring:

*■McDonough Potest Bed I.ons*e*,
arncled Chain, Ac*
<lone|»~A11 kinds of repairing neatly oct5COTT&Sti

boxed and matted.

_

GEO. E. COLLINS,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

ARTIST,

:iie CORGBEStt STREET,
various Btyles of Card
Xs prepared to make all the
Ac., from
Pictures, Bembrnut, Medallion,
By this process we
Retouched Negatives.
and other imVet rid of Freckles, Moles
For all of which no
nerfertioiu of the Skin.
work warranted to
charge will be made. All
mchl8dtf
for
yourselves.
examine

?x"a

Call and

S. Y'OUNC. No. 102 Core Street.

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER I.OWELL, 133 Middle

attorney

AT

LAW,

49 l-» EXCHANGE STREET,
collections
Special and prompt attention given
of legal documents.
pf every kind, and the execution
dc20-3mo

Street.

Streets._
Watches, Jewelry, &c.

[Incorporated

in

CO.,

1829.)

J. II.Chadwick &

Co., Ag’ts

Copartnership.

heretofore ezistingbetween the
name of

copartnership
THE
subscribers, under the firm
nove Ar

MANUFACTURERS

Or

GEO. S. HUNT & CO.

Lead I

White

CEO. S. HUNT.

Copartnership Notice.

ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, /rtOAT P/P^
and FITTINGS, PUAfPS,
<£c.

DR Y AND GROUND

Our Pare White Lead, b oth dry and ground In oil
we warrant to be strictly
pare, and guarantee
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or

American.
(K3^*“ln order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every packge of our Pure Lead. None genuine witnout it.

&

Phillips

Co.,

AGENTS FOR THE CO„

46 & 48 MIDDLE ST.
lvTT&S

Isbl8

EXPLOSIONS.
Philadelphia, Dec/24,1873.

SELDOM, if

ever, pick up a newspaper without
seeing, among the first items that arrest niv attention, the record of a terrible boiler explosion.
Very many causes are assigned for this loss of life
and property. A great deal is said as lo what should
be done and what should not be done. But I scarcely ever hear it said that these explosions are due to
an accumulation of Scale in the Boiler, and yet eight
ouj of ten instunc 8 that occur in our midst are undoubtedly due to this cause.
Now, permit me to say that I manufacture a Composition that will readily and thoroughly remove this
incrustation; and while I am constantly sending it
over the United States, I exact no pay for its use unless it gives perfect satisfaction and fulfils all the
claims 1 make for it.
My preparation will remove Scale from any Boiler,
no matter how deep may be the incrusation, and at
the Bame time it will prevent injury to the Boiler
from anything which may be held in solution by the
water coutaiued in it. This article will absolutely
prevent the formation of Scale if timely introduced.
The powder which I manufacture has been carefully tested by some of the ablest chemists in the
country, and its fitness to keep iron clean and to
preserve it baB been demonstrated by them in the
most satisfactory manner.
If you will send for my circular,with my terms and
full particulars, or give me a call, I think I will be
able to convince the most sceptical that this composition will justify all I claim for it.
Very respectfully yours,

I

GEO, W. LORD.

existing
copartnership
SIMONTON & HOLYOKE is hereby dissolved
THE
The
to take effect Jan.
mutual

by

consent,

DISSOLUTION.
riNHE firm of

I

A. «.

1
Office,
Portland, Nov. 19, 1873.)
Your attention in respectfully invited to
the following City Ordinance which it in
my duty to enforce:
“The tenant or occupant, and in case there should
be no tenant, the owner, or any person having the
care of any building or lot o! lond bordering not more
than one hundred and fifty feet on any street, lane,
court, spuare. or irnblic place within the city, where
there is any footway or sidewalk, shall, after the
ceasing to fall of any snow, if in the day time within
three hours, and if in the night time, before ten of
the clock of the forenoon succeeding, cause such
snow to he removed from snch footway or sidewalk,
and. in default thereof, shall forfeit and pay a sum

“Whenever the sidewaik, or any part thereof adjoining any bn Iding cr lot of land on any street,
shall be encumbered with ice, it shall be the duty of
the occupant, and In case there Is no occupant, the
owner, or any person having the care of such building or lot, to cause such sidewalk to be made safe and
convenient, by removing the ice therefrom, or by
covering the same with sand or some other suitable
substance; and in case such owner or oocuitant, or
other person, shall neglect so to do, tor the space of
six hours during the day time, he shall forfeit and
pay not less than two nor more than five dollars, and
a like sum for every day that the same shall continue so

encumbered.

ordinances will be strictly enforced.
GEO. W. PARKER,
City Marshal.

FOR SLEIGHING PARTIES,

An

Street, I hay*
In addition to my tture 141 Congrcfs at
a Branch Store

opened

No, 17 Atlantic Street.
where I rball

Groceries,

keep

a

ber.

a

Prepared from

Bargain

!

the

Provisions.

Fruit, Ctm lectio nary, Ar-

WOODSIDE,
eod3w

Grover & Co.,

MIDDLE

BY

374

BOOKS!

Manufacture

to

order at
short notice Blank Books
of any size or style, ruled
and honnd to any pattern,
for the use of Merchants,

ONE

porations,

&c.
Prices low and first class
work guaranteed. We use
the BEST
PAPER the
market affords.
We also have on hand a
large assortment of Blank
Account Books of all sizes
and kinds.
our

ing.

s»all and oxaniino

McLELLAN & CO.,
jal3

dlw&w2w

Notice of Foreclosure oi mortgage.
Silas Skillin, of North Yarmouth,

WHEREAS
Cumberland County, and
his
deed

State of Maine, by
dated April 1, 1873, did convey in
mortgage
mortgage to Frances H. Breed, of Holden, in said
State of Maine, a certain parcel of land situated in
said North Yarmouth, containing about one hundred
and f>rty acres, with the buildings thereon, situated
about one mile north of Walnut till Meeting House,
on the road between the New G oucester and Gray
roads, and being the homestead farm of the late
Alexander Skillin, deceased, and also about ten acres
of pasture land, lying north of Benjamin Sweetser’s
land and adjoining said homestead iarm on the
made for a more particular
south; reference
description of said mortgaged property to said mortgage deed recorded in tne Registry of Deeds for said
Cumberland County, Book 401, Page 127.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have
heen broken, now, therefore, by reason of said breach
of conditions, haviug also obtained leave from the
District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine, said Silas Skillin being in Bankruptcy in
said Court, to foreclose said mortgage under the laws
of Maine by advertising, I, Frances H. Breed, the
mortgagee therein named, hereby claim a foreclosure
FRANCES H. BREED,
of said mortgage.
law3wW
jail

being

CHARLES W. FORD. Attorney.
jal7dtd
17, 1874.

NOTICE TO LUMBERMEN
Sale, Four Hundred Square Miles Timber
FOR
limits, wed covered with large Pine, situated
the River

magical.

PREPARED ONLY

St.

Exchange

WE

GEORGE T. BROWN A CO„
For

sale by all Druggists and Apothecaries.

General Agents for the Slate of Maine,

FRED. T. MEAHER & CO.,
Deering Block, Congress, cor. Preble St.,
PORTLAND. TIE.

no24e<xl

Kerosene Oil Company

Would inform the public, that they continue to
Mnnnfp'^nre

The prevalence of a large quantity of inferior and
dangerous oils in the market, at a ch ap price—many
are little better than Naptha itself—and the
existence of false reports in regard to the Portland
Kerosene Oil, renders it a matter of justice to ourselves, as well as safety to consumers, fliat some no
tice should lie taken of these facts. Therefore, we
again present an advertisement, and would call attention to the high standard o :our Oils. The Refined
Petroleum, the fire test of which is 122; The Portland Kerosene, the fire test of which is 125 degrees
Fahrenheit, and often reaches considerably higher;
also, we would say, that we are determined to maintain their long established reputation.
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.
We quote from chap. 39 R. S. 1871, the title of said
chapter being “Inspection and sale of Manufactured

Articles.”
Sect. 31. Every person and corporation engaged
in manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or burning fluid
shall

every cask

MURRAY
&

perfumes, for

use on

tne

no20tf_GEO.

As there are imitations and counterfeits,
ask for the Flordla Water which has on the bottle,
on the label, and on the pamphlet, the names ot
IUIJBRAY Sc I.ANJ1AN, without which none
in genuine.
jyl oldaa8d23w

always

the market.

IT

teen cases.
For LICENSE,

NO.

STREET.
House of

this

St.,
ing and cleansing of gentlemen s garments.
tion

dye-

Satisfac-

guaranteed.

THE

Be»l for the Eyes yet Invented.

Street,

C. II.
jal3

LAMSON,
Jeweler, 77 Middle Street,
AGENT FUR PORTLAND.

tf

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.
The three points ot excellence which I claim, are,
1st: constant and thorough eirculatton of pute air;
2nd; ryness, no dampness mould nor taint; 3rd; no
nteimingling of odors; purity and active air, the
elements of its success. Call, or semi for circulars.
Manufactured and lor sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., uear Leavitt Burnham
dk Co.s Ice House, Portland, Me.
ie5dtf

3m*

CONDITION

—

Dressed Hogs in
ONEceived anl
for Bale by
car

prime order, Just

_Ja20

Portland, Me.. January 7,1874.

1

ja3

to

S13t&wl3t

bind loose find.

A countryman who had
him. said be

a

horse stolen from

‘Vlad the darned critter

was

Greatness, far from impairing goodness,
does but contribute to its enlargement, as a
public fountain is elevated that it may send
forth its streams farther.—Bossuet.
“Have you ‘Blasted Hopes’?” asked a
young lady of a librarian with his handkerchief tied over his jaw. “No, ma’am,” said
he “its only a blasted toothache.”
An

impertinent fellow

wants

to know if

you ever sat down to tea where skimmed
milk was on the table without being asked,

wantonly wasted, but the horns, bones, tallow, hoofs, aDd other matter of Incalculable
value Is treated iu like roauuer. No wonder
that our government finds it difficult to
keep
peace with the Indians of tho plains, while
this unlicensed airay of butchers is allowed to
thus ruthlessly destroy their chier means of
subsistence. And not only is this wholesale
destruction carried on by those who
reap a
profit from it, but officers of our army, a. a
constantly organizing parties

tor tbo purpose

of killing this noble game, merely for the sake
of the sport of the thing as they trrm it, thereby countenancing and abetting the widespread slaughter which is going on around

them;

instead of by every means in their
protecting this valuable property of the
government, as every dictate not only of hu
inanity, but also of their position demands
Not only
is
this brutal
they Should.
power

sport carried on for the amusement of a lew
of our own countrymen, but for that of every
wealthy foreigner visiting the Far West, for
whose sake

hunting expeditions are organin which hundreds of United States sol-

ized,

diers are

employed

butchers.

as

The great

trails of the Platte and the Smoky
Hill are lined on either side for hundreds of

emigrant

Miles, with the putrefying carcasses, and
bieachiDg skeletons of this much hunted animal, left there by passing emigrants who have
wantonly killed without either the desire or
the means of utilizing them, but merely that
they may boast of having shot so mauy, of
one of the most harmless and peaceable of animals in the Marld.
How long shall this
thing be? Until the buffalo is exterminated ?
or

will

the national government take the
hands, and enact and en-

will you have
LEAKY ROOFS

Why

when with it box ©I oar Elastic
Cement yon can yourself stop all
leaks around your Chlorates, Skylights, Gutters, etc. Ten lbs. boxEvery
es 50 cts*, fifteen lbs. 75 cfs.
box is warranted and has on it
directions for using.

CO.,

98 Spring Street.

no!4tf___Portland Me.

Could anything be neater than the old darkey’s reply to a beautiful young lady whom
he offered to lift over the gutter, and who insisted that she was too heavy? “Lor, missus,” said he. “I’se used to lifting barrels of
sugar.”
Brown:—“Well come and dine with nr.ef
old fellow.”
Jones.—“Oil don’t know, thanks. I had
some dinner in the city, to-day.
Wasn’t
much, though—not what I call a fair dinner.”
Brown:—“H’m, fowl.”
Milton had a most vixenish wife. It might
have added to his comfort to have been deaf
instead of blind. To flatter his wife, Buckingham once called her a rose. “I am no
judge of colors,” replied the poet, “and it
may be, for”—he added with a sigh—“I feel
the thorns daily,

Drydeu and Otway lived opposite to each
Queen street; Otway coming home
one night from the tavern, chalked on Dryden’s door, “Here lives John Dryden—he is
a wit.”
Dryden knew tiis handwriting, and
next day chalked on Otway's door “Here
lives Tom Otway—he is opposite.”
other in

An American gentleman asked an Irish
gentleman to give him the real version of the
story about the Kilkenny cats. In reply he
received the following lines:
was two cats at Kilkenny;
Each thought there was one cat too many;
So they quarrelled and fit.
They scratched and they bit,

Till— excepting tbeir nails
And the tips of their tails—
Instead of two cate, there wasn’t anr1

SALE.

Imported Watches,
than ever, and every

OPERA
And

a

watch

Also,

GLASSES,
general

Old Horse —The
is high, and gritn
many old horses, if
they couid speak, would say, “We dread the
winter.” If the old failhiul servant that has
worked for you so many jears is not quite os
strong, or quite as fleet as in years gone by,
perhaps he is worth as much to you as to
anybody. Good care and generous feeding
will make even an old horse moie valuable
than if sfltrved or abused. If your business
requires youuger and smarter horse flesh,
keep the old oue for the women or children
to drive.
Old acquaintances are often saler
than new ones, if you cannot keep both,
give the old one to some old farmer who you
know will be kind to him, with the promise
that he shall not trade him off to some brutal
master, but will keep him as long as he is
worth keeping, and then kindly lay him
away where he will be beyond the reach cf
hunger, cold or pain. Many an old horse, it
he knew his situation, would thank hit
owner to take away h;s lif as a burden too
heavy to bear. We bare got into the habit
of being too careless and too cruel to old
horses in this country. We owe it to them
as our servants, as well as to ourselves as
human beings, that wc see to it that cur
lioises are not necessarily abused or neglected as soon as they begin to show signs of
abuse

tiie

cold winter has come,

bay

the dollars, and

costs

■

line of

CAM. AND EXAMINE.

77 Riddle St.,
C. H. EARSON,
JanlStf
(SEAR P. 0.)

Tbe Oldest Timber in the World.
tbe oldest limber in the world
which has been subjected to the use of man,

Probably

is that which is found iu the ancient temples
It is found in connection with
of Egypt.
stone work which is known to be at least four
thousand years old. This wood, and the only
wood used in tbe construction of the temple,
is in tbe lorm of ties, holding the end of one
stone to another in its upper surface. When
two blocks were laid in place, then it appears
that an excavation about an iuc’n deep was
made iu each block, into which an hour-glass
shaped tie was driven. It is, therefore, very
difficult to force any stoue from its position.
The ties appear to have been the tamarisg, or
sbittiin wood, of which the ark was constructed, a sacred tree in ancient Egypt, and now
of the Nile.
very rarely found in the Valley
Those dovetailed ties are just as sound now
Although
as on tbe day of their *J-ertion.
fuel is extremely scarce in ihat enuniay, these
make it
to
bits of wood are not large enonge
off layer
an object with the Arabs 10 beavc
after layer of heavy stoue for so small a prize.
Had they been of nronze, half the old temples
would have been destroyed years ago, so precious would they have been for various pur-

poses.
aiRCBLUNBOIia NOVICBS

There are times when life seems of lirtle
value, and one of those seasons came to John

last Sunday.

He went to church with a new

beaver and a young woman.
He seated the damsel at his

placed his

hat upon the left.

He

was

bappy.

right hand and

They

rose

to

sing, but during the singing one or two
strangers were ushered into the seat, and
this necessitated a change of position.
The
hymn over, John prepared to seat hiraseif,btit
forgetful of the change, sat down deliberately
aud decidedly upon the crown of his new hat.
There was a report like that of young cannon,
the near audience snickered, and John, with
one look at his young lady, took the rem
nants of that hat in his hand and slunk out
of church.
Extin-ootshino Kerosene
Lamps.
Explosions of Kerosene
lamps are frequently produced in the attempt
to extinguish them by blowing dowit the
chimney. This i9 a very dangerous practice,
and should always be avoided. The de>ired
result will be accomplished much mors- certainly and salely by giving a sharp and rathei
Proper Mode

Selling cheaper

al^neiny

practice I aim not only to keep up
tire flow of milk, but also to keep my cows in
good condition. To attain these results, I
consider either grain or roots absolutely necessary. I prefer, and consequently usually
feed, clear Indian meal. To cows which are
drying up i give two quarts per day, feeding it
dry.To new milch cows I give from four to six
quarts, mixieg it with water. I do not often
feed more than tour quarts a day, and think
there are but few cows which are well fed
with hay and cornstalks, which can eat more
than six quarts a day without iojury. When
rye is worth no more than corn, I sometimes
use halt rye and half corn, and teed to new
milch cows only about six quarts a da;; but
when rye is worth more than corn, I rather
sell than feed it to oowe,
Don’t

whom all application, should b« made, and who
baa full nower to settle infringements,
mchleodtf

J. Y. McCOY &

Feedino Cows WrrnMeal.—Adairyman

says, as there have undoubtedly been cases of
injury from high feeding, fanners should
learn that meal should be led understandingly. The effect of the fe.;d should le watched,
and if there are any indications that it is Injurious, it should be reduced or changed at
If the meal has been fed dry, it may
once.
be well to mix it with water lor a lew days,
and notice the effect, If auy, of the change.
Or wheat shorts or rye meal may be substituthe tor, or mixed with, the meal.
Either of
these will probably cause cows to give a larger quantity of mHk, but they will not keep
in as good flesh as they will on corn meal

“Do you take cream.”

“There wanst

J E W E L R Y.

PATENT8 OBTAINED-tor Inventor,.
No ch arges unless successful. Pamphlet sent free.
C. A. Shaw, Solicitor, 110 Tremont St., Boston.

another, tons of the richest and most
toothsome meat iu the
world, aw left to rot
or to becDme the food
of wol/cs, birds of
prey and other worthless creatures
Inhabiting
the plains.
Not only is this vast amount of meat thus

bearing upon a matter not only
concerning our national honor, hut the maintenance of our peaceful relations with the InE.
dian tribes of the plains.

“I am not> habitual drunkard,” said a
Detroit man in the police court, the other
day; I’m a habitual teamster.”

to

warranted.

tf

end to

force laws

People who don’t know anything about it
predict a sickly summer. People who do
know keep quiet.

A WE NT FOB MAINE,

American &
re

JOHN DENNIS & CO.,
TT & T9 COMMERCIAL STREET.

Machinery. 154,407.89
Last Valuation as fixed by the Assessors..
98,400.00
The Company owes nothing.
JOS. P. THOMPSON, Treasurer.

RIGHTS, &c., apply

WATCH

DRESSED HOGS.

find; loose

to the

Hock, mountains, is now
confined to
comparatively narrow limits, and
will m a few years
beoo*« extinct> un,eM
some national law for their
preservation is
is made and enforced. Where but
two years
ago herds of thousands were a common
sight
it is now rare to meet with one or a
buudrede There is this present winter an
army
of hunters infesting the
plains, which numbers net less than 2000 meu, armed with all
the modern appliances for taking life; »uch
as Her.iy rifles, from which sixteen shots
may be fired without reloading, Colt and
Remington revolvers and the like, with
which the buffalo are slaughtered mereB for
the sake of their hides, with which the market is so glutted that they are worth where
originally obtained but from twenty-five cents
to a dollar
apiece, and while thousands In
our land do not taste
meat Irorn one week's

matter into Its own

Brooklyn is justly proud of her Heights.
Does she also comprehend her depths?

No. 2 Park Street or No. 80 Kiddle St.,

Dye
has reopened the Sebago Dye House No. 17
MR.City,where
be is ready to do all kinds of
Plum
II. McVEY late of Foster

Fast bind fast

SCOTT D. JORDAN,

Sebago Dye House,
17 PLUM

Deliv-

leghanies

old age.—N. II.'Farmer.

is indispensable to Butchers, Provision dealers.
Hotel Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will
Butchers
save more than its cost every Summer.
who use it, in its best form, will soon find their meats
recommended by their enstomers. The internal arlangement is such that a current ot cold air is kept
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerator. The Patent upon this has been fullv tested in
tbe U. S. Courts and its validity established in eigh-

Capital Stock allowed by charter.$250,000.00
subscribed. 160,000,00
naid in. 157,625.47
Invested in Real Estate, Buildings and

jal5d3w

The richest, most lasting, yet most delicate ol .al

The best a^id Only Reliable One In

H. McYEY, (Fosters Scotch Dyer),
No. 17 Plum street.

to before me.
A. W. BRADBURY,
Justice of the Peace.

Fragrance.

on

on none

Chapel Sts., Tuesday eveuiug.
Library Association, Congress

Mercantile

Hall Bio k. Second Monday in each month.
ery f books, 2 to 6, 7 to 9. day and evening.

Imperishable

other public streets, the penalty of the law will be enforced:
On Anderson, from Cumberland to Munroe.
On Boyd street.
On Fox, from Washington to Back Bay.
Ou Chestnut, front Oxford street.
On New High, below Cumberland street.
On Mellen street.
On Pleasant to Centre street.
On Atlantic to Fore street.
On Fore, from Atlantic street.
On Grove, from Congress to Portland street.
On Clark, from Salem to Summer street.
W. PARKER, City Marshal.

ter,

and

We often live under a cloud; and it is well
for us that we should do so. Uninterrupted
sunshine would parch our hearts; we want
shade and rain to cool and refresh them.

therefor.
Portland. Me.. April 21 1873.sep20dtf

Patent Pure l)ry Air Refrigerator

have been

in each

The new Sultan of Morocco has broken up
the harem of his father, and will keep only
one wife; which proves that he is not inclined to be a harum-scarum.

on

streets

Tuesday

or

A. S. hYMAK’8

can

First

other vessel thereof to be
so inspected and marked,
by a sworn inspector. And
if any person manufactures or sells such oil or burning fluid not so inspected and marked in this State,
or that has not been so
inspected and marked as unsafe for illuminating purposes, he shall pay a fine
not exceeding Five Hundred dollars or be imprisoned six months in the county jail, upon indictments
cause

City

designated
following
coast with sleds during the winwhich boys
T1IE
others. If detected in coasting
and

Navy Union- Corner

Sons of Temperance—Portland Division, No. 93;
Sons' of Temperance liall. Friday evening.
Independent Order of Good Templars—Ar
cana, Monday; Mission, Wednesday; Forest City
Saturday—in Williams’ block, Congress street. Mystic, Thursday; Atlantic, Tuesday;—at Sons ot Temperance Hall, Congress street. Iron Clad, Thursday,
West Eml.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75—Corner Congress and Casco streets.
Second Saturday in
each month.
Payson Literary Society.—Meetings every
Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congress streets, at 7* o’clock.
Bosworth Post* O. A. R.—Meetings every Friday
evening in Mechanics' Hail, corner of Congress and
Casco streets.
Patriotic Order Sons of America—Convenes
at Arcana Dali, Williams' block, corner of Congress

kicked.”

Portland Kerosene Oil.

COASTING IN THE STREETS.

OF PORTLAND.

sworn

d&w3m

THE PORTLAND

AND IN THE BATH.

Marshal’s Office. I
Portland, Nov. 10,1873. t

and

streets.

A Pl«a for the Bison.
Tlie indiscriminate
slaughter of this noble
animal which is now
taking
place, Is a disgrace
to our
country. The Bi30t)( or Buffalo,
which once roamed in
million* from the Al-

5 Beaeon Street, Boston, Hass.

SETTER,

AGENT

Army

Gossip and Gleanings.

HANDKERCHIEF,

for the Superior Waltham Watches,
which maintain their well earned reputation
tor timekeeping and reasonable price. In every variety of gold and silver cases—open face and hunters.
mvl2-d9mo
Key winders and stem winders.

Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3,

op

Thursday eveniugs; Muiyoy Lodge, No. 6, Monday evenings. At their Ilull. Clapp’s Block, Market
Square.

BY

AT THE TOILET,

Eagle Sugar Refinery,

Subscribed and

Every evening.

PRICK 2f> CENTS.

FLORIDA WATER,

-BY—

on

Gatineau, near Ottawa, Canada. I he Surveyors’ report and map of the limits may be seeD bv
calling on the undersigned at 90 exchange Street,
JAS. E. PK1KDLE.
ja&flm

of the head.
Its effect is

CELEBRATED

Spectacles and Jewelry,

DOLLAR,

OF THE

made,)

LANMAFS

Ot Foreign and American Make,

A.t 54:

ever

It may be used freely.
Ft affords immediate relief.
It will not make yaa sneeze.
It agrees with everrbody.
It does not soil the handkerchief.
It is entirely dissolved by the secretions

Chronometers and Clocks,

BUY

MTATKMENT OF TnE

Portland Lloyds.

THE

rownTs

WATCHES,

—

by all respectable Druggists.
a

each mouth.

Younq Men's Christian Association—Corner
Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.
Portland Fraternit y—No. 333* Congress street

month.

of which

STATION ers

Mend for Historical Facts.
jal6

day in

Congress and Brown

Has been in nse for the last twelve years,
and is acknowledged to be the best article
extant, for the cure of Cold in the Head,
Tickling in the Throat. Allaying the pain
and tightness in the Head caused by CA>
TAKRH, &c., &c., &c.

stock before purchas-

DRESSER,

COPYRIGHTED.

For sale

STREET.

WHITE CATARRH SNUFF

Banks, Insurance Companies, Cities, Towns, Cor-

au27dly_

Tremont

Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
Corner of Congress and Ca^co streets. First i hurs-

Knights

LEACH,

(The only White Catarrh Snuft
ja!6eod6t

E. C. K. TODD, M. D„ Arundel Pebble Spectacles,

—

subsciibers to The Portland Lloyds ale hereby notified that, there will be a special meeting
of said subscribers at their Office, 4g Exchange St,
1874.
Portland, Me., on THURSDAY, January 20.
at 3J o’clock. P. M., to act upon proposed amendments of the articles of association of said Portland
Jan.

Used on Tables at late Exhibition,
will be sold at 10 cts., worib
17 ct3. per Yard.

The Larf ?*t Stock. Tho Beat Goods.
lw
Jal9_The Lowest Prices.

Dresser, McLellan & Co.,
No. 47 Exchange St.,

original formula of the late

—

PRICE

bave^tlrin^ckuai

Lloyds.

2000 YARDS

84

month.
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday

evening.

Fine Bleached Cotton

and

1874._

BLANK

BOSTON.

BARE chance for any one who wants to go incustom.
to business where he can
BYRON D.
Assignees of A. G.

POULTRY ASSOCIATION

BOSTON.
Boston, Jan. 7,

DR. JOHN D. BVZZELL

The Grocery Stock. Fixtures, 4c,,
at Store 419 Congress Street.

A

charge,

137 Washington, Cor. School St.,

Cordial

VEB»ALD Oe SAWYER,
WF&Mtf

For Sale at

without

Templars' Hall, No. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Mondays in each
At

MAINE

b

Invigorating, Strengthening

Stable, 451 Congress Street.

del7

Portland,

well Selected Stock of

Meals,

with good horses and careful driver. All who may
favor us with theiir patronage will be sure of the
best possible attention.
Iu fact, we h ve anything in the Livery line, from
a nice single hitch to six iu hand.
Good Hacks furnished tor all occasions in any num-

Forest City

goods packed

care-

RICHARD BRIGGS,

FOR LADIES EXCLUSIVELY,

evening,

rs

Lodoes—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
Brothers, on Thursilay evenings; Lignum, on Friday
evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, I)., of
B., second and fourth Saturday.
Encampments—Maehlgonue, first and third Wedlesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesdays; Portland, first aud third Saturdays.
Relief association—Every third Tuesday in the

Marshal’s

not less than two dollars, or more than ten dollars;
and for each and every hour thereafter that the same
shall remain on such footway or sidewalk, such ten
ant, occupant, owner or other person, shall forfeit
and nay a sum not less than one dollar, nor more
than ten dollars. And if such building or lot should
extend more than one hundred and fifty feet, on any
street cr land, it shall be the duty of such tenant or
occupant, owner or other person, to remove such
snow from the footway or sidewalk for the space of
one hundred and fifty feet, according to the provisions and subject to the penalties aforesaid.”
“The provisions of the preceding section shall also
apply to the falling of snow from any building.”

BITES.

I. O. O. F.
Fellows’ Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.

Portland

“RESCRGAM”

THIS

or

GROVES Sc CO.,

dissolved Dec. 31st, 1873. by assignment to Silas
NV. Robinson and liyi on D. Verrill,
Portland, Jan. 1,1S74.
Ja5tf
was

City Belle.

out, by day

1,1874.

business will be carried on by the undersigned at the
old stand at Holyoke’s Wharf, who will settle all acW. H. SIMONTON.
counts of the firm.
d3w
January 12, 1874,

The above

favorite craft (formerly Enterprise) having
been remodelled and greatly improved, and
fitted up iu the best i*>ssible style, is now ready at
short notice, and on reasonable terms,

or

between

heretofore

no20tf

Forest

jal2dlm

Portland, Jan. 10,1874.

Dry and Ground in Oil,

W. F.

the

47 Exchange St., Portland.

THOMPSON
MESSRS. JOSEPH
and FRED K. ALLEN have been admitied to
business
lrom
in
an interest
my
January 1st, 1874,
under the firm name of

ANCIENT ACCEPTER SCOTTISH

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.

P.

BOSTON

Pure

opportunity like

pi aacn

notice!-

May; Grand Chapter, first lWla’y evening m ^ai"
ay
Council, Wednesday 3 r.
llp* .? Co“‘Urand
mandcry, Wednesday evening.
Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday In every month.

At Odd

ALWAYS

CYBUH STURDIVANT may be found at
Steamboat Office, Railroad Wharf.
jal9dlw

BOSTON

Mon*

timt

menth.

warranted
to reach their destination whole and in perfect order.
All

STiramVANT,

is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
The business of the late firm will be settled by the
senior partner. William Ross, who will continue the
Commissi n Business at the old stand, 179 Commercial Street, Portland.
WILLIAM ROSS,
CYRUS STURDIVANT.

of K. T.—Portion,I a,„rth
Albans, second Thursday.^ fcurth

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rote Croix de M., third
Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P. R. S., fourth
Friday in Match, Juno, September and December.

present has never befor
beeu offered the American public to
supply themselves with the choicest quality and most desirable
patterns of China at such extremely low prices.

the

Office 22, 24 & 26 Oliver Street,

jal3dtf

Woodside’s Branch Store \

jaio

Dissolution of

January 13, 1874.

VERRILL,'

J, TV. A II. II. MCDUFFEE,Cor. Middl
Sc l1 uion Wfso

il,

The Sail Making business will be continued by J.
S. York, at the old staud, Ho. 4 Central Wharf, who
will settle all accounts of the firm.
J. S. YORK.
Portland, Jan. 20, 1874.
ja22*lw

MAINE.

BOSTON LEAD

An

Directions accompany each bottle.

Stair Builder.

Portland, Maine.
to

ja5dly

Bt K. LIBRV,Lo. 4.V1 Fore Wtreet, cor.
Cross Wt., in Deleno’* Mill.
HOOPEB, Cor. York & Maple
O.

ai iien j. blethen,

THE
consent.

Mt.

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, fl

The assortment comprises upwards of one hundred Dinner Sets, and one hundred and fifty Te$
ets. and have all been made to his own order in
England, France and Germany.

__

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange

J. H. HOOPER,

Suits, Lounges.
Bede, Mattreeses,

a

in Town

Real Estate Agents.

Parlor

HOUSE*

is now open to
prepared to accommodate
'transient and regular boarders at reasonap-ble rates. In connection with this house is
large Hall suitable for Parties, Concerts, &c.
■noau
eodmi <j

(Ic2!tf

A. 8. DAVIS A CO.. No. SO Middle Street.
J. II. IiAMSON. 132 Middle St.,cor. Cro**.

Dissolution.
copartnership heretofore existing between
Adams & York, Is this day dissolved by mutual

This house having been recently thorough-

Photographers.

Plnmbers.
MH<lEB..t*.Sl

COPARTNERSHIP.

ALIJAH ADAMS, 2nd,
J. S. YORK.

SACCARAPPA TILLAGE,

Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing
Done itt the beat poaaible manner by S.
YOUNG A CO.. No. 103 Fore St.

to Loan.

first class Real Estate Secuiity, in Portland,
vicinity—Rents collect ed, taxes paid, &c., on
Commission. Houses bought and sola. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office 13
Fluent Block.
oc4dtf

HOTELS.

order.

J. A. MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle St.

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

BULLETIN.

or

Department.

WESTBROOK,

Estate

ON

tained
M. D.,

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds of Uphols < r jug and Bepairing

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

G. Patterson’s Peal

Monday;

& s- Master*, second

Friday.

The subscriber will offer until the 1st of February
next, his entire stock of Decorated Dinner and Tea
Sets at

on

Money

Store.

Drag

St.

third

Grand

FAMILIES ~gZ

For Sale.

F.

c- K-

Grand Bodies—Grand Lod*e

Dinner and Tea Sets.

State Street, occupied bv the unThis house is thoroughly built of
and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.
sepl9-ti

BOWDOIN^COLLEGE,

#1. PERKINS manufacturer of plain
and fanty Candies, 5187 Congress St,
Portland Me.

Carpenters and Builders.

JOSEPH G. HARMON,
Limerick. Me.

house

45 Danlorth Street, Portland, He.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, D. D., Visitor.
O. L.
Billings, Principal. Send for Circular.
ociutf

Cabinet Maher.
G. F. CABSLEY, Silver St., oppoaite the
Mnrhet. OHee and Ship Furniture Be.
del“3m
pairing promptly attended to.

ABNER LOWELL, 199 Middle Street.
Asents for Howard Watch Company.

MARKS

5roj«rty

Wednesday; Atlantic,

Commanpkrif.s

day:

tf

Orders from a distance will receive the inost
ful personal attention.

SALE.

marl3dtf

Monday°II"~i>0rUana

DECORATED

THE
dersigned.

St. Augustin’s School for Boys,

CENTRAL

Co.’s

&

Weiineada^1111,

86001111

Council—Portland Council P. of J.. second Fri-

brick and stone

EDUCATIONAL-

Street.__

BOSTON.

Attorneys

and

floor, elegantlv finished and adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
Apply to
ALLEN HAINES,

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’*
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SHULL A SHACKFOBD, No. 39 Plant

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

Book, Card

LET!

TO

Hay

YORK RITES.

Blur Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednes-

Monday.

STREET,

\ _,two

repaired and furnished
ly
tne public, and is

35 OLD STATE HOUSE,

M.

tf

corner

W.e COBB, Nos.38 and 30Pearl Street.
On direct route between New Custom
11 on we and Pont Office, near the Market.

0P“Agent

WM.

jn24*lw then

STORE

International Steamship Comp’y.
annual meeting of the stockholders of the
International Steamship Company will be held

eral Streets.

dealer In New and Second-hand

C

Suitable

rooms.

gentlemen.

commence

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, oppoaitc Parh.

& Counsellors at

single

House,”

The suoKcnber offers for gale hfg Hotel
in Limerick Village, York County.
he house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
with shed and two large stables adjoining:
wells of water on the premises, and
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
The “Limerick House” is well situated for securing
liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the owner,

annual
of Lectures at the Medical
THE
School of Maine, will
February 10th,
and

Maine Steamship Company.

EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

FOR

H.

MASONIC
At Masonic Hall, Ad. 95 Exchange Street.

A.C., first
V«rnirrEI“»~Sre«n'«afR.
ernon, R. a. C., third

US !

ROBERTSON,

H.

CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
he first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday evening of each month.

!

Greatly Reduced Prices'.

A

The “Limerick

Messrs.

TO

SALE.

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This lot has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet deep, and plans have bsen drawn by How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of

course

WATER

ap21_a
BUTLER & LIBBY,
Attorneys

or

Free Street.

L.

PIPING.

FOR

oc7tf

Confectionery.

3 Door. East of Temple Si.,

,3AS AND

board at 75 Free street.

Medical

Street#__

MANUFACTURERS OF

103

and

To Let.
BOARD, large pleimant

mavHtf

MEETINGS^

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches,
six miles from Portland; House and El! two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor.: with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15fr acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple aud pear trees, J acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one ol the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of G. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.
mar21tf

&

SEE

KIDDIE

Opposite

at the

For Sale in the Town of Westbrook.

can

Post Office, Portland.

HIGHEST market price will be paid for
1SAULEV at 138 Fore street, near the market by

HOUSE

Dry Goods

jal9

Pleasant Street.
Inquire
House from 2 to 5 o’clock P. M.
Portland. Oct.
ocl3atf
13th._
No. 42

mar28

Gentlemen and their wives and two
three
TWOsingle
be accommodated with
gentlemen

HOUSEKEEPER,

ANNUAL

wes-

& CO.
dtf

Rooms To Let.

BETWEEN

THE
oc30d3m

or

To Let,

Bakers.

MACHINEWORKS

with

FURNISHED

At 52

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

PORTLAND

it,

over
rooms.

Room to Let with Board.
lront ROOM with board, at 38 State
no4dtf
Street, corner ot Gray.

Lost.
the Eastern Railroad Depot and Middle St., Wednesday, the 24th Doc., a wallet
containing from eighty to ninety dollars.. The finder will be liberally r ewarded
by leaving it at this
office.
dc30

165

No. 4 Cotton Street.

a

de22dtf

m.

Commercial Street.

near

canvass, to whom
good wages and expenses will be paid. None
but men of good habits need apply,
Address I’. O.
Drower 1382, or call at Room 8 Fluent Block, Port-

179 Commercial 8t., Portland.

and children.
hours 10 to 12 a, in.; 2 to 4 p.

jalGdlm

Wanted.
energetic MEN to

del7dtf

address

or

removed.

For Sale

To Let.
Myrtle Street. Apply to
JEFFERSON C00LIOGE,

PARLOR and square
A
without board; also, smaller
no7dtf

on

or

STREET,

—

JAISTE

RINES

OREN HOOPER, of
de6eod2m_Hooper, Eaton & Co.,

Free St.

No. 6

<ic3Utf

on

ROSS & STURDIVANT,

ot

Portland.
KOOMS

88

COME

Gas

houte

Stated Meetings.

have opened

price.

A

To Let.
furnished or unfurnishod.

Barley Wanted.
ja3dlm

Call on

or

RELIABLE

House is in

31iJET !

BENJ. FOGG,
Corner of Fore & Exchange Streets.

HOUSE
deldtf

ket

SALE,

is a new

HOUSE

No. 29

jal4dtf

perfect order throughout,
and Fixtures, Water,
rlllS
Furnace and cemented Cedar. There
Stable
the lot which
will be sold with the

House to Let.
57 Park Street, containing ten roomB.
Gas, Furnace, Sebago, Water Closet, Coal
House, &c. Rent 4550. Apply to
deldtf

>

i:~

new

M. G. PALMER.

LOST!

NOTE

WE.
G. Jordan. •

corner

Pleasant Rooms With Board,
At 30J High St., S. S. KNIjHT.

$15 Reward.
Friday afternoon, 16th inst., a
POUTMONNA1E, containing

acilve Woman to take charge of housea boarding house.
Address

Leonard

WHOLESALE COAL

a

Law, SMART,
hold duties in

at

NO. S3 MIDDLE STREET,

enj.

Tenement for small family,
GENTEEL
Cumberland and Mayo streets.

TO

Street.

House No. 20 Brnmliall Street.

To Let.

at. City Hall
LOST
small Morocco
from
to

sixty

FOR

tf

nolOeodtf

the evening of
a SABLE CAPE between Emery Street, and corner of Center
and Free Street, via Pine and
Congress Streets. The
finder will be suitably rewarded by leavin it at C.
L. Jewells’s Livery Stable, 34 Center Street.
Ju20dtf

KINGSBURY & JORDAN,

Counsellors

Apply

Ja16_

LOSt.
Jau. 16th,

end.

No. 152 Middle Street.

Chestnut Street.

PROCTER, 93 Exchangr

C.

we

FRIDAY MORNING. A AN. 33.1874.

Oar Stock will consist of the best in all desirable Goods in their
seasons, will be shown with pleasure, and sold at the Lowest mar-

sole at a
Inquire pf JOHN

For

gain if applied for immediately.

a

J. H. LAMSOV

PORTLAND,

A

Reeves,

Mr. A. D.

WITH A

Full Stock of Seasonable

a
was

vicinity that

MIDDLE

109

WO.

—

36 Free

occupied by

the first floor at 38
at the house.

STORE

on

THREE-STORY Brick House (No.
A Stre-t.)
containing 16 rooms, well finished, with
f hard and soft water, with
two-story
Elenty
This property
formerly
uilding in the
bar-

on

Ja«tf

HENRY McGILVEKY, Belfast, Me.

PHOTOGRAPHER,

NICE convenient Bent

Desirable Property for Sale
Free Street.

rear.

House to Let.

Scotch TERRIER. Must be a good Rat
catcher. Leave address at the
ja21dtf
PRESS OFFICE.

TO

Cor.

We have the pleasure to announce to the ladles of Portland and

de20dtf

JERlilS, Real Estate Agent.

THE PRESS.

THE NEW DRY GOODS STORE !

PARLOR,

<

C. F. COBBY,
Fore and Market Streele.

„„

ja21dlw*

Wanted.
buy

Street,

rooms.

Railroad Station in
this city,
MUFF, trimmed with Hudson Bay Sable.
The finder will receive the above reward by leaving it at the Eastern
Express Office,
Portland.
ja21*lw

LOST,

Boston, Mass.

lower part ot HOUSE No. 17 Vine
THE
containing five
Enquire of

Blockmaker Wanted.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

_miscellaneous.

Pleasant Tenement for Keut.
Sitting Room, Kitchen and three sleeping rooms, Gas and Sebago, over the Book Store
corner of Congress and Oak street.
Jiood location
for a Physician. Dentist or Dressmaker.
Apply to
Win. H.

To Let.

or near the Eastern
a seal skin

at

TOWLE,

jal’ldGt

$10 Reward.

(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

91

tj

GEO.

Lost.

tf

O’DONNELL,

ESTATE.

A

306 IIARBIMON AVENUE,

A SABLE MUFF,
The finder will t»e suitably rewarded by leaving it
at the Preble House.
ja22*3t

ON

KEILER,

to Let.

or

small stock of Groceries near Boston.
chance for a smart man with a small

a

Apply

capital.

a
for $65 with an endorsement of
signed by Wm. Chase and payable to the
James Gillin. All persons are cautioned
against negotiating for said note as paymeut on same
has been stopfd.
GILLIN, rear Pine St. Chinch,
J*22*3*
Portland, Me,

$10.
of

Rates

ength

REAL

rare

oruer

THE

eases

TO LEI.

=

op

—

prolonged pull exactlv at right angles to the
top of the chimney. (That is, blow term s the
top of the chimney.) The draft tb us created

draws the flame away from the wick, -s/he"
the caibonlc acid immediately below the departing flame also extinguishes the red-n’rol
charred end* of the wick.—Fai/mertf Alir\anac.

For Baer on favorable terms, a valuable
slate property, partially developed, wlih most
encouraging prospects, iu tbe eastern part of
tbe State. Owners refer to 8. T. Fuller, Empress office.
jel-i-dff
Job Printing.—Every description of Job
Priutiug executed promptly, ami at tbe lowest
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, 1C*
Wm. Ai.Mabks.

Exchange SU

Libmg’8 Liquid Extract of Beef does not
of
require cookiug or warni'ng— Is in the form
Is composed of Beef Brana Foreign Liqueur.
and Wins
dy aud Tonics—Sold by Grocers or
Liqueur
Merchants as a high class Conliai
and by Druggists as a supei ior
nutrihre^iomc.
Does Advertising Pat?—There
stance on record of a well

Is

judicious advertising failini:
m
u'
t® my liberality
“My success is owing

no

,
in
ad-

and made
VW‘l"ad5ertTs«l^productions
"—Nicholas fx>n</worth.

ov

In-

tom °f

mon-

advertising if a
wealth —Stephen Girard.

“rmiNtant and persistent

sure

to
preludewho

invests oue dollar iu business should
“He
invest one dollar in advertising that business.’
—A. T. Stewart.
“Without tbe aid of advertisements I*. could
have done nothing in my speculations. I bav®
Adthe most complete faith in printer’s ink.
road to business.— Baris tbe

vertising

royal

num.

“Advertising has furnished
peteaee.”—Amos Lawrence.

me

with a

com*

or a

rr HEP EESS.

take that course
make him a good

1874,
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FRIDAY

a

regular

to

snch

Citizens are

letters and communiWe do not read anonymous
and address of the writer are In
cations. The name
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty ot good faith.
cannot undertake to return
munications that are not used.

Woman

Suffrage

or

cit-

of Executive Committee.

city.

of

those wilful murderers—for we desire
state Mr. Talbot's position with entire candor,—“whose acts alarm exposed and timid
people for their own safety must be effectually

general,

to

of;” those wao “commit great
wrongs against society, but excite no general
apprehension and no unqualified execration,
may be punished with a view to their reforma
Here’s
tion and ultimate return to society.”

taken

articles.__
a

meeting of

the passenger cars of the Eastern and Maine

Central Railroad over the Boston and Maine
between Portland and North Berwick free of
charge, during the temporary suspension of
travel, caused by the burning of the Eastern
Railroad bridge at Biddeford.

Compnlsorj Education.
More important than all other interests
committed to the Legislature is that of fostering our common school system and devising measures which will insure the edu-

black and

make the State an offer of the institution and
its property lor a Normal school. The surrounding towns have petitioned tor such a

cation of all the children in the State. Even
in governments which are not “of the peo

is to

er

the

thriving village and if the State
establish another, it would be difficult to

Verrill would have been hung!
I think that society can be well protected
from the murderous tendencies of men like
Stokes, Walworth and Hiscock, with
out hanging them. They may be placed where
they will have no opportunity to pursue “mur-

better location.

'Sickles,

der as a fine art,”on future occasions. But they
constitute exactly the class in respect to which
the argument againsticapital punishment has the

position.

least foroe. Their characters are already form
ed—their intellects and their moral nature have
received all the culture that is possible.
They
are. some of them, probably exceptions to the

A Washington special says that the Democrats in Congress will make a direct issue
against the bill ieported by the Railroad Committee in the House, which provides, among
other things, for chartering an inter-State

and champion in the Tweeds of New York,
while the simply ignorant citizen in the

almost universal rule that moral diseases may
be eradicated. On the contrary the very men
whom Mr. Talbot would hang, are those who
can almost certainly be restored to moral sanity. Whatever good qualities and instinets
they man have, have been studiously repressed
and stifled,—all their evil passions have been
cultivated and encouraged by the circumstances
in which society has placed them. Meanwhile
they have been left in a state of complete intellectual darkness. If hanging is to be tried

railway.

prostrate

states like South Carolina and Louisiana and

The vote in the Senate for the confirmalike Texas and Kentucky. In- tion of Mr. Waite to be Chief Justice was 03
deed, so intimately are the mfluence and re- instead of 30 as printed yesterday. We gave
sults of our common school system connected 1 it as furnished by the telegraph.

lawless

ones

with the material prosperity, moial condition, respect of law and obedience to it, that
knowing the status of the one, we can safely
calculate the other.
It is hardly possible

that any

one

Current Notes.
The Albany Journal in noticing the railroad subsidy schemes before Congress, and
particularly that of the Southern Pacific in
which the nation is asked to guarantee the
interest of $50,000,000 of its bonds says “The
Northern Pacific has for the time gone up
with a terrible crash to its financial managers. The Texas Pacific is now mostly on
paper and in- the minds of its projectors.
There it must remain for awhile longer as
neither public nor private capital is likely to
undertake its construction at present. So,
then, Mr. Walker can hope for no encouragement to his scheme, and the best thing he
can do is to stop urging it and save his
breath. The people are in no temper to
hear his appeals and Congress is aware of
the tact. No more railroad subsidies is their

can

doubt the statement that crime is the consequence of ignorance; but that the fact may
be brought clearly to the mind of the reader
the following statistics obtained from official
sources are given in corroboration of the
assertion. In France from 1867 to 1869, one
hah' of the inhabitants could neither read or
write and this half of the ignorant masses
furnished ninety-five per cent of the persons
arrested for crime and eighty-seven per cent
of those convicted. In the six New England
States but seven per cent of the inhabitants
above the age of tea y aarc cannot read nor
write, yet eighty ner cent of th« crimes,
committed by this very small minority; or,
to put it in other words, one person in New

England without education,
thiee times

education;

commits

men havenot been hung as that they
beenpuntshed or restrained in any way

have not
that has
done the mischief. The outrage has continued
already too long, and now Messrs Talbot and

Goddard propose to Im^Um w
Trompe la-Mort.

“Wallin? and Gnashing of .Teeth.”
To the Editor of the Press:—
A writer in the Press this morning reiter

about “Irish servant girls,”
expressing her lack of sympathy with the
anti Irish feeling, and saying of the servant
girls: “Considering their youth, their inexperience, their coming strangers into the

fifty-

many crimes as one with
while in the whole United States

country, their separation from parental

very far from tbe truth, and
He says—for
the hundredth time it may be—that the two
Boston roads made offers “for doing the business of the Maine” as foliows:
Boston &

ates

over-

A kind, consistent, watchful,
tress

will

keep

passengeos $2.00, Eas ern $1.50—with
something like this difference in freight rates.
To whom was this offer made? To “the people of Maine?" Never; but in the spleen and
in the blindness of a warfare precipitated by
tbe Eastern itself,
when! it agonized for a

careful mis-

her servants in the

way of

careless
or
incompetent one
tempts them to fall.”
Mr. Evarts, the ciassmate and friend of
Chief Justice Waite says of him: He is one
of the ablest men in the law I ever met,” and
he is described as having an eminently judicial mind. It is asserted that the Washington Chronicle, which did such valiant service
against Cushing, is afraid Mr. Waite has not

honesty;

a

_

monopoly of the through business, this offer
was made to the Maine Central, and not to the
people of Maine;” and it is under the burden
of this’sharp overreaching of itself that this
“Boston road” is grinding its teeth, one week
pouring out wrath upon its competitor, another
week finessing to consolidate, and the third
week substantially .declaring that it must do
something to break the hold of the Maine
Central. Not a man at the station in this city,
from Mr. Bachelder down to the “Assistant
Conductors" who swarm at train time, but
knows that this is the true statement of the
case; and not one of them who can answer the
complaints about unjust discrimination in the
matter of local freights without attributing it
to the rigor of the Maine Central, even after
their own road has made rates so liberai.
So let us see how it stands: Can yon go to
Boston from Portland over the Eastern for less
money than over the Boston & Maine? Not a
bit of it. ADd if you are East of Portlaud, can
you get to Boston at any less rates than in tbe
olden days when you could be ticketed over
either the “lower” or the “upper” route? or
might do again if there were a just use made
of the advantages of the “Boston roads,” which
by the way, is the bane of the whole
mode, and a curse to the whole people of th.i
State.
I do not forget that the Eastern made offer
of $1.50 fare from Portland to Boston, on
through business, and it did it because it hoped
toshutontthe Boston & Maine, and compel
consolidation.
Bnt even this concession of
fifty cents made in the darkness, underbidding
foolishly and blindly, did not go “to the people
of Maine,” but to the Maine Central railway, a
thing whibh is supposed to be considered and
Yet
equalized in tbe “grand consolidation.”
the impudent cheat of this false statement is
thrust forward constantly, a position as untenable as could be invented, and which men
are hired to “write no” and paid for doing it.
1 do not care to remark harshly upon this,
but I do get tired of steroetyped twaddle. If it
is not au offense, it is at least open to the objections made by Mark Twain in the matter of
the cow’s tumbling into the tent four nights’ in
succession—“it ft getting monotonous."
Portland.
January 22d, 1874.

always

voted the straight republican ticket,
and accuses him of having voted for General
McClellan in 1864.

Washington News and Gossip.
A TARIFF RECOMMENDATION.

Statistics also show that pauperism is in
the inverse ratio of education. The carefully

Secretary Richardson has written a letter to
Sebator Chandler, Chairman of the Senate
Committee on Commerce, in which he recommends the substitution of specific for ad valorem duties. It is a long and carefully prepared document, well worthy of the consideration of Congress and of the people.

prepared statistics of Great Britain conclusively show this fact. In the three large
states of Pennsylvania, Ohio and Illinois, statistics show that of the illiterate persons, one
in ten is a pauper, while of the rest of the
population, but one in three hundred is a
pauper; which is to say that ignorance furnishes thirty times as many paupers as the
same persons would if required to get the ed-

THE PACIFIC RAILWAYS

Tbe House Committee on the Pacific Railroad to-day commenced the consideration of
the bill introduced by Representative Luttrell
of California which provides for the prosecution of tbe Central Pacific Railroad Company
by the Government on the ground of violation
of its charter. This bill represents tbe sentiment of the Anti-Monopoly party of California,
as a representative of which Mr. Luttrell was
elected. The bill is very severe in its terms,
and if passed would doubtless materially injure
the franchise of the road.

ucation of our free schools.
Further than this: An examination covering prominent labor centers in twenty

states, made

several years since, developed the
fact that such an education as oar free schools

afford, adds an average of fifty per cent, to the
producing capacity of the citizen while a higher training increases the same two or three

MORE RETBENCHMENT.

Mr. Buffington, chairman of the Committee
Accounts in the House, has been busily engaged in examining into ail tbe expenses of the
on

hundred per cent.
is the

prime

source

House, with

view to tbe reduction of exHe has recommended that the num-

of 00 per cent, of our crime and of
even a
larger per centage of our pauperism and redaces the value of the individual as a
produc-

fifty per cent—and statistics, an almost
infallible guide in making iuquiry, indicate
that this is the fact—the logical conclusion is
that the first and most important duty of the
legislator is

to spare no effort, not only to
make instruction free and accessible, but to
take measures to enforce its general diffusion.
are aware

Legislature

that

a

The Western and Southern members are organising to defeat tbe report from the Committee of Ways and Means, restricting the maximum circulation of legal tender notes
to four
hundred millions.

not

and effect as means of

The law compels all

investigation.

to pay taxes on
tbeir property for the support of
schools. It
is compulsory. The tar is imposed
with the
idea that security to life and
property is enhanced,and the public good
meu

generally promoted by the maintenance of public
schools, and
with that purpose in view the law enforces
its payment. Now it is a very poor rule that
will not work both ways. Public schools being deemed essential to the general good and
the citizen
being compelled to pay taxes for
their snpport, he has a
right to demand that
he shall receive
the fullest returns for his
money; in short, that
every child in the State
shall be made to
accept the’benefits of public
instruction.

?to control
argrd, ,lhat
their

parenu shou,d have

children-and

much fine talk about personal

a

we'hrar

freedom

all of

which in this case is nonsense. The
Have a right to demand that
every child be
instructed that he will not become a

majority

so

criminal
1

Chips from Biddeford.
The Grand Arm; boys are meeting with
good success in the play of the “Color Guard."
It is the best war drama they have yet put up-

THE CURRENCY QUESTION.

majority of the last

convinced that such a
measure as compulsory attendance of children, some portion the year, at school either
public or private, is demanded. It may be
that they did not have time to read
the report of Superintendent Johnson in which
they would have ascertained that with 226,751
scholars returned in 1872 there was an average attendance at the public schools of but
102,433. Possibly those opposed to it deemed such a provision impolitic, but
certainly
such a conclusion could not be arrived
at by
sort
of
any
reasoning which recognizes cause
was

a

penses.
ber of men employed in the folding room be
reduced one-third This is made possible from
the reason that Congress is not now
printing
many public documents. Although the House
has passed the bill authorising the printing of
the Agricultural report, it is doubtful whether
the Scuate will pass it, which makes a reduction in the folding room possible.

er

the boards.
The Eastern Railroad
Company have a large
gang of men at work upon the temporary
bridge which is to be put up in place of the
one burned.
Supt. Prescott bas been here with
the engineers of the road. They have examined the location, and telegraphed to certain Iron

on

A “Kettledrum.”—At last we have a “ket-

tledrum.” Forthe New York fashion correspon.

I
j

dents have filled our souls with envy by tbeir
description of “kettledrums.” They all said
“kettledrums,’ were to be the thing. That

“kettledrums”
these ready writers

were so

drum” had

ever

ever

bridge

manufacturers to come on and look over
the situation.
They will probably present
plans for a first class iron suspension bridge.
The hackmen are coining money by transfer-

Still not one of

and so.

averred that a “kettle-

transpired

knowledge. They contented
harping on “kettledrums”—if

ring passengers and baggage across the city.
Verily its an ill wind that blows nobody

to tbeir certain
themselves with
the

good.
Already city politics

expression be

being talked up,
and tbere is a prospect that the Democrats and
all others “in favor of economy and retrenchment” will put up a citizens’ reform ticket.

admissable. But it makes no cifference now.
We know bow the thing is done. On
Monday
night Mrs. General Meigs, wife of tbe

master-general,
friends

her

left

for

visiting card,

a

with

a

quarterfew favored
simple pencil

it was foun 1 some of the cards said “3
o’clock” some “4 o’clock,” some “5 o’clock.”
The guests were invited at different hours.
As it could be to nothing else, it must be to a
“kettledrum”. So the ladies went at the hour
indicated, chatted with the hostess, wore their
visiting toilets, and kept on their bonnets. The
entertainment was ot ices, salads, cakes,
fruits,
chocolate, coffee and tea, the last served from
a large urn in the centre of the
table. Young
ladies, but no gentlemen, were invited. The
guests stayed about an hour, and that was a
‘kettledrum. —[ Washington
son

present year. Mr. McMullen has many Democratic friends also. Retrenchment and economy are good words.

People hereabouts are beginning to see what
a genuine Maine law means.
Every day, more
or less of the gentlemen who were
determined
to "fight it out, and decay in jail” walk
up and
plead guilty, and pool in to to the county |box
the fine and costs imposed for vending balm.
Already a large amount has been paid, and the
prospect is that the fines in liquor cases will

Correspondence

Supreme Court of Mississippi has decided that the general election in that State last
November was constitutional. The new LegisGen. Ames, the new
lature has convened.
Governor, and ali other State and county officTbe

ers

pay all court fees of this term. A few stubborn ones have pleaded “not guilty” and next
Monday is the day assigned for their trial.

enter upon their duties.
dangers of any complication in

elect, will at

once

And thus all
the political affairs of that State are removed.

are

Mayor McMullan will be reelected, however, as
the Republicans, aud all the foreign vote, with
the exception of the “rum party” which is
thoroughly dilapidated, are favorable to him,
and satisfied with the management of the

ineription in one corner: “At home Tuesday afternoon, 4 o’clock, tea.” Upon compari-

Chicago Inter-Ocean.]

statement

Maine,

*****

tue.

a

inpudent beyond toleration.

sight—their uniform purity and propriety of
conduct is certainly remarkable. As to honesty, in estimating that trait of Irish servants, we must not expect superhuman vir-

ity.

w
ngl.t

not fAeir crimes that have rendered murder
fashionable and contagious. No one is inspired
There is nothing
to emulate their example.
fascinating about these vulgar animals who
It is
the
hack and hew their victims.
gilded murderer who performs bis butch
ery with grand dramatic airs and posturing, who kills like the hero of a melo-drama
and has his fine phrases ready for his audience
like Booth, that has spread abroad tbe mania
for bloodshed. It is not so mnch that these

Boston Pilot

the illiterate person commits ten times the
number of crimes that the educated one
does.
It has generally been believed that the
church rather than the school, prevents the
people from becoming criminals; but wherever statistics have been collected, they indicate
that churches have little effect in that direction simply because c.huich influence and
teaching reach so small a part of the people
and particularly of that class which furnishes
the criminals. In 1870 the government of
Bavaria was led to carefully examine the subject; and in the various provinces it was found
that the number of churches in a thousand
buildings, bear no ratio to the number of criminals therein, but on the other hand, it was
found that crime decreased almost in the
same ratio that schools increased.
In short,
all statistics demonstrate that the most effective preventive of crime, is the iree school.
Universal education leads to universal moral-

We

again, theirs is the very claim from immunity
which Bociety cannot with justice refuse. It is

Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe writes to the

as

If, therefore, ignorance

who have

school in that

We understand that Representative Stone
of Bridgton is spoken of in connection with
the Treasuryship of the Insane Hospital at
Augusta. Those acquainted witli Mr. Stone
speak in high terms of his qualifications for

cannot read his ballot finds his natural ruler

and

cation and aristocratic associations? Under this
code Prof. Webster would by this time have
been restored to society and poor innocent Luth-

name a

pie, for the people, and by the people “recognize now the necessity of the education of
their people as an economic measure and as
the only road to national respect. In our
form of goveinment, intelligence among the
masses is demanded on the ground of safety.
With intelligent voters it is the best form of
government ever devised; with the ballot
wielded by ignorant men, it is the worst and
most dangerous.
The vicious voter who

brutally ignorant,

grown up under the ban and curse of their fellow men! Reform the man for whom society has
already done all it can do, and hang the man
whom society has predestined to ignorance and
crime! Was ever such a monstrous perversion
of jus-tice conceived betore? What is it butdiscriminating in favor of a good coat,a good edu-

Bridgton Academy will

The trustees of

care

sentimentalism for you! Pot Daniel E. Sickles
and Edward S. Stokes,with all their advantages
of a respectable origin, liberal culture and high
political and social standing into prison for
their reform And “ultimate return to society,"
but strangle boys like Clifton Harris who are

the Directors of the Boston & Maine R. R. held in Boston on the
21stiust. it was unanimously voted to draw

K. MORRELL,
J. S. KIMBALL,
HENRY TALLMAN,
J. W. MUNGER,
A. J. W. STEVENS,
A. J. BILLINGS,
State Temperance Committee.

makes

bute to their sterling worth. Of such persons
he says that we are “not surprised to find in
them good social qualities, a distinct and vivid
He
moral sense, a generally deoorous life.”
conceives it hardly possible that circumstances
•could ever provoke them to a second offence.
One might, he avers, travel across the plains
alone with Stokes without fear of being
knocked on the head. But such brute* as HarIn
ris—they are the men for the hangman!

__

At

H.

men

murderers with malice aforethought he proposes to save from the gallows is that I have
described in the heading to this communication.
He refers by name to Sickles, Hiscock, Stokes
and Miss Maunk. He even pays a warm tri-

the names of Democrats who would like
join the Republecan party. We have no
right to give the names, and if we had we
would not afford the Standard an opportunity to lash them. Now it can, week after week
keep its editorials standiug and run them
with but little change. New names and new
causes of grief would necessitate a new series

12 o’clock noon, to adopt such means os they judge
best to reform the inebriate, to save the young from
the paths of intemperance, and to drive, if possible,
the traffic from the land. Let there he a general rally. We need to enc< iurage each other’s hearts and
strengthen each other’s hands in this gr at work.
The usual reduction of fare on the several railroads
mas* be expected.
The Convention will probably continue through

designing

be damned any way. But what a
curious selection Mr. Talbot makes!
We have
all thought and read much about class distinctions but surely none so arbitrary and invidious
were ever before formally proposed. The class of

us

nr

of

people would

The Maine Standard shall not learn from

IllMliaa Hall, Aagnta, an Wednesday,
Jana ary 98, 1874,

hands

They are like the old
herself at the end of a
discourse by a too liberal parson, on the inference she was able to draw that perhaps a few

lady who congratulated

bill inWalton approves the very remarkable
Mr. Talbot. We
by
at
Augusta
troduced
confidently make the assertion that Judge
Walton does not approve this bill. He takes
substantially Qov. Dingley’s view that the
duty of the Executive in the matter of issuing warrants, should be accurately defined.
The bill in question is supposed to be the result of the joint efforts of Hon. George F.
Talbot and Hon. Charles W. Goddard of this

The people of Maine, of every religiouB denomination, political party, temperance organizations and of
no organization, who believe In and practice total abstinence from all Intoxicating drinks, and in tavor of
the suppression of their sale by every laudable, practicable and effectual measure, are invited to meet in
Mass Convention at

Jan. 13,1871.

wreck,
seeing somebody hung.

hanging have industrithe
suggestion that Judge
ously circulated

State Temperance Convention.

Thursday.

murderers,

them. Messrs. Goddard and Talbot, the oapiital punishment pair, seem to have anticipated
enthusiasm in support of
a lack of popular
have imagtheir demand for the gallows, but
ined that they could save something from the
and alleviate their feeling of chagrin by

TnE advocates of

to full
of public
morality and good government, and that it would be
an act of justice due to the class that is disfranchised
coron account of no crime or natural disability, we
our
dially invite all persons who sympathize aswith
tne
to
consult
purposes, to meet with us and
mear s to be employed in securing proper Legislative
Per order
Jau. 14, 1874,

find

will demand the education of every child.

The Maine Woman Suffrage Association will hold
a Mass Convention at Granite Hall, In the citv of
Augusta, on Tuesday Evening, Jan. 27th, and Wednesday, day and evening, Jan. 28th. Col. T. W.
Hlgginsou and other distinguished speakers from
fltominent
abroad will address the Convention,
gentlemen, of both political parties, residing in this
8tate, have also consented to take part in its delib-

Augusta,

jurors

ignorant populace. It is to avert such
calamities, to disband the army of crime avert
the famine of pauperism, and to place the Republic on the sute foundation of an enlightened patriotism that we plead for a law that

Hass Convention.

Believing that the admission of women
izenship would greatly promote the cause

to serve as

compelled

in an

reserve com-

erations.

as a meas-

witnesses in court for the public good. Indeed, the personal freedom and rights of the
individual are so entirely ignored In time of
war that he is drafted and sent to battle,
simply because the public safety demands it.
Within a few years tens of thousands were so
taken from home, and for what purpose?
To put down a revolt which found its strength

frauds,_

We

citizen, society,

Ib tAe Editor of the Press:
There is a general feeling of astonishment at
the direction the capital punishment agitation
has taken. If I understand the bill introduced
in the Legislature, it embodies the ideas set
forth in Hon. Geo. F. Talbot’s last letter to the
Advertiser. It does not propose to hang all wilbut only some of
ful and deliberate

of self-protection, has the right to take
charge of him—to compel him to go to school.

Card

Press,
sively, a party

Dress Coat and Kid Glove Murderers.

to

with his child which will

ure

attache of the Press is furnished
certificate countersigned by sta“ley1
bo
Pullen. Editor. All railway, steamboat and
us by deman
managers will confer a favor upon
credentials of every person claimingto
seier
Journal, a9 we have information that
e
in 4 e name o
mers” are seeking courtesies
to he, even pasand we have no disposition
Every

with

If the parent neglects
pauper, and

1

The monument to Stephen A. Douglas at
Chicago, is not only unfinished, but in a state
of semi-dilapidation.

Nominations by the Governor —The following nominations were made Wednesday by
the Governor:
Member of Board of Agriculture (term of
three yearsH-M. C. Fernald, Orono.
To Solemnize Marriages—Revs. James Trimble, Prinoeton; Edward Cotton, Augusta; W.
P. Merrill, Sliapleigh; J. N. McLoney New

Haven, Connecticut.

Justices of the Peace and Quoram—M. M.
Butler, Portland; W. G. Heath, Penobscot; E.
C. Cliatts, Brooksville; S. H. Gray, Sedgewick;
Jacob G. Smith, Monmouth; A. D. Knight,
Hallowell; Wm. Gleason, Uniou; Simon C.
Hewitt, Hope; Chas Magguier, Corinth; Lester Dwinel, Bangor; Wm. C. Crosby, Bangor;
Benning C. A‘’diton. Bangor; James F. Rawson. Bangor; Moses P. Glover, Sebec; Marshall
H. White, Bowdoinham; A. B. Harvey, Dover;
Gideon Richards, Belmont; Marcus Peters,
Orient; Win. P. Sprague, Jlesboro’; Janies
Timony, Oakfield; Jonathan Fuller, Freedom;
Oliver D. Blake. Lewiston.
Trial Justices—Wm. H. Rackliffe, Easton;
J. C. Holman. Farmington; Henry C. Robinson, Newcastle; John D.
Cookson, Knox;
James Wass, Addison; Geo. Y. .Mills, BrooksThomas
L.
Windham.
ville;
Smith,
Notaries Public—David Chamberlain, Bristol Elisha Clarke, Bath; Chas. D. Hill, Calais.
Dedimus Justice— A. H. Walker, Lovell.
Inspector of Lime and Lime Casks—James

STATE OF MAINE.
House of Representatives, Jan. 12,1874.
Ordered, The Senate concuring, that all petitions for private Legislation except those for redress
of wrongs and grievences which may be presented to
this Legislature alter Wednesday, the fourth day of
February be referred to the next Legislature, and
that this order be published in the daily Kennebec
Journal, Daily Eastern Argus, Portland Pres s and
Bangor Daily Whig and Courier, until that date.
Read and passed. Sent up for concurauce.
S, J. CHADBOURNE, Clerk.
In Senate, Jan. 13,1874.
Read and amended by adding after ‘‘Whig and
Courier’* the words ‘*and Lewiston Daily Journal,**
and passed.
Sent down for concurrence.
SAMUEL W. LANE, Secretary.

swordsman, we may expect a rare treat,
Sergeant Ambler is a man who never does
anything by halves, and from an intimate personal acquaintance, we know that he is never
the man who would bring anything before the
pnblic unless be was prepared to give a first
class entertainment.
In whatever he under
tabes be is never satisfied until he has distanced all competitors, and when he speaks he
speaks with his whole soul, all life, energy,
animation and electric impulse, that carries all
before it, while his native wit and quaint humor will
always keep an audience in roars of
laughter. Success to the Sergeant, say we. *

News and Otber Items.
Rev. E. W. Schwefel, a Presbyterian minister of Athens, O., was recently killed by the

discharge of a gun given him as a Christmas
present by his congregation.
Rev. Samuel Scoville, son in-law of Henry
Ward Beecher, who has run with “the boys” oi
a hook and ladder company in
Norwick, N. Y.,
for several years, has now become chief enginof the town’s fire department.
A New Hampshire party, who has just enjoyed his first experience with Washington

A true

Copy.

Attest:

JalCsntdSAMUEL W. LANE, Secretary.
SPECIAL

syrup spread all over between them.”
If the receipts of the internal revenue should
be as heavy during the remainder of this month

they have been from the 1st inst. to the prestime, they will amount to $10,000,000 for
the month.
About $8,000,000 is the highest
figures attained in a long time.
It is said from Washington that the next reduction in salaries affecting public officers, will,
from present indications, be those of naval officers. There is a decided feeling that way, as
cutting down in the matter of compensation is
the order of the day, especially since the repeal
as

A
hand, he is arming them with the other.
merchant ship from Liverpool was captured,
the other day, on the gold coast, loaded with
2,000 muskets and a large quantity of powder
for the Ashantees.
All the muskets were of
English make and marked “Birmingham.”

STATE

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

The Bangor Whig says Mrs. Bennett of Vehas been partially insane for a year and a
tn
nn*
^ ~—1
seud her to the hospital and it was thought she
was harmless, she has been kept at home.
On
Tuesday noon she asked her husband to come
and sit beside tier, which ho did, when she attacked him with a razor she had concealed
about her clothing, and inflicted a serious
She was secured before
wound in his groin.
doing any serious harm; but Mr. Bennett’s injuries are dangerous and be lies in a crit.cal
condition.
rona

1

A, B.

KENNEBEC

COUNTY.

KNOX COUNTY.

The Bockland Free Press hopes our legislators will proceed cautiously in making changes
in the management of the State Prison.
The salary of the Mayor of Bockland has
been increased from $200 to $500.
A school master at Owl's Head, while correcting a scholar, was interfered with by some
of the youngsters, who dragged him out of the
house.
The school authorities took up the
matter, arrested the boys and had them tried.
They were all fined.
The money orders issued from the Bockland
post office during the year 1873, amounted to
$126,112,91. The money orders paid at that office amounted to $25,105.41.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The annual meeting for the election of Trustees of the State College will be held on Wednesday of next week.
Peter Kelleher, an
aged man employed
about the Sanford steamer wharves at Bangor,
slipped and fell on the ice, on Front street,
Wednesday, and fractured his hip.
The Bangor Whig says Slim Jim and a confederate monteed $25 out of a Provincial youth
on the Maine Central train
Wednesday afternoon, and the poor fellow on arriving here had
not enough money left to go home with. Three
other persons on the train were victimized, but
grinned and bore it the best they could.
The Whig says a
lumbering camp on Ripogenus stream in township 4, Range 41, owned
by H. K. Robinson of Brewer, was destroyed
by fire Monday forenoon, the 12th inst. Nothing was saved, the camping tools, bedding,
and clothes of the camping crew, and some
money which they had at the camp, were all
destroyed. The fire caught in tbe dry boughs
forming the roof. The crew being at work
some distance away, did not discover the fire in
time to prevent the destruction of their
goods.
Michael Whalen was arrested in
Bangor
for
stealing a savings bank deposit
Weduesday,
book belonging to A. P. Holton. Wbaleu was
about to dt aw out the amount of the
deposit,
$945.75, when he was arrestod.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

Thirty-eight

certificates of intentions of marriage was the number issued by the town clerk
of Fairfield the past year.
A splendid new locomotive engine has been
placed on the Somerset Railroad.
WALDO COUNTY.

The Belfast Age says Sheriff Norton has received a circular front Governor
Dingley requiring him and his deputies to go to watching
rumsellers.
The Age says a son of Mr. Edwiu
Greeley of
Swanville. broke his leg while wrestling at
school, Monday, and a similar accident happened to the horse as he was driven after a
doctor. He fell through the frost in the|road
and broke his leg and had to be killed, j
Belfast Gas Light Company declares an annual dividentof eight per cent.
The boy Larrabee, convicted of flriDg a baru
in Frankfort, was sentenced to the Reform
School during his minority, or five
years in the
State s Brison in the alternative.

~E.

Bottle

of

Botanic Balsam, at all Druggists.
Pleasant, and an unfailing remedy for Asthma,
Coughs, Colds, LungComplaints, &c. Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., Agents, Bostou. Large Bottles, 35 cents,

Adamson’s

a case

it will not

A.

DRESS

no5MW&S&w3m

cure.

LOT

OF

A.

B.

BUTLER.

I

FORTE

Organist

AND

Annie B. Hutchins.
In Augusta, Jan. 15, Isaac G. Howland of Hallowell and Miss Maggie Hopewell of Augusta.
In Gardiner, Jan. 15, Silas Atkins and Miss Mary
C. Lawrence.
In Rockland, Jan. 18, A. C. Hamilton and Miss
Clara E. Low.

DIED.

ORGAN.

ton.

sntf

January 14,1874.

EVERETT,

—TEACHER OF—

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC.
51

OXFORD STREET,

TERMS *13.

janl3*lman

1840.

1874

PAIN-KILLER,
THE GREAT

Family

Medicine

In this city, Jan. 22, Mr. Robert Holyoke, aged 60
year*.

Communications left at residence, 166 Spring street,
or at Stockbridge’s Music Store will rece.ve prompt
attention.
B3P*Refers to Mr. H. Kotzschmar, Rev. Asa Dal-

Miss E- M.

oi

the

Age.

Dysentery, Cholera, Diarrhea,
Cramp and Pain in the Stomach,
Bowel Complaints, Painters' Colic,
tZLiver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Indigestion.
Sore Throat, Sudden Colds,
Coughs, Ac., Ac., Ac.

[Funeral services Friday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Burial at the convenience of the family.
In this city, Jan, 22, of sea let feve", Katie Shaw,
youngest daughter of Samuel and Annie R. Chadwick, aged 4 years 8 months.
In this city, Jan. 23d. of scarlet fever. Katie M.
infant daughter of Robinson and Emma E. Williams,
aged 20 months.
[Funeral services Saturday afternoon, at 3 o’clock,
from 14 Pine street. Friends and relatives are invited
to attend.
In Lyman, Jan. 20, Mr. John Raymond, aged 95 yrs
In Gardiner, Jan. 17, Mrs. Mary C., wile of James
A. Jewett, aged 29 years.
In Yassalboro, Jan. 8, Josiah Prescott, Esq., aged
67 years.
In Fairfield, Dec. 30, Miss Qusta C. Holway, aged
20 years 11 months.

24
Pereire. New York. .Havre.Jan 24
of
.New
Brussels.
York-Liverpool
....Jan
24
City
Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 24
Moro Castle.New York.. Havana.Jan 27
Manhattan.New York. .Liverpool— Jan 27
Accapulco. New York. Aspinwall... Jan 28
Java.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 28
City of New York. .New York Havana.Jan 29
Atlas.
New York Jamaica.Jan 30
Claribel...New York-Hayti, &c.Jan 30
Scandinavian.Portland.. .Liverpool.Jan 31

MAHUSHE

Ac.

thorough trial by innumerable living withas proved itself THE MEDICINE OF
THE AGE. It is an internal and external remedy.
One positive proof of its efficacy is, that its sales
have constantly increased, and wholly upon its own

Stock,.$210,f00
Amount
paid in.248,800
Company is owing nothing.
WILLIAM ROSS, Treasnrer.
Cumberland, ss.
January, 1874.
Subscribed and sworn to before me.
JAMES L. RACKLEFF,
ja23d2t
Justice of the Peace.
ST ATE.TI ANT

OF TOE FINANCIAL
CONDITION
—

The effect of the

Pain-Killer
taken internally, in case of
patient
Cold, Cough, Bowel Complaint, Cholera, Dysentery, |
and other afflictions of the system, has been irmy

cured for it such a host oi testimony, as an infallible
remedy, that it will be handed down to posterity as
one of the greatest medical discoveries of the nine-

Pain-KillerJ

deiives much of its popularity from the simplicity
attending its use. which gives it a peculiar value in a
family. The various diseases which may be reached
by it, and in their incipient stages eradicated, are
among those which are peculiarly fatal if suffered to
run; bat the curative magic of this preparation at
once disarms them of their terrors.
In all respects

it fulfills tue conditions of a popular modicine.
Be sure you call for and get the genuine PainKiller, as many worthless nostrums are attempted
to be sold on the great reputation of this valuable
modicine.
^“Directions accompany each bottle.

$1

per Bottle.
ja3eod&wlm

*•* —AieuMTi.

“THE LIFE IS MORE THAN HEAT.
preached in the First Parish
Church by

Mirmon

R K V.

DR.

HILL,

the Sunday following the death of Agassis,
For Sale at the Principal Bookstores.
ja!4sntt

The Society for the Prevention ot Cruelty to Animals respectfully gives notiee that Alonzo H.
Libby, Constable whose office is at No. 80 Middle
street, (up stairs) has been appointed Agent of the

Society.

The public are therefore requested to give prompt
information to him of any crnelty to animals that
come

knowledge,
brought

to their

that the offenders
justice.
ap29

are

and he will see to it
to speedy and strict

Per order.

sntf

Don’t Fail to rail la and Bay

25c

DRESS

WORTH

A.

some

of

oar

GOODS,'

30 AND 75 CENTS.

B.

BREAK

DOWN
our

IN

PRICES!

entire stook of

CrOODS,
so low that all can snpply tnemselves with their winter Clothing almost at their own prices, All our

Prints from 8 to 9 cts.
Call early aud examine, for we mean what we say.
GOWELL & GREENOUGH.
Ja7
gutf

DR. I ARES A. SPALDING,

OCULIST.
301 1-9 CONGBEM ST., Room

Mo. 6.

Residence Preble

°ouse»

__gellsnSm
Schlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion
safe and sure remedy for removingTan.Pimple.,
.A
Moth Blotches.
from the

Freckle, and Eruptions
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and lmpartingfto .it
MARBLE 1‘CTHITY.

PRICE FIFTY CEMT8 A BOTTLE,

Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERBECK &
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists, 303 Congress street.
one

door above Brown. Portland. Me.

au26sntl

Call at A. R. Butler’s and

buy a piece of Bleached or
Brown Cotton, very much undei
REGULAR

PRICES.

janl3

tf

LUMBER WHARF FOR
SALE.
Stock and teams of a Retail Lumber Wharf near
Boston. Business established mauy years.
Long
lease, low rent, large trade, terms favorable.
A good chance for parties wishing to establish a
branch yard to have the trade of Boston and vicinity.

Address

jan21sntf

“LUMBER,”
Daily Advertisor Office. Boston.

FRENCH LANGUAGE.
JULES L. RORAZAIN,
OB’

eons.

Sch Henry Norwell, (new, of Boston) Burgess, Mobile—H Pierce.
MEMORANDA
Brig Angelia, Bray, from Margaret Bay, NS, with
lumber, put into Bermuda 3d inst, In distress.
Sch Frank Jameson. Jameson, from Baltimore for
Port Spain, put into Bermuda 5th inst for repairs
and was discharging on the 10th. She had experienced heavy weather and sprung aleak, lost foretopmast
and jibboom, sprung foremast head, &c.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 18th, ship Sovereign of the
Seas, Johnson, New York.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 12th, sch Etta May.Brown

Guaymas.

GALVESTON—Sid 20th, sch Robert Ruff, from

N'ew Orleans.

JANUARY 1, 1874.
Capital Stock paid Id,.$23,730
The Company ia owing,.*3,585.33
WILLIAM ROSS, Treasurer.
Cumberland, ss:
January, 1874.
Subscribed and sworn to before me.
JAMES L.

ja23d2t

New

PARIS,

SMITH, GAGE
92

^umiwanal Oliver, Hath ao days;

trig
R B Gove, Harkness, Havana.
Below 21st, ship John Bunyan, Gilmore, Bordeaux
via Savannah.
PENSACOLA—Ar 13th, sch Allie Burnham, Baxter, Cardenas.
Ar 16th, scbs Graco Davis, Davis, Matauzas; Mary
A Harmon, Mahlman, do.
FERNANDINA—Ar 12th, brig Geo E Dale, Pierce,
St Croix.
SAVANNAH—Ar 16th, sch Fannie K Shaw,Watts,
Boston.
Ar 17th,schs Douglass Haynes, Adams, New York;
Ar 21st, ship Alice Buck, Snow, Liverpool, (ordered
to New York.)
DARIEN—Ar 16th, sch Clara G Loud, Welt, from

Boston.

—Ar

zuiu, sea

tock. Havana.

i>uaa,

MCUJin-

Cld 17th, barqne J Sargent, Leighton, Bull River;
schs David Ames, Ames, Philadelphia; Albert Mason, Rose, Orient.
Ar 21st, barque Harriet M Carlton, (new,) Harkness, Rockport.
FORTRESS MONROE—Ar 20th, sch Nellie Bow-

ers, Stackpole, New Orleans for Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Ar 20th, sch Calvin F Baker, Baker, Boston; Lulu, Snow, do.
Ar 21sc. barqne Ada Carter, Paddock, Navassa.
Cld 20th, brig Romance, Dnncan, Navassa.
Cld 21 t, sch M & E Henderson, Henderson, for

Havana.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 20th. sch M C Moseley,
Trinidad.

21st, brig Adele McLoou, Hooper, Matanzas.
Below 20th. brig D R Stockwell, from Palermo.
Passed Newcastle 20tb, sch Hattie L Fuller, ftom
Wilmington for Charleston.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 20th, sch Oliver Dyer,
Falker, Georgetown, SC. for Saco.
NEW YORK—Ar 20th, barque Amelia, Burgess,
from Marseilles 64 days; schs E Arcularius, Lord,
and Susannah, Woodman, Rockland ; Mcnticello,
Kenniston, and Carrie L Hix. Peck, do; Sandalphon,
Aylward, do; Pilot's Bride, Brewster. Now Bedford;
J W Rumsey, Brown, Boston; H S Bridges. Landrick. Eastport; Julia Newell, Sheppard. Rockport;
Annie May, Simpson. Boston; Trade Wind. Gray,
Rockland; E C Gates, Freeman, Mystic for Savannah; Sardinian, Holbrook, New Bedford; Geo Hotchkiss, Doyle, Fall River; Julia A Decker, Dunton,
Providence for Alexandria; Lemuel Hall, Tripp, fm
Portland; Brigadier, Norton, do for Baltimore; Israel
Snow, Pease, Rockland; S J Gilmore, Ferguson, Vinalhaven for Philadelphia.
Ar 21st, barque Emma F Herriman, Nichols, Buenos Ayres 62 days.
Ar 22d, brigs Wm Robertson, Elliot, Wood's Hole;
John W Hunt, Hunt, New Orleans.
Cld 21st, barques Jas E Ward, Liesgang, Havana;
T K Weldon, Colson, Matanzas; brigs 8 P Smith,
Veazie. Ponce; Charlotte, Whittemore,for Cardenas;
John Swan, Stowers. Matanzas; Goodwin, Craig, for
Barcelona; schs Mabel Thomas, (new) Randall, Cardenas; S A Paine Blown,Cape Haytien; Flying Arrow, Hammond, and A H Lennox, Gray, Baltimore.
Sid 20th, brigs Manson, and Gazelle, for Matanzas;
sch Geo Osborn, for Rockland.
BRIDGEPORT—Slil 19th, sch Hattie, Wasson, for
Port Johnson.
BRISTOL—Ar 18th, sch Julia. Perry, Weehawken.
NEWPORT—Ar 20tli, sch Addle Murchie, Metcalf,
Calais.
Sid 20th, schs Sardinian, Holbrook, New Bedford for New York; Mary K Long, Hardy, Belfast for
Charleston; H T Townsend, Clark, Portland for Baltimore; Wm R Drury, Thompson, do for do; Annie
Tibbetts, Curtis, New Bedford for Orient, LI, to load
for Savannah; Gamma, Guptill, do for do, to load for

Charleston.

BOSTON—Ar 21st, 5ch P S Lindsey, Hamilton.
Portland.
Cld 21st, barque S W Swazey, Nichols,
Newburyport; brig Peri, Perkins, Matanzas; schs Mary Baker, Thompson, St Domingo; F H Odiorne, Crowell,
Baltimore.

Sid 21st, U S steamer Woodbury, for Portland.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 21st, schs Z A Paine, Jones,
New York; Georgle D Loud, Holbrook.
Clark's Island for do; Speedwell, Spaulding, Rockland for do; Nathan Cleaves, Atwood. Portland for
Virginia; Fannie Butler, Sherman Charleston for
Portsmouth.
WINTKRPORT—Cld 19th, sch Mary A McCann.

Eastport for

Kavanaugh, Gnadaloupe.

BELFAST—Ar 18th, schs Ocean, Day, and Vixen,
Walls. Portland.
Ar llth, sch Gertrude Plummer, Plummer, Savannah via Thomaston.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Leghorn 15th inst, barque Canada, Wood,
New York.
Ar at Barcelona 15th inst, barque Anna Walsh,
Lawrence, New Orleans.
Sid fm Cette
inst, Pomona, for United States.
Ar at Liverpool 20th inst, ship Tabor, Otis, New
Orleans.
Ar at do 22d, steamer Circassian. Portland.
Ar at Plymouth 20th inst, ship Rhine, Jordan, New

9 APPLETON BLOCK.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

__sntf

COUNTY RONDS.
CITY. RONDS.

SCHOOI. DISTRICT RONDS.
BEAL ESTATE SORTOAOES.
All carefully selected In the west, paying 10 to 12
per cent interest. Very safe as well as profitable.

CHARLES Id. HAWKES,
90

MIDDLE

STREET.

JnnlS__sntf
JENNIE E. MASTERSON
Teacher of

PIANO-FORTE

MUSIC,

NO. 24 BRACKETT ST.
Refebence:

MtSS

G. R. Paine.de3lBnlm»

MAY

LEACH,

NO. 55 FREE STREET,

TEACHER OF INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC.
Terms $15 per ouarter.
Rbferekce: Air. Kotzschmar.jaSsnlm

HAMBURG EDGINGS

York for London.

At Iquique Nov 30, barque Oneco, Henry, for New

York, lag.

Sid fm
Valparaiso 2d ult, ship Sabino. Paine, for
Tome, to load for United Kingdom; 3d, barque Chas
Brewer, for Corral.
In port 12th ult, ship Alex Marshall, Gardiner, fm
New York for San Francisco, to repair.
Ar at Havana 9th, sch Margie. McFadden, NYork;
10th Delia O Yate, Yates. Portland; 11th. barqne
Horace Beals, Fickett, Marseilles via Cardenas; brig
Caprera, Blanchard, Portland; sch Anita, Whittemore. Mobile; Louisa Walsh. Castro, fm New York;
12th, Seth W Smith. Marshall, St John, NB; Frances
Satterly, Rowland, New York; A F Ames, Whittemore. Wiscasset; 13th. barque Carrie Wyman, Eaton, (Boston; brig Lije Houghton, Rose. Pascagoula;
15th. Addie & Nellie, Cameron, St John. NB.
Sid 9th, schs Old Chad, McClintock, for CbarTeston; 10th. brig Ellen McLeod, Tibbetts. Matanzas;
11th, barques Esther, Loring, and Helen Angler,
Staples, do; brig Endorus, Minott, So of Hatteras;
13th, barque Cienfuegos, Norgrave, for Philadelphia;
brig Havana, Meyer, New York; 0 B Stillman, Tibbetts, Caibarien and Baltimore.
Ar at Matanzas 10th. schs Ruth II

^Cld

Ar at Cardenas 9th, sch Georgia Coffin, Coffin, trom
New York; 13th, Roswell, Hurlbut. St John NB
12th’ ^ Torrent’ Wl,der* for North of Hatteras

Arat Sagua 4th, brig James Miller,
Parker, from
SW 4lh, «ch Mary A Harmon,
Pensacola.
Mahlman,
At Bermuda 9th inat, brig Anna 1)
Haskell
Boston tor Havti, repg; and others. Xorrey,
Sid fm Halifax 19th, steamer Acadian, Portland.

Boston.

MARKED DOWN ! DOWN I! DOWN III
AT

A.

B.

BUTLER,

Baker, Collins,

Philadelphia; Statesman, Wilcox, do; 11th. barque
Fannie H Loring. Loring, Cardenas: sch|
Pareppa,
Packard, Havana; 12th, barques Helen Angier, Staples. Havana; brig Ellen MeLeod,Tibbetts, do; 13tb,
Esther, Loring, do.
Sid 9th, schs Grace Davis. Davis. Pensacola; 13th
brig Mary A Chase, Dolan, Baltimore.
13th. schs Allie Bickmore, Bickmore, for New

23 & 24.

Burlesque Opera Troupe & Brass Baud.

COMMERCIAL

ST.

You can find a splendid new In*
strnmcnt for sale low for cash, by
calling at 14 Boyd Street.

Ja23_tf
MANASSEH SMITH,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
ja23

a
a

with the opera of

LUt/RKZIA BORGIA LA HO.IIAJIB*
(JLA.
The whole under the immediate personal supervision
of G. Mwitine Buckley.
Admission 35 and 50 cents.
For particulars see
Reserved seats 75 cents, for sale at

Srogrammes.
tockbridges'.
falOdlw

CHAS. A. JONES, Gen’l Agent.

QUARTETTE}

TEMPLE

CARRIE BARR. Soprano,
HOWARD B. DOW, Pianist.
SYNDAY

AT

HALL.

Admission 35 cents,

Seat with
at the door.

each ticket; on
ja22dtd

a

Stockbridge’s and

sale at

NEXT

EVUNINO

CITY
P.

S.

Four

D.

Entertaiuments,

will be (riven by tbe D. S. D.’s
for the benefit of tbe

SWEDENRORGIAX
IN G.

A.

‘•ON" HIS LAST LEGS.”
To be followed by a Farce.
Tickets lor the Course, 91.; at A. Lowell's, Schumacher Bros.', C. H. Lamson's, G. A. Harmon’s and
Evening tickets, at the door, 35 cents.
Sturgis's.
Other announcements hereafter.
ja!9U7t

Fourth

Annual Ball

PORTLAND. ME. d&wlm

!

A

—

TUESDAY EYE’G Jan. 27,

Ticket* admitting Gent und Ladies, 91;
for sale
tbe members, and at A. Lowell’s aud at
Perry’s Hat Store.
furnished
Supper
by Saunders.
tjp^Positively no tickets sold at the door. Ja21fd

by

Dancing Academy.
MR. J. W.ItllMOYh

Found.
Opera GLASSES. The owner can
same by calling at 144 Middle street,
proving property and paying for this advertisement.
3t»
jd23

CADETS!

AT

HALL,
1874."

CITY

TENEMENT of seven rooms, gas and Sebago,
in the St. Lawrence House, India Street, for
$200 per year.
A tenement of five rooms, with Sebago water, on
Middle Street, for $96 per year. Apply to
F. G. PATTERSON,
13 Fluent Block.
ja23dlw

—

PORTLAND
—

To Let,

THE

OF

—

SIX

SOCIETY !

R. HALL,
No. 1 to be given
Monday Evening, Jan. 26, 7 1-2 o’clock,
will consist of tbe minor Drama,

Exchange Street,

THOUSAND DOLLARS for a term of years
on Unit mortgage property worth $30,000.
Title
good and the bent of refrences given. Apply to F
G. PATTERSON, 13 Fluent Block.
ja23dlw

A

Company

Artistes.

Double Quartette of male and fe
male voices,
full and efficient Orchestra, aad a
Brass Baud of thirteen performers, producing a nov
el and unique minstrel entertainment, concluding

Comprising

A Course of

New Piano for Sale.

48

Tbe Largest and most complete, Minstrel
in the world, embracing 45 First-Class

CO.,

&

ja23d2w

will commence Lis third and last term for beginners in all the latest style dance8 at

PAIR of
have the

LANCASTER HALL,

Rare Chance for Business
active and reliable man
acquaintANed with the Retail Dry thoroughly
Goode Business and
haring a capital of *2000 will find it for his interest
to address with real name Box 1714.
ja23dlw

WEDNESDAY EVE. JAN. SI.
Gnu lirbrU 84; Ladle, ticket. 89.
Private Lesron. given from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.

Jal7

tf

hereby given that the firm of Matthias
NOTICE
& Sheldon is dissolved by mutual consent them
11 MARKET SQUARE 11
this date.
SOLOMON MATTHIAS,
JAMES F. SHELDON.
is

Portland, Jan. 22, 1874.

ja23d3t*

BLANK BOOKS!

mer, Havana.

Cld 20th, ship Anna Camp, Gardiner, Barcelona;
barque Amity, Baker, Havre.
Cld 21st, ship Baden, Dyer, Havre*, brig AnnaM

Saturday, Jan.

&

Buckley’s Serenaders

MOLASSES 1

CienfueBOus Molasses just
received and for sale by

LOOK

HALL lT DAVIS,
Mo. 53 Exchange St.,
Has on hand one ol
the
Largest Assortments of Blank Books
to be fonnd
in the

state, including every

variety of size
style.
ALSO
—

and

—

manufactures to

or-

der at short notice Account
Books
ruled
and bound to
any
pattern desired for
*

Counting

AN

HERE!

IMMENSE

STOCK

BOOTS AND

OF

SHOES,

which must be sold at once,

Regardle§s

of

Cost !

This Stock embraces a fall as
sortment of seasonable Goods of
ey y variety, and includes a full
line of Slippers, bought expressly
for the Holiday trade, and will be
sold for
CASH AT A GREAT REDUCTION
FROM FORMER PRICES.

Booms,
Call before purchasing and be
Counties, Cities, Bail- satisfied that this is no humbug.
roads, mills, Banks, 11
MARKETSQUARE 11

Towns, &c.
Having had

GOLBTHWAITE’S

many
years experience and
employing none but
the
best
workmen,
am

Boot and Shoe Depot.

A

BOY

Who has been

LOWEST.
Please call and examine before

purchasing.

HALL L DAVIS.
de30

iolra

Printing

a

year in

one

Office

or

who

has been

one or more

years

in

High

onr

wanted at

School,

is

Office to

this

learn the Printer’s trade.
_2 ptf

BONDS.

ABSTRACT OF STATEMENT OF THE

State of Maine
...
e’s
Portland
e’s
Bath
......
e’S
Lewiston
....
e’s
Rockland .....
e’s
Cincinnati
y’s
Cleveland
.....
?*s
Dayton, Ohio,
s’s
.....
Chicago
7"S
Cook County
....
y>s
Scioto County, Ohio,
g’s
....
Toledo, Ohio

Hartford Fire Ins. Com’y.
JANUARY 1, 1874.

Capital Stack, all pnid ia,

PORTLAND.

dtt

$2,418,707.30

liabilities:

All outstanding claims,. .$187,459.47
GEO. L. CHASE, Pres.
J. D. BROWNE, SecV

JEREMIAH DOW, Agent,

»

07 EXCHANGE

PIT.

l*w3wTh

WANTED!

H. m. PAYSOH & CO.)
39 EXCHANGE STREET

91,000,000

ASSETS:

CBshon hand, in Bank and cash items_$538,558.40
Kents and accrued Interest,. 19,013.80
Real Estate unencumbered.448J7A.60
Loans on Bond and Mortgage (i»r lien),_366,275.79
C. S. State Bank and R. K. Stocks and
Bonds owned by Company,.1.046,683.61

ja22

FOR SALE BY

ocl

r

do2:i_

prepared to furnish first class books
at prices as low as the

ATHOKOUGHLY
Mill
charge ot
who has
a

a

competent
La

on

person to

take

Save River, N 3 One
Manufacturing

practical knowledge of

isrsz DiTe"Vmd fssj'&sss!

BONDS

—

Instructor la French at tbe High
School.

au25

RACKLEFF,

Justice of the Peace.

NEW

Cld 20tb, ship Calliope, Sinclair, Liverpool.
Ar 15th, scbs W S Jordan, Baker, Boston; Hattie
M Crowell, Crowell, Boston.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 16th, brig Tally Ho, Plum-

Ar

DRY

Office Hours 8 A. M. to 1 P. M.

Steamer Franconia. Bragg, New York—Henry Fox
Brig Ernest, Thompson, St John, NB—John Port-

Coggins,

BUTLER.

We shall now offer

a

OLE ARED

Lizzie Lee, Stubbs, Norfolk.

To the Public.

may

Steamship Acadian, (Br) Capel, Halifax NS—1100

when

wonderful, and has won for it a name among medical preparations that can never be forgotten. Its
success in removing pain, as an external remedy, in
cases of Bums, Bruises, Sores, Sprains, Cuts, Stings
of Insects, and other causes of suffering, has se-

A

—

Portland and Waldoboro
Steamboat Company,

—

Price 25 cts„ 50 eta. and

OF THE

Wanted—Money

tons coal to J L Fanner.
Steamer Franconia Bragg, New York—passenuol
and mdse to Henry Fox.
Sch Helen, (Br) Akers, Campobello, NB
frozen
herring for a market.
Sch Sarah E Davis, Hatch, Belfast for Baltimore.

ONLY.

THE OHMiHAf. AND ONLY

—

Bangor and Kachias
Steamboat Company.

NEWS.

ARRIVED.

H A. L L

NIGHTS

TWO

Friday

public

^.a'ha^ok:iC0“",tt®*

Ja-'ltd_

MUSIC

Thursday, Jaa. 49.

after a
nesses,

Th.©

Lecture Room of the AsHociatiou.

Portland,

PORT OF PORTLAND.

PAIN-KIELER,

upon tie

OF THE

—

Boils,

Rheumatism, Frosted Feet,

STEVENS, ESQ.,

FINANCIAL.

Sun

Felons,
Cuts,
Bruises,
Burns,
Scalds, Old Sores, Sprains, Toothache,
Pain in the
Face, Neuralgia,

—

CONDITION

DEPARTUBE OF OCEAN HTEAMEBD
City of Havana.... New York. .Havana.Jan 22
Merrimack.New York. .Rio Janeiro... Jan 23
Nova Scotian.Portland—Liverpool_Jan 24

Miaiatare Almanac..January 33.
rises.7.22 1 Mood sets.11.40 PM
Sun sets.5.02 High water.3.00 PM

Died Externally, it Care.

merits.

THR

Marathon.Boston.Liverpool.Jan

Taken Internally it Cure.

Ac., Ac.,

ur

BY

Lecture will commence at 7.30
o’clock.
These lectuies and Debates are free to the
r. Banks.
)

The

St. Stephens’ Church.

at

At

gSf

>ug land, likewise a large orchard, a
splendid large two-story house, large stable and outbuildings in perfect order. One of the best farms in
this State. The fences and
everything about the
place *1jjP'3r*ect order. Lot ated six miles from Portland. The farm is a splendid stock larm and one of
the finest residences for a gentleman of means.
Fifty
acres of the finest timber land in the State on the
place. Apply to JOSEPH RKED. Real Estate and
Insurance Agent, No. 80 Middle Street.
Apply from
10 to 12 morning.
ja23dtf

Capital

city, Jan. 21, by Rev. Father Bradley. Wm.
McDanough and Miss Cassie A. Melody, both of Portland. [No cards.]
In Augusta, Jan. 17, John H. Whitney and Emma
S. Severance.
In Biddeford, Dec. 20, Daniel S. Bullock and Miss

C-FARNSWORTH

PIANO

M. L.

of Its

K.TiK.i r

on

FRIDAY EVENING, Jam 23rd,

L

A

wiU be given

course

W BJECT-“Krb«M-» and Bf-Kckwa.”

This property will be sold for half
value on account of the ill

_

*

BUTLER’S.

In this

Lecture of this

The Ninth

health of the owner, 'l’he farm conjffl *< ctains
120 acres of the best of farm-

GOODS

_

MAINE
Charitable Mechanics’ Association.

—

The Well-known Marr Farm l

n

AT 12 1-2 CENTS; CHEAP AT 25 CENTS

Teacher of the

an

A Reanimated System.
Nervous, debilitated and desponding, the suflerer
from indigestion and billiousness deserves the
kindly
sympathy of every man aud woman whom heaven
has blessed with a vigorous stomach and a regular
flow of healthy bile. While in this forlorn condition
let him commence a course of that supremo restoraAt the end of
sive. Hostetter’s Stomach Bit ers.
four or five weeks ask him how he feels and regard
him attentively. You will see a new man, you will
hear a new voice. Health aud vigor will have returned to his frame, his words, will be cheerful in
purport and in tone, his eye will be clear and its expression untroubled, and he will tell you that he 1b
Iree from pain, lias a good appetite, sleeps soundly
and that his habit of body is natural and regular!
We have Been this wonderful change effected in
hundreds of instances by a faithful, persevering use
of this incomparable medicated
stimulant, which is
among tonic remedies what Mount Washington is
among the surrounding acclivities, it overtops them

SAMPLE

ENTERTAINMENTS.

FOR SALE.

JANUARY 1, .874,

This splendid Hair Dye is the beat In the world
only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; nodisappointment; no ridiculous
tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill fleets of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a superb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The Genuine, signed W. A.
Batchelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. T,
Id* w
lvrs n

Springvale correspondent

writes :-Reold gentleman and his son in
oently
Springvale were riding on an
ox-sled|near a railroad
crossing where tree; obstructed
the view in
either direction, aud were not aware of
the approaching of the train, till sled, oxen and occupants were scattered promiscuously on all sides
The sled was broken, the oxen bruised
and the
old gentleman throwu upon a bank
apparently
lifeless. The train was
immediately stopped
and the polite conductor hastened to the
scene
where the son stood breathless with
excitement, and quickly inquired if anv one was
hurt “No,
blubbered the boy, “there’s nobody hurt, but pa’s killed," The conductor
suppressed a smile and went to the old gentleman’s assistance.

FREE

IMARRIEP.

The

YOBK COUNTY.

Our

wir3l8neod&wly

AT

BATCHELORS HAIR DYE.

""

“Westville” is suggested by the Chronicle as
the name of West Waterville—provided
a
change be made.
The people of China village and vicinitv,
which includes part of Albion, are actively interesting themselves to obtain funds with which
to repair and fit up the Academy building.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

astonish all,

teenth century,

The Chronicle speaks in high terms of speciof slate taken from the quarry of A. H.
Abbott, Esq., near that village.
Thre citizens of Farmington will start in a
few days to take situations in a gold mining
company iu South America.
A North Jay farmer relates his experience
to the Chronicle, in keeping hens.
The net
profit of each hen for the year was $1.35.

from Liverpool lor Camera.
Dec 30. off Bermuda, sob Mollic. from Wllmiiieton
NC, lor Demarara. (with loss ot part ot deck load )
.Jan 11. lat 31 50, Ion 78 30, barque Hose* Rich, fm
Savannah for Havre.

enlarged,

wear, at Prices that will

NEWS.

mens

years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been taught by this work the true way to
health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best
medical work ever published, and the only one on
this class ot iHs worth reading. 19Cth edition, revised. much
illustrated, bound in beautiful
French cloth. Price only $1.
Sent by mail, post
paid, on receipt of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bultinch street, Boston,
Mass., or Dr. W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician.
N. B. The author may be consulted on the above as
well as all diseases requiring skill and experience.

$5,000 for

OF

GOODS,
SHAWLS,
Priats, Ginghams, Felt Skirts,
Ladies’ and gents’ Under-

ent

of the Congressional salary law.
John Bnll is nothing, if not a shopkeeper.
While he is fighting the Ashantees with one

SALE

THE “SCIENCE OF LIFE, OR SELF PRESRRVATION,** a Medical Treatise on the Cause and
Cure of Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in
Man, and Nervous and Physical Debility, Hypochondria, Impotency. Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and other diseases arising from the errors of
youth or the indiscretions cr excesses of mature

DRESS

eer

pies, thus describes them:
“They were the
best flap-jacks I ever ate. They were about an
inch thick, with two crusts, and had Peruvian

J. CHADBOURNE, Clerk.

S.

ports from Saco inform

He will bring out a new lecture on Heroism,
delivering it in character, dressed in the Highland kilt, and enforce his descriptions by a
scientific exhibition of the sword exercise,
something which has never before been attempted in this country, and as the Sergeant is
the acknowledge champion of the world as a

Representatives, Jan. 14, 1874.

of

Read and concurred.

Fuller, Searsmont.

Sergeant Ambler on the War Path.^-Reus that Sergeant Ambler is preparing to enter the war path—not
upon Cuba, but upon the rostrum, and to bring
before the public a startling novelty in the way
of a lecture and exhibition combined.

EXHAUSTED VITAUTi.

In

In House

mpakem.
Not 9. in Straits of If .Vaire, »blp Maliku. Carter

SPECIAL NOTICES.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

onc

,arge -,ng,e

“w-

wages will be paid.
Annf/hJSfl?88
Apply
by letter, with references to
ma‘'

Portland
Bath
Belfast

■
....
...

Bangor

•

6’g
«•*
«\s
6’s
7’g
8»s

DUFFUS * CO.,

Jal2d2m_Halifax, N. 3.
FOR SALK

•
Cleveland 0.,
“
...
Toledo
...
Cincinnati
7 3.73

Chicago

•

...

Cook County
•
Louisville Ky.,
Marion County, Ind.,
“
Allen County,
Maine Central R. R.
E. k X. American R. R. Gold
-•

7’g

2,a
_

7»g

FOB SALE BY*

SWAN &
lOO

7>„

Cheapest

Book Store in tbe
United States.
stock In
kinds of Books
AT COLBY’S, 119 Exchange St.AllLarife«t
the city and lowest prices.

wholesale prices or less. Albert Colby ( the old
man”) goes to Baltimore 28th instant bid will retuen to Portland, in March tor a few days only.
COLBY &
ALBEltT

Publishers ami

4e4tf

SONS,
Booksellers.

Maine Savings Bank.
1V«.

too Middle Street, Portland.

deposited In this Bank on the first day
of any month begins on interest the same day.
I deposited on any other day. begins on Interest the
first day of the following month,

MONEV

junlfd&wtf

REFERRING

A. M.BUKTON.Treasurer.

DUFFUS & CO.,

.o..,

Ja12d2niis__

Halifax. N. S.

ICE.

STREET.
tod lebis;

at

LUMBERMEN.

to the above advertisement the
subecrltiers would sell the whole or a part of
the above valuable Mills and Lumber lands to a
practical Lumberman who would be wiping to take
the superintendence of the whole business.
The Dili: Is new and called one of the best in Nova
Scotia, and with the mill there Is about M.OOo acres
of the best Pino lands in Nova Scotia. These lands
are known as the Cushing Lands, and are well worth
the attention of Lumbermen. Anplv to
■

BARRETT,

MIDDLE

TO

CARGOES

OF

PURE

I C E
Furnished
deWlstf

und

ftbipped by
** ° CRAM

NEW BOOK
120 MIDDLE

STORED
STREET,

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

Francis
Jm<5

H.

Coffin,
eodtr

«

THE PBESS.
FRIDAY MORNING. JAN. 23.1871.
PREftg
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Robinson, Brunell & Co.,
Andrews, Wentworth, Ulemlenning, Moses, Henderson, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out o!
THE

the city.
At Biddeford, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L. Hodgdcn,
At Waterville, of »J. s. Carter.
At Qorham, of News Agent.
At Bath, of «J. O. Shaw.

a* aa; ofecnE.l^5erand stevcna &

co-

if the property was in Eliza A. Fhilbrook (which
did not admit) and she authorized, consented or
procured that it should be burned, it is no crime tor
which anybody can be punished; It is no crime for a
man to bum his own dwelling if no person 1b lawfully therein and he does not thereby endanger the property of others. And being no crime it is no crime to

this,
he

procure it to be done.
The County Attorney

for the present.
Cress examined by Mr. Webb. I left a sewing machine in the house; I have but one wife living; she
was married before and had eight
I have

children;
no children by her; Florence Walton is her child; my
wife's former husband is living,she has been divorced
from

him; I go to

the summer most of the
time;
my wife kept a house of ill-fame
nor a house of
assignation; I heard Annie Griffiths
say so but that don’t make it so.
Two policies of insurance were put in to the case by
the State, one of $400 on the house and $300 on the
furniture in the name of Mrs. Pliilbrook.
At this point Court adjourned until nine o’clock
I

CITY AND VICINITY.
New Advertisement* To-Day.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Manasseh Smith—Counsellor at Law.
Wanted—F. G, Patterson.
Statement of Portland, Bangor and Machias S. Co
Waldoboro Steamb’t Co.
Statement of Portland
New Piano for Sale.
Rare Chance for Business.
For Sale—Joseph Reed.
New Molasses— Smith, Gage
Notice—Matthias «& Sheldon.

sea

Friday morning.

Let—F. G. Patterson.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Kendall & Whitney’s Announcements—2.

JUDGE VIBGUI.

BEFORE

SIDING.

Thursday.—State vs. Anthony Brown and Mary
Jane Stafford.
At ten o’clock the Court room was crowded to witness tbe trial of Mary Jane or “Mann” Stafford as
she is familiarly called, and to gt t a sight at Thomas
Pike and “Scotty,” who have attained a little notoriety since this case originated. Pike, Brannigau
and Scotty were brought in and placed in the dock
upon one side, while Mrs. Stafford and Brown occu.
py the one upon the other side of the Court room.
The indictment contains six counts, and charges

dwelling house of
one Eliza A. Philbrook on the 11th of Nevember,1873,
%nd that Mary Jane Stafford was an accessory by
hiring Brown to commit the crime.
The other counts are substantially the same as the
first, except that the title to the dwelling house is al.
leged to be in different persons and in some of the
counts it was unoccupied.
Naths n Webb and M. P. Frank appeared for Mrs.
fire to the

Stafford and Howard & Cleaves for Brown.
Before impannelling the jury, Mr. Webb made a
motion that the respondents have a separate trial,
but the court overruled the motion.
The jury were then impannelled as follows:
Eben Russell, foreman; Thomas J. Greeley. Thos.
R. Lane, Win. Hobbs, J. A. Trumbull, Benjamin
Sawyer, Hiram Totman, Coan Jordan, oolin E.
Rand, Dearing Coll y, Samuel R. Milliken, John
Waite.
Abbott and Simonton of Portland and Hamilton of
Chebeagne Island were challenged by the defendant's
counsel.
County Attorney Libby then opened the case for

government,stating the facts he expected to prove
which are substantially as appeared in the papers at
the time.
The first witness called was George F. Hayes, engineer of steamer No. 5, who testified to the burning
of the building.

the

uranmgan, called by the State, testified:
I was born in Portland, and always lived Lere;
have known Mrs. Stafford a good while and Brown
about five or six years; at the time this fire took
place I was oocupying a shop of Mrs. Stafford’s; on
the morning the flro took place I was in bed: Anthony Brown slept with me that night; Brown got up in
the morning about 5 o’clock and went out, and after
being gone about half an hour came back and lilted
the cujtain to the window and said, “Look out and
see the old thing go;” 1 looked out of the window
an(|
saw the fire coming out through the
windows; Brown
then went out again and I went after him; I met
him coming back, and he said he had been
up to
strike the alarm and broke the key; I had a sore foot
and could not wvlk very well; the next morning I
heard Brown tell Tom Pike and “Scotty” that he did
it and was to receive fifty dollars for it, and he
gave
jamea ti.

‘Scotty” the key to the house;
before this, Mrs. Stafford came

the

Friday morning

to me and said Mrs.
Philbrook had tried to sell her house and couldn’t
for
and
she
would
get enough
it,
give me $25 if
1 would burn it; I told her I wouldn’t do it; I went
to Mrs. Stafford’s that night to get a little stove, and
while there Mrs. Philbrook came to the door and
asked if Mrs. Stafford was in; I said yes, and she
asked me if I wouldn’t hand her key to Mrs. Stafford; I took it and gave it to Mrs. S.and she put it in
her bosom; that night Mrs. Stafford came to me and
wanted me to go and bring down a ladder from Mrs.
Philbrook’s house; I went with her and she showed
me under the front stairs a lot of excelsior that came
out of beds, and where the fire was to be set; she told
me not to be s»red,
but to touch it off the first windy night; that was before Mrs. Philbrook left; the
next morning Mrs. S. handed me the key, and told
me to see if I could get anybody to do
it; I took the
key and threw it into the bureau drawer; the next
Brown
came
and asked me if he couldn’t stay
day
with me; I then told him about this and that I
not
do
he
should
said he wotld do the job if he
it;
could get a chance; I told him I did not care; I
wouldn’t; the next Monday he got the key from me,
and when I went up to get the stove I saw him and
Mrs. Staff 3rd talking togethe; Brown slept with me
the night of the fire, and got up in the morning as I
have stated; the next day Brown told me and Pike
and “Scotty” that he did it, and was to get $50 for
it; I believe he said ho lit it under the stairs and that
he took some of the excelsior and strewed it around
the floor and put some kerosene on it; About a week
after the fire “Scotty,”Tike, and Brown and I went
up to my shop, and they told Brown he had better
get his money for doing it; We sat down there and
Brown went and got Mrs. Stafford down there and
told her she promised to give him $50 for burning the
Philbrook house, and he wanted the money; I told
Mrs. Stafford before them that 1 knew all about it;
she wanted me to do it in the first place; Pike and
“Scotty” paid Brown had told them all abont it, and
then she said she would have us all arrested; she
sent a boy for a policeman,and after awhile one came:
then she told him she didn’t want him just then but
would see him by aud by; then she ordered us to
pack up aud leave the shop; we packed our things into an old chest of Brown’s and then she told us we
needn’t leave, that she was quick tempered, and not
to mind; Brown said he wouldn’t stay; afterwards
she sent for Brown, and be and I went up there, an 1
she told Brown not to mind, that she was quick tempered and to move back and we could stay there;
that night we were arrested and locked up; I have
had no chance to talk with Mrs. Stafford since.
Cross examined by Mr. Cleaves. My business is a
tteamster; never was connected with Pike in business ; never tended bar for Nelsc Leighton or Scotty;
have been in Pike’s and Leighton’s nights.but not o ften in the day time ;I went to bed the night of the fire
about ten o’clock; Brown came after I was in bed and
let him in; I don’t recollect of even being in the Philbrook house but twice—once about a month before
the fire to get a glass of beer and the other the Friday night before the fire; the day before the fire I
had drank whiskey three or four times through the
day in my own shop; didn’t drink any gin, never
drink gin; in my shop I kept sar^aparrilla, pop beer
and the like of that; when Brown went out the first
time, in the morning, I think he was gone about tcu
minutes or so; then he came back and told me to
look out and see the old thing go; Pike and Scotty
and I never had a talk about getting Brown off to

York; never made him any proposition to go;
I never had any talk with Brown in the Municipal
Court; never told him what he had better do; didn’t
tell him what I was going to do; never told him I
was going to deny that I knew nothing about the.fire:
didn’t tell him I was drunk and didn’t know what I
told the police officers; didn’t tell anybody in the jail
so; I might have said, when anybody asked me, that
1 knew nothing about it, for I didn’t think it was any

2sew

of their business.
At this

point

Court

adjourned until 3 o’clock

in

the

afternoon.
AFTERNOON.
The

cross

examination of Brannigan

was

continu-

by Mr. Webb.
I took the key after I told Mrs. Stafford that I
would not do It, because I thought if she ever wanted
to turn me oift of the shop I could give it to the offl
cer and blow on her: the officers have told me that if
I would tell the truth of the affair I would get clear

ed

of it; I

am

testifying

under

an

expectation of getting

clear of it; before Brown got Mrs. Stafford to come
down to give him the fifty dollars I knew Pike stod
Scotty were coming in; when they came in Brown
said he wouli make her fork over $200, and give us
fifty apiece; I heard Pike and Scotty say something
about it; when she came in Brown asked her to give
him that fifty dollars; she asked him what he
meant;
lie said that fifty you promised to give me for burnthe
Philbrook
ing
house; Scotty and Pike told her
they knew all about it; they didn’t have a chance to
for
the old woman was
more
say much
howling round
there; site said she would have the whole of us arrested.

Joseph
house

Philbrook called by the State. This
on leased land; my wife and I lived in
it;

H.

was

wasboughrofa Mr. Sabine; it was bought with
bill of sale was in the
my and my wife’s money; the
name of Mrs. Florence Walton; we left this house on
Friday evening before the fire on Tuesday; on the
it

<laywc left for Kockl and the house was advertised
for sale, but Mr. Proctor, the man that owned the
land, told the i»eople that there was back rent to pay
stopped the sale; pretty soon after the folks left
Mrs. Stafford came over and sat down a few muutes
and said it was too bad we could not sell the house;
then she took my wife up stairs, and after being up
there twenty or twenty-five minutes they called me;
Mrs. Stafford said she kuew of a young man by thi
name of Brannigan that would burn the house for
$50; I asked her where he lived; she said he was in
one of her buildings; that he was a poor fellow and
had a lame leg and would do mo6t anything for
money; she said he was a particular friend of hcr’s
and

husband; I told her I never should consent to any such a thing; if she did it
Bho would do it on her own responsibility; she said if
we burned the house we could get the insurance.and
as we were going away it would make it all the better; that night (Friday) Mrs. Stafford came over with
Brannigan and went up stairs and then came down
and

“Jimmy’*—that’s

her

out; Mrs. Stafford wanted us to burn the
building so wo could get money to buy one of her
houses; we took about two-thirds of the furniture

and went

with us and left the rest in the house.
The Couuty Attorney here offered to prove that
Stafford had several times before this counselled anc

advised the burning of this building.
Mr. Webb objected,. He claimed that under th<
statutes of the State of Maine, on an indictment lik<

Thursday.—Jacob S. Ford in Rev. vs. Geo. A.
Hammond. Plaintiff claims that in a case wherein
he was defendant and Hammond piaintifi, a default
was entered without his knowledge.
A review was
therefore asked and granted. Case referred tocouit.
Judgment reserved.
Goodwin & Lunt.
Nealley.
This morning the case of William Emery vs. Jas.
N. Winslow was called. This is an action on prom
issory note for $1000. An important witness for the
defence being engaged in a case in Portland this
case

went

Ophelia E. Beckman, libellant, vs. Cyrus A. BeckDivorce decreed, and custody of children givto

libellant.

Asa Low for

libellant.

John Hood, libellant, vs. Abbie Hood. Divorce decreed. This case was tried some two years since.
Emery & Son for libellant.
Brief leltisgs.
Steamer Chase will sail for Halifax this afternoon. There will be no steamer forlHalifax
to-morrow.
Large quantities of ice are being cut and pat
under cover.
A man from Ualdwin came to town yester-

day, and invested in

fish and
lobsters.
To be in keeping be went and
got “corned”,,himself, and the police took him
in charge.
The

a

load of corned

temptation to speak

of an

open

winter

is great, and we refrain.
The Arcadian arrived yesterday with 1500 tons
of coal for the Grand Trunk.
Forty-five of the sixty applications for State
pension made in this city, have been allowed
and the aggregate sum received by such pensioners is $1440.
We understand that a large number of prominent citizens have joined in inviting Capt.
Enoch Kuight to deliver his lecture on Maine
in this city.

Manager Brydges of the Grand Trunk has
for
been looking at the accommodations
wharves at Fish Point. He left for Boston last
night.
Tha Portland Company have declared a semiannual dividend of 5 per cent, payable February 1st.
Mr. Robert

Holyoke, the well know
merchant, died yesterday morning.
It is

understood

that

the

Steamer Franconia will leave for New
this Friday noon.

cating the new hall.
At the request ol a large number of

York

our

citi-

zens, ex-Policemau Scott will deliver his second
lecture on the “Evils sf Intemperance” at the
Allen Mission Chapel next Sabbath evening.
A clothing dealer on Middle street, forgot to
iu a pair of paDtaloons that be hung out
to show yesterday,’and they were found late in
evening by a passer by and taken care of,

t^Jte

Piscataquis Arrest Case.—This

re-

markable case, which has already been mentioned in these columns, took a new phase at

Bangor, Wednesday, the U. S. Deputy Marshal becoming the keeper, rather than the kept.
As will be remembered, Henry A. Head, esq.,
of Bangor, Deputy U. S. Marshal, went to Sangerville last Friday and arrested, on execution
recovered in the U. S. District Court at this
city, Jonathan H. Hall and Ashnr (E. Hall,
whom he took to Guilford, intending to bring
them to Bangor by rail. Soon after arriving at
Guilford Mr. Head himself was arrested by
Deputy Sheriff Foss on some sort of process,
and when he started to take his prisonera to
the train Saturday morning he was forcibly detained aud the

men released.
Mr. Head was
then taken before Trial Justice Addison Martin, tried, convicted and fined on two complaints
for assault and battery.
The fines and costs

amounted to $39.80. As he did not pay the
fines and costs nor appeal the case, he was held
in custody, and Wednesday Deputy Sheriff
Foss started for Bangor to commit the prisoner
to the county jail.
On their arrival there, and
while they were at breakfast at the Penobscot
Exchange, H. D. Marble of this city, Deputy
U. S. Marshal, entered the room and arrested
Mr. Foss on a writ issued by Edward M. Rand,
esq., United States Commissioner. The writ,
after naming the district in which the offence
was committed, and
tbs parties implicated,

charges them with “knowingly and wilfully obstructing, resisting and opposing one Henry A.
Head, then and there a Deputy Marshal of the
United States of America, for said District of
Maine at said Guilford, on the seventeenth day
of January, A. D., 1874, in serving and attempting to serve a legal writ, to wit: A writ
of execution against one Jonathan A. Hall, issued upon a judgment of the District Court of
the United States, of said district, said writ
being then and there in full force and in no part

discharged.”

Henry Hudson, esq., of Guilford, who was
stopping at the hotel, having come to Bangor
the day before, and who acted as prosecuting
atorney at the time Marshal Head was tried
before Trial Justice Martin, was also arrested,
and the two prisoners were given in charge of
Mr. Head, who kept them in custody Wednes-

day night.
Yesterday morning

Mr.

Marble

brought

Messrs. Hudson and Foss to this city.
They
arrived at 3 o’clock in the afternoon and were
at once arraigned before U. S. Commissioner
Rand.
They pleaded not guilty, and were ordered to recognize in the sum of $2000 each
with sureties, for their appearance this mornThe security was furnished
at 10 o’clock.
and they were released.
As Nathan Webb, esq., the United States
District Attorney, is engaged upon the Stafford
case, in the Superior Court, it is quite probable

ing

that the hearing will be postponed until some
time next week.
Josiah Crosby, esq., of Dexter, is the attorney for the respondents.
The affair has created quite a stir among the
United States officials, and the case will be
watched witli a great deal of interest.
Mr.
Head is 84 years of age.

Personal—The entertainment ot the Conon Monday evening, proved a very pleasant one. The readings of Mr.
more
the
agreeable for falling
Murray were

gregational church,

within the reach of artistic criticism. He read
naturally, and consequently to the understanding of Ills audience,—with a genial, sweet, rich
the cultivated
voice, and a manner that marked
high-toned English gentlemau. He was charmingly sustained by interspersed music. Mrs.
Morrison. (Stella Sawyer,) Mrs. Dorr, and
Miss Jennie Taylor,—we need only mention
these names. And Mr. Cameron announced
that the enterprise was the result solely of the
labors of a “single” one ot these ladies. It was
emphatically good work.—Waterville Mail.

Personal.—Josiah Crosby, esq., of Dexter,
and Henry Hudson of Guilford, are at the
Preble.
Hon. J. Jj Stevens, of Augusta, late United
States Minister to Uruguay, will be the gnest
of Col. Robie,
during his sojourn at Gorham.
Police Motes.—Deputy Marshal Bridges
aud officer ITorr arrested a
young girl yestern dress and muff from a
day' for the l
house on Cumberland street.
She gave her
name this time as Mary I. Donahue, but this
is only one of the Dames that the fine looking
in. Her best known alias is
young girl rejoices
Alice Courtney.
A girl 18 years old was brought into the sta-

irceny^of

tion yesterday dead drunk.
There were several small drunken disturbances yesterday, but no interesting items resulted therefrom,
Fancy Dress Sociable.—The fancy dress
sociable at Grand Army Hall last evening was
well attended, there being about sixty couples
The affair was a very pleasant one
present.
and greatly enjoyed by all who had the good
fortune to be in attendance. The ladies looked

finely

in their

fancy costumes. Many of the
gentlemen were in uniform, aud the scene was
brilliant

Chandler discoursed his choicest music and the dancers danced their best.
a

one.

were

gentlemen
Captain McMahon into an
ante-room, where honorary member James
Cunningham, in behalf of the company, presented with a few appropriate remarks, an elegant watch and chain from the jewelry establishment of Abner Lowell. The captain was

The Serenadbrs.—This evening Buckley’s
Serenaders open at Music Hall, with their laughable burlesque on the opera of |Lucreiia BorThose who are familiar with the opera
gia.
say that the burlesque is very funny, and such
was the verdict of those who saw the
troupe
here last fall.
It should be remembered that
the exquisite music of the original is retained,
and the burlesque is on the words and the draThe orchestra is very fine.
matic situations.
The troupe embraces among others, Swaine
Buckley himself, Budd, Frothingham, Eva
In addition to the
Brent and Minnie Loder.
burlesque opera, a variety performance will be
given, in which the various artists will appear
in specialties. Reserved seats are now for sale
Surprise Party.—A pleasant, social affair
occurred at the residence of Rev. Mr. Buck, on
Hi
Danforth street, Wednesday evening.
friends and parishouers to the number of seventy-five to a hundred, assembled at his bouse,
tbe ladies

bringing

the materials fora nice sup-

they served in good style. After
supper George F. Talbot, esq., in behalf of tbe
ladies, presented Mrs. Buck with a splendid
muff and cloak, and Mr. Buck, in behalf of

per, which

the gentlemen, with a sum of money which the
doners indicated they wished expended in the
purohase of a new sail boat, in view of the well
known aquatic inclinations of Mr. Buck. The
presentation remarks of Mr. Talbot, and the

replies of Mr. and Mrs. Buck were appropriate
and happy, aad the occasion one of rare social
enjoyment to all present.
The'. Missing Man Returned.—Frederick
A. Davis, the watchman at the Grand Trunk
round house, who so mysteriously disappeared
one night a short time since, returned home on
the Franconia yesterday. Jt appears that he
bad an attack of insanity, got upon the cars
and

managed

somehow to reach Baltimore. He
sick in that city about two weeks. When
be recovered his mind came back to him and
he started for home.
was

Allen Mission.—The exhibition and tableaux at the Allen Mission Chapel last evening
The Rock of Ages and
were very interesting.
the Pleiades were well worth the price of the
Tbe exhibition will be repeated this
ticket.

evening.

Tickete 25 cents; children 15 cents.

nUCEbLANIlOIlt NOTICES.
Reichi’s
Ja23-3t

Mocking Bird Food for sale by
Kendall and Whitney.

the

The Grand officers of the I. O. O. F., went to
Auburn last night for the purpose of dedicat-

or

was

called

contract for re-

McCulloch has beeu awardedjto
Portland Company, the b.d being $18,000,

satisfied

excellent,

the dancing was good,
in tbe best of spirits. The Guards
fully sustained the reputation they achieved
last winter, and showed that they were au fait
in the matter of balls.
Previous to the opening of the ball, a knot of

lumber

fitting the

The

music
and all

at Stockbridge’s.

over.

man.
en

companies, and the effect was a brilliant one.
The hall was hung with the flags of America
and Ireland, and appropriately decorated. The

JUDGE MORRIS.

York County M. J. Court.

Haperiwr Court.
JANUARY CRIMINAL TERM, 1874, SYMOND8, J..PRE-

*

Coart.

Municipal

Montgomery Guards.—The second

taken completely by surprise and could scarcely
find words to express his thanks for the gift.

Thursday.—George E. Telman. Intoxication.
Fined $5 with costs. Paid.
John McFane and John Brown. Affray. Fined $5
each with costs. Paid.

& Co.

Found—Opera Glasses.

setting

in

knew

never

BEFORE

To

Brown with with

then withdrew the question

The

annuall ball of the Montgomery Guaids, given
at City Hall last evening, was a grand success.
Between two and three hundred couples were
present. Most of the Guards were in uniform,
as also were several visitors from other military

If you wish your Hens to lay feed them with
Poultry Bone for sale by
Kendall and Whitney.
Ja23-3t

quickest, most direct, and easiest road
plenty is by way of economy.
Isaac Babbitt’s Original Soap Powder is 33
per cent, cheaper than soap, or Washing CrysThe

to

tal.

Sold

jn22*5t

by grocers.

All wool
Good Felt Skirts for $1.25.
blankets a few at $3.50, at
Li D. Strout.
janl7dlw
Courage! Don’t despair when the doctor
says your lungs are diseased. Tbe worst cases
given up as hopeless, have been cured by Hale’s
Honey of Horebound and Tar.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute,

janlileod&wlt

Kennebec county to expend $800 on a bridge in
Clinton, over the Sebasticook river.
1873, for reference; to furnish the members of
Bill to amend chapter 24, Revised Statutes>
[Sen. print, doc. No. 2], relating to settlement
of paupers, was taken from the table and referred to the Committee on Legal Affairs.
The general railroad bill, presented by Mr.
Webb of Kennebec, was referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
Orders passed—To supply the Senate with
two copies of the acts aud resolves of 1872 and
the Board of Agriculture with the Daily Ken-

during the session of the Legislature; directing inquiry into the expediency of
defining ths meaning of section 1 chapter 124,
public laws 1873, relating to free high schools;
relating to amending chapter 134 Revised Stat-

nebec Journal

that in all criminal trials the State may
utes,
challenge the samejnumber of jurors as tho acso

cused; relating to amending section 36 chapter
51, Revised Statutes, relating to the loss of life
by reason of negligence or carelessness of railroad corporations, or their servants or agents,
that the same may apply to employes whose
lives are lost by reason of negligence of such
corporations as well as to passengers.
A committee was appointed to revise the rules
of the Senate, consisting of the President, Mr.
Butler, Webb of Kennebec, and Holbrook of
Cumberland.

Petitions, bills, <£■<?., presented and referred,—
Of citizpns of Kingman, to incorporate the
county of Appleton; of Samuel Bradbury et
als.. for repeal of act ot 1869, known as the
Washington County Court bill; of David B.
Campbell et als., to incorporate the KiueoSlate
Company for the purpose of manufacturing

and quarrying slate, and the right to build and
maintain tramway, railroad and bridge from
the quarries in the town of Sebec to the railroad depot in Bast Dover, and for this purpose
may take and hold land and cross tee highway
the same manner and subject to the same restrictions as railroads—the capital stock is to
be $250,000; bill to incorporate the Hancock
County Publishing Company., with a capital
of from ten to twenty-five thousand dollars, tor
tie purpose of carrying on a general publishing business, including newspapers in Hancock
county, with John D. Hopkins, Henry Whitney, E. A. Emery and others as corporators.
Reports of Committees— Leave to withdraw on
petition for protection to shell fish on the shores
of Isle of Haut; on petition of Charles W

Bryant,

bill to incorporate the Hancock Stone
Company, for the purpose of quarrying stone,
marble and other minerals and manufacturing

same—capital stock $250,000—Charles W.
Bryant, Oliver B. Cook and P. E Tucker cor.
the

porators, with the usual rights and powers and
The bill was read and assigned.
restrictions.

Adjourned.

HOUSE.
Senate papers disposed of in concurrence,
On the Senate order requiring the Governor
to furnish statistics in relation to the Reform
School and State Prison, the House receded and
concurred.
A communication was received from the Secretary of State transmitting the report of the
Commissioner of Fisheries.
Petitions Presented and Referred.—Remonstrance against change of treaty with the Penobscot tribe; petiiion of the Penobscot In
diaus for the pay of their Governor; also of
same for aid of their priest, and in support of
schools, and for 81000 or more for agricultural
purposes; of A. Winslow et als., of West Waterville, for charter for a railroad from West
Waterville to Augusta; remonstrance of Cbas.
Deering against the petition of T. S. Roberts
for charter to build a wharf in tide waters at
Bjr Harbor in town of Eden; of W. B. Webster et als., for the repeal of the law to prevent
the use of narrow rimmed wheels in the towns
of Columbia and Addison; remonstrance of
the inhabitants of Addison against the same;
of J. R. Talbot et als., of East Machias, in aid
of petition of the Bangor & Calais Shore Line
Railroad for a bridge at Verona; for an act to
amend chap 18, R. 8., relative to ways; of
Miles Starbird, Jr., et als., for abatement of
State and county taxes in Flagstaff plantation;
for bill to incorporate the Rockland District
Camp Meeting Association; remonstrance of
E. E. Baadeen et als., against any divisiou of
the town of Clinton; of the town of Clluton for
authority to oblige the county of Eeunebeo to
build a bridge and pay to said town $1000 for
the support of the Learned bridge; of municipal officers of Fort Fairfield for aid iu completing the bridge at said town; of W. Reed et
als.. for conveyance of lot of land in township
11, range 1, to D. M. Libby.
The credentials of J. M. Soxklexis, Representative elect from the Penobscot

dians,

presented.
passed—Relating

tribe of Iu

were

Orders

to

having

a

yearly

printed report from the

BY TELEGRAPH.

Agent of Passamaquoddy tribe of Indians; granting aid to the
widow of Capt. Peter Dana an Indian who did
the State service in the war of 1812; that the

THE STATE CAPITAL.

Committee on Judiciary inquire into the expediency of amending sec. 55. chap. 86, R. S., by

striking

LSpccial to Presa.l
The Death Penally.
Acgcsta, Jan. 22.—The Judiciary Committee gave a hearing this afternoon on the bill for
the protection of human life, in the Representatives Hall, which was well filled with an attentive audience.
Judge Goddard and Hon.
G. W.
G. F. Talbot of Portland, and Rev.
Quinby of thii city, addressed the committee.
Judge Goddard analyzed the hill, explaining
His remarks were
and enforcing each section.
admirably interlarded with racy touches of
humor and playful sarcasm aimed at the inof things, the
theory of law whose purpose is death in twelve
months from time of sentence and its practical
operation by which the murdeerr lives until
he dies a natural death at a ripe old age. He
thought the introduction of lynch law into the

congruity of the exisiting

state

code of the State laws as recently exemplified
in Aroostook county, spring from a conviction
among the people that no dependence could be
placed upon the laws now on the statute book.
Mr. Talbot made an earnest and able argu-

ment, entering into the philosophy of the distinctions in the crime of murder, and defined
clearly by argument and illustration two points,
viz: That one class of men who commit murder are provoked to it by causes outside of
themselves while another class of men are led
to murder by causes within themselves, viz,
their depraved passions.
Mr. Quinby took the general views of the opponents of capital punishment and denied some
of the propositions laid down by the others,
such as the proportionate increase of crime to
the laxity of the
The committee
noon next, when
ray of talent will

laws.

adjourned to Tuesday afterit is understood a strong arthe bill

appear against
quite probable that a hill will be reported
bracing some of the features of the present

It is
em-

bill.
The Editors and Fnblishers.
The Maine editors and publishers met in annual convention in the Senate Chamber this
evening. There is a full attendance. After the
election of new members and other routine
business, the following officers for the ensuing

elected:—President, Geo. W. Drisco
ofMacbias; Secretary, Joseph Wood of Wisyear were

casset; Treasurer, C. E. Nash of Augusta; Executive Committee,Stanley T.Pullen of Portland,
L. A. Emery of Ellsworth, and H. K. Morrill
of Gardiner.
A committee was raised to arrange for the summer excursion. The meeting
will hold two sessions to-morrow and Governor
Dingley will entertain the members at the Augusta House in the evening.
Varieties.
On the bill to tax dogs,the Agricultural Committee will report leave to withdraw.
The suggestion of Govornor Dingley, Saturday in relation to a National Hall, was cominited to a sub Committee of the Military
Committee, cousisting of Messrs. Hall, Snow
and Small.
A hearing will be had on the sale of the gunhouse at East Machais and on paying bounties
to the batteries of the Light Artillery, Jan.
29th.
The Committee on Insane Hospital will report the Packard Bill.
All orders before the Committee on Banks
and Banking are assigned to Jan. 29th.
On the matter of throwing sawdust, etc., in
the river at Saccarappa, a hearing wid be given
Feb. 5th.
The Judiciary Committee will consider next
Tuesday, in connection with the Talbot bill, the
bill introduced Wednesday to abolish capital

punishment.
The Committee on Reform School gave a
special hearing to the Trustee of that institution to-night. Nothing of importance trans-

pired

A bill will he reported granting a charter to
the Rockland and Thomaston Water Co., with
a

capital of $400,000.

FIFTY-THIRD LEGISLATURE.
[Special

to

Press.;

SENATE.

Augusta, Jan. 22.
House papers disposed of in concurrence.
The report of the Commissioners of Fisheries
was received and referred to the Committee on

Fisheries.
The report of the Commissioner of Immiwas referred to the Committee on State
Lands.
The official bond of Hon. S. C. Hatch, State

gration

Treasurer elect, was received and referred to
the Committee on Financial Affairs.
Resolve in favor of the town of Clinton was

taken from the tiles of 1873, and referred to the
Committee on Claims. The resolve authorizes

ball of Filch burg, Commander for the ensuing
year; Charles H. Taylor of Somerville, and
John S. Fay of Marlboro, Vice Commanders;
jj- Goggswell Medical Director, and George
S. Balch Chaplain.

out the following, “and this shall not
exempt in any suit for necessaries furnished
him or his family”; that the same Committee
inquire into the expediency of amending sec.
8, chap. 136, first line, R. S., by inserting “or
Judge of a municipal or police court; that the
Committee on Agriculture inquire into the expediency of providing for the sale of eggs by
weight; that the same Committee inquire into
the expediency of amending sec. 6, chap. 6. R.
S., so that farm products, when held by the
be

purchaser,

shall he held exempt from taxatiou;
that the same Committee inquire into the expediency of providing for the sale of blaeberries
by weight; that the Committeo on Banks and
Banking inquire into the expediency of so legislating that savings banks may loan a limited
amount of their deposits on notes signed by
three responsible persons; that the Committee

Banking inquire into the expeof so amending the laws relating to sav“No savings banks as to provide as follows:
ings banks or any person acting in its behalf, or
in its interest, shall negotiate, take or receive
any fee, commission, gift, or other consideration for or on account of any loan made by or
on

Banks and

diency

behalf of said bank, or for the benefit
either to their own use, or to the use of
such bank, other than shall appear on the face
of the note or contract upon which such loan
shall purport to be made; provided that nothing herein contained shall apply to any expenses of examining titles and making conveyances upon loans made by savings banks;”
that the Committee ou Fisheries inquire into
on

thereof,

the expediency of extending the close of time
for taking land locked salmon in the St. Croix
river; that the Railro’d Committee inquire into the expediency of amending sec. 42, chap.
51, R. S., by striking out “one hundred and

fifty," and inserting the words “five hundred;”
that the Committee on Education inquire into
the
R.

expediency of
S., as to secure

so
a

amending
more

sec. 7, chap. 11,
equal distribution of

school fuuds.
An order was introduced calling for a Committee of Investigation into the affairs of the
State Prison for the ten years past, its mandgement, money paid by the State to it, and
received by the State from it; also as to the
origin of the late fire, and whether (account of
stock had been taken prior to it; also to inquire
into the sanitary condition and the treatment
of the inmates. The order caused some discussion. The order contemplated a committee
of seven. After discussion and taking the
yeas aud nays, the number was reduced to a
joint select committee of one from the Senate
and two from the House. The vote stood 98 to
47.
Read and Assigned- Bill incorporating the
Waterford Cheese Factory Association; bill
incorporating Elm Dale Cheese Co., bill incorporating Casco Tannery Co.; bill incorporating
the Portland Cordage Co.; bill incorporating
the Bangor & Brewer Steam Ferry Co.; authority to build wharves at Mt. Desert; resolve in
favor of Silas H. Waldron; in favor of Alice
McPhail; in favor of J. N. Clark; in favor of
Charles D. Brown: bill to incorporate the
Aroostook Dairy Association.
Leave to withdraw was granted the selectmen
of Palmyra for incorporation of said town into
fire insurance company.
The bill to legalize the doings of Van Buren
plantation was, under suspension of the rules,

a

passed

to

be engrossed.

Adjourned.

MASSACHUSETTS.

NEW YORK.
Great Flood at Buffalo.
Teasels and Elevators Destroyed.
Buffalo,

Jen. 22.—The weather and high
water caused the ice in the Buffalo river to
move about ’1 o’clock this morning piliug it up
with such force against the bridge over Ohio
street as to carry away that strong structure,
and in its course
sweeping ten first class vessels
down the stream,
piling them in one mass
against the Michigan street bridge. The bowsprits of the vessels iu their rapid course carried away the lower part of
Plympton’s elevator and
inflicting serious damage to the City
and Niagara elevators, and
completely demolished the sheds of the New York Central railroad. The loss is estimated at a million dollars. The damage to Plympton’s elevator will
reach $20,000.
The Michigan street bridge still bolds the accumulated mass,but if it give way there is nocalculating the damage to vessels and property beow.
The water is now overflowing the banks
and ruuning into the lake through the Hamcanal.
The greatest excitement prevails.
burg
Buffalo, Jan. 22—Evening.—Michigan street
«tiU holds out against the accumulated pressure
of ice, water and vessels. It is feared that when
the water falls the vessels near the bridge no w
lying on the piles will be greatly damaged. The
loss is not near as much as at first estimated
Water from the river is now flowing through
the Ohio basins and Hamburg canal into the

lake.

Varina Matters.

New York, Jan. 22.—It is stated that the
firm of E. C. & E. B. Littlefield, wealthy con-

Iron and

?reductions

WASHINGTON.

HOUSE.

Hr.Pinchback
Damaging Departs
Washington, Jan. 22.
Representative
Slieldon and Sypber, ex-Senator Harris and
revenue officer Pitkin, all of Louisiana, called
on the Presiden t
to-day to express, it is said,
their views iu opposition to the new election in
that State. Senator Carpenter and Gen. Butler
also had an interview with the President. It is
asserted tha; these gentlemen are on the other
side of the question in Louisiana.
It is reported that Senator Morton’s action in
reference to Mr. Pinchback’s seat iu the Sen
ate, was based upon the confession of Mr.
Pinchback himself of the questionable practices
in securing his election by the Louisiana Legislature. It is said that damaging reports about
the election haviug reached Mr. Morton he sent
for Pinchback, who made a clean breast of it,
whereupon Mr. Morton abandoned the policy
of seating Mr. Pinchback on a prima faca case,
aud asked that the.case be referred to the Committee on Privileges and Elections to investigate the couduct of Mr. Pinchback. The latter,
it is said, is very angry at his treatment, declares for the new election and threatens damaging disclosures regarding the operations of
the Louisiana politicians.
The reason of his
course is said to be his exclusion from the beneand
fits
privileges of the Kellogg ring.
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances today:-—Currency, $2,920,514; special deposit of
legal tenders for redemption of certificates of
—

$44,000,000; coin, $85,594,344, including
deposit,
com certificates $45,778,000; outstanding legal

tenders, $382,062,387.
Legal Tender Limit.
The following is the text of the bill reported
to-day by Mr. Dawes from the Ways and
Means Committee:
Whereas, The existing uncertainty as to
whether the amount of legal tendar notes now
authorized by law to be kept in general circulation is $356,000,000 or $400,000,000 is calculated
to derange business and unsettle
values, therefore: Be it enacted, that the provisions of the
act approved April 12th. 1806, entitled an act
to amend an act to provide ways and means to
support the government approved March
1805, be, and the same are hereby declared in
force so as to authorize the amount of the legal tender notes of the United States to the
amount of $400,000,000, to be
kept in general circulation and the total amount of United
States notes issued or to be issued shall never
exceed $400,000,000.

3d,

Relating

to

Savings

positions.

Congress—First Session.

of iron aud steel was held at the Uniteu States
Hotel yesterday to form an organization to promote their interests. It adopted a constitution and by-laws.
The constitution declares
th“ objects of the association to be to secure
legislation, but strictly forbids the use of money to secure the same.
The following were elected permanent officers
of the Association: President, Geo. Barns of
Syracuse, N. Y; Vice President, D. D. Dana of
Boston- Secretary, Win. H. Weed of
New
York; Trauurer, C. B. Hill of Nashua, N. H;
Correspournng Secretary, W. F. Hall of Boston;
Executive Committee. M. L. Fast of Canton,
Ohio, Stephen E. Garrett of Cohoes, New
York, Fred L. Ames of North Eastou, Mass.
The meeting uninimously adopted the following resolution:
Resolved —That this association respectfully
petitions the Congress of the United States to
reduce the duty ou steel, and to make the impost wholly specific without regard to the value.

After further consultation on minor matters,
the meeting adjourned, subject to the call of
the Executive Committee.
Vnriona Hntter.
The Supreme Court, full bench, to-day affirmed the decree of Justice Devins committing to
six
months, for contempt, J. W. Cartwright,
one of the receivers of the Hide & Leather Insurance Company, and former President thereof, for withholding and applying to his own use
some §12,000 asset* of the company
The Massachusetts Grand Army Convention
at Fitchburg, to-day, elected Gen. J. W. Kim-

SENATE.
Washington. Jan. 22.
Mr. Sargent presented a lengthy
petition
trom Susan B. Anthony; detailing the circum-

of her trial and conviction for violations in Rochester, N. Y., and
asking that the
fine imposed upon her be remutted. Referred
to the Committee on Privileges and Elections.
Mr. Scott introduced a resolution for the
enactment of a law so as toj provide for the issue of three 65-100 bonds into which legal tenders can be converted. Referred to the Commitstances

tee

on

Finance.

Mr. Connor presented the resolutions of the
Legislature of Floriua in regard to the regard
to the recognition of Cuban iusurgents.
5 r. Morrill of Vt., from the Committee on
Public Buildings, for the purchase of fire extinguishers for the Capitol buildings. Passed.
Also for the appropriation of $5000 to secure a
topographical survey of the Capitol grounds
aud prepare a plan for their improvement.
Passed.
Mr. Anthony from the Printing Committee,
reported favorably upon a resolution making it
uulawful for the Congressional printer to print
in the Congressional record a
speech or part of
a speech not
actually delivered in the Senate or

1~.U.and fc
C\w- Loring, T. J. Coilidge,
Moody Courier
a

were aDf>ointe<l
sell the works and
u
apply the
payment of the debts of the
®orP"»tiou, which
amount to
to

PrMd.
Lyme, Conn., Jan. 22.—At the old Lyme
birth-place of Judge Waite, the citizens to-day
fired a salnte in honor of his appoiutment and
confirmation as Chief Justice.
IHETSOROLOCIICAL.
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS

War

TWENTY-FOUB

Dep’t,

Office Chief Signal )
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Jan. 22, ».00 (P. V.) J
Far New Rsglaaf
and thence northwestward over the northern
of
the
Middle States, cloudy weather
portion
with rain coutiuned, high temperature and falling barometer during a portiou of the day, the
winds on the coast increasing in force.

Between three and four hundred

of the
Pitta ton & Elmira Coal
Company quit work
ou
account of non-payment of waires
yes.erday
due them since October.
men

FINANCIAL. AND COMMERCIAL,
Psnlssd Wholesale Markets,
Thursday, January 22. The flour market Is inand
active
prices favor purchasers of large lots. The
grain market is very Arm at 95 a 97c for new corn
and $1 for old. Oats are steady at 65 a G8c for brown
and white. Sugars aro without change and gn nutated is selling at 10|c. Provisions are firm at 817 @
17) for extra plate lieef; $15 (a) 26 for plate; $12 & 11
for extra mess, and 89 Ig) 11 for mess. Pork is selling at 820 50 for backs; $1950 for clear, and $17 50
tor mess. Lard is
steady. The grocery markets are
very firm and our quotations of Wednesday are maintained.

Receipts by KallreaS. sad Htrssik.il..
Obaso Trunk Raii.road-5 cars
sundries. 3 do
shooks, 1 do starch, 26 do lumber, do head. 1 do
Iron, 5 do bark, 2 do skins, 6 do oats, 2 do corn 1 do
ior New York, 7 do for Boston, 7 do for St Johu \B
2 do for Halifax, NS, 18 do for
steamship
Fsraiga Kxporla.
Brig Ernest—2596

ST. JOHN. NB.

bbls

flour,

5 do

Fereisa Imparts.
HA LI PAX, NS. Steamship Acadian—1110 tons of
coal to J L Farmer.
CAMPO BELLO, NB. Schr Helen—100,000 frozen

herring

to order.

DAILY DOMESTIC RECEIPTS!.
»

Receipt*

mi

Flour.

EASTERN RAILROAD.

Washington,

says

that

the

Spaniards

under

Esponda, numbering 650, met 1800 insurgents
at Los Melones, aud after a fight of,six and a
half hours, the Spaniards retired with a loss of

54 wounded. Insurgents loss unknown.
Private Cuban advices report that Esponda
had 1200 men, only 250 of whom escaped death,
wounds or capture. The Cnbans regard this as
a gre at victory for them.
It is semi-officially reported’Lhat preparations
are being concluded for a draft of 20.000 men
to suppress the insurrection. They will not be
conscripted from the volunteers, bnt from the
Cubans and negroes, who are to be freed. The
majority of the conscripts being Cuban sympathizers, the proposed measure is regarded as absurb.
Tbe forced loan of $30,000,000 is disagreeable
to all the natives and foreigners.
The latter
pay because their business depends thereon.
As the Worcester sailed from Havana on the
15th with a band playing, a rabble congregated
on the wharf and hissed as she passed dipping
her flag to the Morro Castle aud tha Spanish
war vessels.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
he Carlists have withdrawn from Santan
der.
A new unoccupied house in the Dorchester
District, Boston, owned by Cheever Newhall,
was damaged last night by au incendiary fire to

the extent of $3000. Insured
The Georgia Legislature condemns the civil
rights bill, and says that its passage would
break up the school system of that State. All
appropriations will in that case be withheld.
The French Government has issued an order
forbidding the sale of the newspaper L’Opidion
Nation ale.
The President, though the
Secretary of State,
has tendered the appointment of Consul at
Benufc to Col. George S. Fisher of
Augusta,
Ga.

George W. Clarke, aged thirty years, was
found drowned in the dock at Newport, it. L,
Thursday afternoon.
The customs receipts for the week ending
January 17th are as follows: New York $2,618,564; Boston $238,135; Baltimore, $102,512; Philadelphia $175,760.

The druggists’ association in New Hampshire
has voted to unite with the license Alliance.
There beiug 21 county and city officials in the
Utah Assembly, the Governor recommends a
law prohibiting persons holding but one office.
The trial of W. P. McCarty for the murder
of J. B. Mordecai, in a duel, iegau at Rich-

mond, Va., yesterday.
In Cincinnati a druggist named Merket, fatally stabbed a railroad agent named Miller.
The expressmeu of the United States have
been holding a convention in Indianapolis.
A London despatch says that Madame Pareill.
pa Rosa is seriously
The London Times publishes the substance of
a note from
Bismarck, which holds that the
French government are accountable for the
the
of
L ltramoutane press in France.
violence
Goodwin Smith, in a speeoh at an educational
meeting in Manchester, Eng., Wednesday, ex-

plained

and commended the cummon school
He defended the
Cornell University from the charge of irreligand
said it maintained a religious spirit
ion,
and that the institutiou was quite equal to that
of Oxford.

system of the United States.

A cable despatch

states the Samana Bay
in London a loan for
House. Passed.
the negotiation the
Mr. Spencer, from the Committee, reported
company agree to take up the Harmount bonds,
back the bill to facilitate the execution and
which
had
been
repudiated by the Baez Govprotection of certain works for the improve
ernment.
ment of the mouth of the Mississippi, and askA Trenton, N. J., druggist named Livesery,
ed the Immediate consideration of the bill.
has been arrested for selling cyanide instead of
Mr. Clayton objected.
Mr. Sherman offered a resolution inquiring i cedide of potas: urn, causing the death of J. A.
Grant.
into the expediency of [the appropriation for all

Company have negotiated
$5,000,000, and as part of

Commission
*•

ev?™",81.

Receipt.

Total.500
Groin, Ac.

EASTERN

Consionees.

No.

cars.

Norton,Chapman

R.

B.

Consionees.

No. car

0k Co,
com.t
GRAND TRCXK

Waldron Ok True,corn... .7
Kensell,Tabor OkCo.oats.lu

By

water conveyance
W True Ok Co.

R. R

C&rruthers

Ok Co,corn..3

KensellotTabor, barley.!

Total.... .21
1,000 bush corameal to Geo

—

New York Sleek nnd Money Market.
Jan. 22—Eremna.— Wall street was
eery quiet to-day. Money was easy at 5 @ 6 per cent.
1

New York.

The following is the Cleanug House statement:
Currency exchanges, $76,314,916; currency balances,
83,954,155; gold exchanges, 811,105,729; gold balances, $2,192,054.
Foreign Exchange strong and higher with advance
in Sterling rates. Gold declined from ill) @111),
advanced to 111) and closed at 111). The rates pair
for carrying to-day wereS, 5). and 4 pur cent.
The
Assistaut Treasuier pal 1 out to-day 8110,000 on account ot Interest ana $32,000 in redemption ot 5-20
bonds.
The day's

business at tae Gold Exchange Bank
was as follows:—Gold balances, $1,762,010; currenbalances. *1,996,314; gross clearances, $44,984,-

cy^

The

following were the q-totutiont of Gayeramen
securities:
(Jutted States coupon 6’s, 1881,.118)
Uuited States 5-20’s 1862.114)
Uuited States 5-20’s 1864.116)
United States 5-20’s 1865, old. 117)
United States 5-20’s 1865,newex-int ........... 116)
United States 5-20’s 1867,. 1!7|
Uuited States 5-20’s 1F68,. .H7j
United Slates 5’s, new.11?)
United States lu-40’s.,ex-coupons.114
Currency 6’s..
114)
The following were the closing quotations it
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 75)
—...

—

Pacific
N. Y. Centra’and

Mail.41)

Hudson River consolidated_104)
Erie. 47
Briepreferred. 74
Union Pacific stock. 34)
were the quotations tor Pacidc Rail-

The following
road securities:

Central Pacific bonds.•. 8f)
Union Pacific do. 8;1
Union Pacific land grants.81)
Union Pacific income bonds.79
Uemnlie Barfeeu,
New Yobk. Jan. 22—Evening.—Cotton declined
an Jc; sales 1635 bales;
Middling uplands at 164c.
Flour 6 ® 10c lower; sales 12.600 bbls; State at 8 60
20; Round Hoop Ohio at 6 60 ® 7 85;Western 5 60
7 86; Southern at 6 70 ® 11 00. Wheat firmer; sales
08,000 bush; No 1 Spring at 1 62 ® 1 66; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 60 ® l 62; No 2 Chicago at I 58 ® l 60;
White Spring 1 65; White Michigan at 1 75. Corn is
caaler; sales 161,000 bush; new Mixed Western 85®
89; old do 93c in store; 95@ 96c afloat. Oats are
lower; sales 41,000 bush; Western Mixed 59®60o;
White Western at 60 ® 62c. Beef unchanged. Pork
heavy; sales 1750 bbls; new mes 13 75.
Lard heavy'
sales 10 tes; steam at 9 @ 9Jc; kettle 8c. Batter is
uuebanged; Ohio at 25 ® 35; State 32 ® 34c. Wblrkey quiet; sales 100 bbls; Western free at 99®9»lc.
Rice firm with ihlr trade demand; Carolina at 81c
Sugar dull; Muscovado 74® 8 l-l«c; lair to good reflning74@7|c. Coffee quiet and strong with an
upward tendency. Molasses is unchanged. Naval
Stores—Spirits Turpentine is firm at 48 ® 49c; Rosin
firmer; sales 11,000 bbls at 2 GO ® 2 65 tor strained.—
Petroleum is higher ; sales 5000 hbis; also 1000 bbls
for March at 15 ® 154; crude seller February at 64c*
refined at 144c. Tallow Is quiet; sales 65,000 lbs at 71
@ 7Jc.
Linseed firm at 2 75 Gdd.
Freights to Liverpool are firm; Cotton, per steam
at 7-16 @ Jd; Cotton per sail 11*32® Id; Grain pet-

§7

—

124 ®

13d.

Chicago, Jan. 22.—Flour isdull and nominalplealapart. Wbeat steady; salesof No 1 Spring 1 231;
No 2 Sprint: at 1 22J cash; seller Feb at 1 23}; seller
March at 1 274; No 3 Spring at 1174 @ 1 175;
rejected 111 ® 112. Corn opened firm and closed dulland
lower; sales of No 2 Mixed at 514c for cash; 584 tor
seller May; new No 2 Mixed 51c; rejected old at 53 ®
54c; no grade 49 @ 50c. Oats steady; sales of No 2
at 414c cash; seller
February 42c; rejected 374 @ 38c.
Rye is quiet and unchanged; No 2 sold at 77 ® 79c.—
Barley active and higber; sales of No 2 Fall at 1 52 ®
1 57; No 1 Spring 1 32 @ 1 10, according to location.—
Provisions—Pork dulland lower;cash sales nominally at 14 00 @ 14 10; 14 10® 14 124 seller February;
14 GO ® 14 624 do March, closingodull at Inside
figures.
lard opened dull and lower but closed steadv
at 8 00 ® 8 90 cash; 9 00 ® 9 03 seller for Feb; 9 30
seller Mar. Balk meats steadv, sales of shoulders at
SJc; short rib middles 74c; short clear middles 71c
for loose; green meats—shoulders sold at 5|c; short
rib middles 74c; bams 16 lbs pound averages sold at
81® tic. Dressed Hogs dull and nominal at 6 05 ®
6 10 bid, and 6 20 ® 6 25 asked. Whiskey is dull and
lower at 95c.

Receipts—10,000

000 bush corn,

Next

0NT»f^?r^°R SCIT

,n

Bl,ck

and Green

! 5&

Cloth.

1 Black Walnut Wardaobe.
Marble Top Tables, Soi*«*. Easy Chairs

‘s-SS

pier and arch top Mirror,, Farlur and Looking Storee
Parlor, Dining Room and Kitchen Furul ure la ,V-

riety. Ae., Ac.
By order ol underwriter, (00 bole, Fiy». boiee
stained, at 11 o’clock prompt.
F. Q. BAILEY Sc CO., Aactieacen.
>d
___

Assignee's Sale
or

—

Fixtures,

Groceries,

Horse,

BY AUCTIONS

ON HONDA Y, JANUARY 961b,
At 9 1.9 n’elnck P. M.,
At More recently occupied by A. G. GBOVER A

CO., 410 Longreiw Street, we shall sell about 14 bbto.
Flour, Pork, Molasses, Sugar, Tea, Coffee. Tobacco,
Cigars. Pickles, Pickled Dimes, Family and Toilet
Soap, LiJrr, Cannerl Goods, Wocwlen, Crockery and
Aartuen Ware, Brooms,
large assortment ot shelf
pvxis, bpiccs, ,«c. Also Show Cases, Corned B*ef
lauk. Meat Block, Marble top hum table. Cist form.
Counter, anil Meat Scales, Tools and Measures, a* Vi
o’clock prompt. I Horae k years old good ili lvar aud
a line husiuess harness, Pongs, Kxpre*s tv
aeon, Ac.
All of tbe abovo groceries were selected tor timeless retail trade aud are choice.

By

order of

SILAS TC ROBINSON. 1 ...
BYRON D. VKRRILL. j A* tfuees.
P. O. BAILEY A CO., Ancli.acww.

Ja22

td

Pawnbroker9* Sale
and second hand Overcoats, Undercoat*,
Reefer*. Pant*, Vests, Undershirt*, Drawer*. *
ful line of Gents’ Furnishing Gods also Gists and
Ware, Lamp*, &c ; *l*o Watches. .Ie»elry,
Crockery
Plate-1 Ware, and a general assortment ot Household
aud other good*.
ABBAM8 Sc BBO.,
new

OF

PAWNBROKKH8,
135 Federal 81., wader U. M. IVetel.

Jal5

vjgtue of a power of Bale and foi a breach of
the condition* ctnrained in a cert uu mortgage
deed dated September 15,1871, from l*aa. Dyer, of
Baldwin, in ibe County of t umber land auo »a»e ef
Maine, to me, recorded In the Cumb* rland ive^tetry
of Deeds, Book 369, Page 144, will be *old at public
auction on the piemines, on MONDAY, tbe second
day ot February. A. D. D74, at .3 o’clock P. M.,a
ceitain parcel of l-<nd situated and lying Id Deering
(late Westbrook), Ir. s.iid Count), containing one acre
more or 1cm of upland, together with all said Dyer’s
right, title and interest to thU marsh amt flat*, the
whole bounded a* follows, via.Beginning at a post
staudiug ou the southwestern tide ot tbe tow-path
of the Cumberland and Oxford Canal near clgh
water lin-, at tbe eastern point of land now or forsouth
merly of David Thompson, and lying
of said canal; thence running North 634 degree*
West by said tow-path (8) eight rods to a i-toue monument; thence S<>utb 35] degrees West (20) twenty
rod* to a stake; thence South 634 d« Iff* e* East to low
waterline; thence by said low aster line northeasbv ►aid
terly to said tow-path; thence
tow-path tc tbe place of beginning, with all paddings thereon standing, being tbe same premise* conveyed to Erastus H. Dyer oy said David Tl inpfoa
deed dated December 5th, 1863, and recu r leu In
Volume 349 Page 364 of Cumberland Rep try ot
Deeds to which record reference is hereby Lad.
Terms cash,
IRA P. FAKKINGTOV,

BY

Northwesterly

by

Mortgagee.

jal2eod3w

Executor’ll Public Sale ot Desirable Real Estate corner ot Con
press iiqd Carter Streets. West
End, at \nction.
John A.

Water*
PU11SU
man, Juulge of the Piolwte Court tor Cumberwill be aold at auction
land
\NT

County,

d*y

the tenth
a lot of
on the

to

license from Hon.

on

February

ol

TUESDAY,
M.,

next, at 3 o’clock P.

land and buikiings situated In said Portland
northwest corner oi Carter and Congress
streats, being 50 feet on Congress street 514 leet on
Carter street, (sometimes called Weymouth street).
The hocse is nearly new, contains 14 finished rooms,
and is arranged for two families. Terms ca*h.
L. EUGENE WEYMOUTH,
Executor of tbe WiU of Levi Weymouth, deceased.
Portland, Jan. 9, 1874.
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO.« Auctioneer*.
l*w8wS
jalQ

OVERCOATS
—

AND

WINTER

—

CLOTHING!

We shall close oat the balance of

WINTER

our

CLOTHING,
Consisting of

Overcoats,
Reefers,
Dress and
Business Suits.
For Mens’ and

Boy’s Wear.

WITHOUT REGARD TO COST.

Every Garment
Orin

our own

Work.

Hawke* & Co.,

290 & 292 CONGRESS ST.,
Opposite Preble House, Portland,
w4w3

PORTLAND
Safe

Deposit Vaults,

No. 97

Exchange Street.

SAFES TO RENT iiuide Use
from SIS t. 9AO per annum

Tula at

floor, 159,000 bufh wheat 60
36,000 bush oats, 3000 busb rve, 9,000
DEPOSITS of ANT ARTICLES of VALUE RECEIVED at rate. Tarring according to the .in a< package and Tat
aati. a.

COLLECTION aad REMITTANCE
latere., aad Dividend. attended to.

xolsdo. Jan. 22.—Flour is dull. Wbeat doll and
No 2 White Wabash 1
58; Amber Michigan
at 1 47; 1 474 sel er Feb; seller for April 1 57 ® 1 574:
No 2 Red 1 44 cash; 1 61 seller March. Corn dull
lower; Mixed rash seller January 664c; seller Feb
at 67c; 704 @ 704c seller April; 72c seller
May; 724c
do June; new Mixed at 64c; no grade new 62c. Oats
No 1 at 471c :No 2 at 46c. Dreased Hogs dull;
no sales.
Clover Seeds dull at 5 20.
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 3,000 bush wbeat. 40,000
busb com, 23,000 bush oats.

nominal;

and

steady;

Sbipments-0,000 bbls flour, 4,000 bush wheat, 23.4,000 bush oats.

Milwaukee, Jari. 22.—Flour quiet; extra Spring
6 00 @ 6 23. Wheal Is dull and unsettled ;No 1
Spring
at 1 25; No 2
at I 234; seller hebruary 124;
do Mar at 1
Oats steady; No 2 Mixed at 41c.—
Cora ateady at 59c for No 2 Mixed. Rve Is steadv at
81 foa No 1. Barley is ateadv at 1 55 for No 2
Provisions—Pork at 14 12 cash; 14 62 Beller March.—
Hams ill pickle Arm at 8j ® 10c. Dry salted meats
—shonlders at 5| ® 5|c loose; boxed mid. 7| ® 8c
Lard—kettle 94c; tsjefor steam. Hogs at 5 00 ® 6 00.
Receipts—4,otiu bbls flour, 71,000 bush wheat. 1,600

Spring
26|.

Spring.

a

Robert A. Bird, Manager
wjjti

Arm at 95c.

com.

oc3dU

Saturday.

bbls

U mol if ■ ATI, Jsn. 22.—Pork firm at 15
50® 15 73.
Lard is quiet and firm; steam at 8j @ 9c; kettleat 94
®94c. Bulk Meata steady at 612® 9 20 per cwt;
clear rib sides sold at 71c cash: 84c bnver tor March:
clear sides8c. Bacon Arm and scarce; shoulders
74
@ 4c; clear rib (ides 8S ® 8Jc; clear si lea 81 ® 0c.—
Live Hogs are dull and lower; light shipping grades
509@5 30; packets 535® 3 50; reeipts 3200 head;
shipments 2200 head. Whiskey Is In fitir demand and

000 bush

Furniture end General UercbandiM
,,reM'

Mortgaiee's Sale of Real Estate.

Heeteii Sleek List.
[Sales at the -Broker’s Board, Jan. 22.1
Boston Ok Maine Railroad.
® 105)
Portland. Saco Ok Portsmouth R R.121)
Secoud Call.
Eastern Railroad.—®77

steam at

C. W. ALUUf.

of

eSem,ug«y.8‘.,"8i-rT-18
Couelgnmente eolicitw/'

Norton,Chapman & Co,300
#1

Merchants I

»AILXT.

Constances.
Bbls. Consionees.
Ebls.
Norton.100 D Keazer.100

Shipments -13,000 bbls floor, 111,860 busb wheat, 3,17,000 bush oats, 00,000 bush rye, 8,000

New York, Jan. 22,—A despatch from Havaua,* Jan. 17th inst, via Key West and

—ABB—

E A

000 busb corn,
bush barley.

Cuban Affairs.
•

AUCTIONEERS

tCn

oat-meal.

sales.

SSriKaaSS? ihfoh F. O. BAILEY Sc CO.,

*968,860.71.

busb barley.

FO K E I GN.

_auction

A telegram from Port
Townsend, Waihin.
“
ton Territory, announces the total
loss
ship Panther, with all on board, twenty-three
**
in number.

ers

Banks.

Steel Consumers*
consumers

Mr. Houghton of Cal., offered a bill for a
uniform registry of sea going vessels to afford
additional protection to life on sh'mboaTd and
govern rehates on merchandise damaged on tbe
importation. Referred to the Committee on
Commerce.
The conference report on the bill to pay official reporters was presented and gave rise to
considerable discussion, and was finally agreed
to.
Mr. Dawes of Mass., from the Committee on
Ways and Means, reported back adversely the
bills to repeal all taxation on bank checks and
friction matches, and moved their reference to
the Committee on the Whole, and make them
the special order Wednesday next Agreed
to.
Mr. Dawes also reported a bill to fix the
amount of legal tenders at $400,000,000, and
moved to make the bill special order in the
Committee of tbe Whole Thursday next.
Mr. Maynard of Ten., upon the Committee
on Banking and Currency, suggested that
the
consideration of this bill might bn arranged to
go on in connection with such a measure of
policy as tbe Committee on Banking and Currency might present.
Mr. Cox of N. Y., wanted to see a little more
definiteness in t le matter.
Thejbill settled
nothing as to a future policy. The bill,properly interpreted, legalized tbe issue of the reserve
was a step away from
resumption, and tbe people would so regard it. The tendency was towards inflation,
Mr. Dawes motion was agreed to, and the
bill made a special order in the Committee of
of the Whole Thursday next.
Mr. Kassou of Iowa, from thoCommittee on
Ways aud Means, reported a bill concerning
the deposits In savings banks, construing existing lawn. Referred to the Committee of the
Whole.
Mr. Sheldon of Louisians, from tbe same
committee, reported a bill to establish bonded
warehouses tor the storing and cleansing of rice
for exportation. Passed.
After a long discussion without coming to a
vote, tbe House, at half past four took a recess
till 7 30.
The evening session will be for tbe consideration of the bill revising the statutes.
The evening session was dull, not more than
30 members were present. The House adjourned at 10 o’clock,

About

The bill reported by Mr. Kasson from the
Ways and Means Committee, the 9th section of
the act of July, 1866, concerning the deposit on
savings banks, that hereafter it shall be construed to include within the exemptions all deposits in savings banks doing business only as
such under the laws of their respective States
or of Congress and having paid up
capital
which is first responsible for all losses of depositors, or having in accordance with the law,
in the place of such capital stock, a good and
legal guarantee bond securing depositors
against loss; provided that no savings bank as
a provident Institution shall be entitled to such
exemption from tax on deposits in any case
where any greater rate of dividend shall be
paid to holders of capital stock annually than
the rate of interest allowed annually to the
time of depositors in snch bank: but 2J per
cent, may be allowed and paid on tne amount
of capital stock or of the guarantee bond in
consideration of such guarantee against loss to
depositors and provided that all profits of such
savings banks less the aforesaid dividend and
allowance for guarantee shall be divided among
No tax accrued or claimed for
the depositors.
years prior to the passage of the act from savings banks, in the first section named, having
a capital stock or guarantee bond, but not collected nor claimed by revenue officers in those
years, shall be hereafter collected.
Secretary Richardson on moieties.
The Secretary of the Treasury has written a
letter to Senator Chandler, chairman of the
Committee of Commerce, stating by invitation
of that committee his views on subjects covered by the bill to regulate the custom service
and the disposition of fines, penalties and forfeiture. Secretary Ricbaruson goes into an extended discussion of these and collateral subjects, and recommends the following measures:
First. The revision and consolidation of the
tariff act.
Second. The substitution, as far as practicable, of specific in lieu of advalorem duties.
Third. The abolition of the present system of
moieties with one exception, to wit: that where
attempts at smuggling are detected, or where
an
act of smuggling is accomplished and the
goods are afterwards seized, the seizing officer
or officers and informer or informers shall be
entitled in equal parts to one-tenth of the net
proceeds; or if there be no informer, the seizing officer to be entitled to the whole of such
one-tentb.
Fourth. That provision be made for a special
fund to be applied under suitable restrictions, to
compensation of persons affording information
which shail enable the government to detect
and punish frauds upon the customs revenue
other than those involved in actual or attempted smuggling.
Fifth. That the law authorizi ng the seizure
of books and papers be so amended as to afford
due protection to the rights of private parties.
Sixth. That no compromise of any fine, penalty or feature accruing from the violation of
the navigation or customs reveuue laws, shall
be lawful till after a judicial investigation of
the facts.
Seventh. That the compensation of customs
officers be graded in accordance with the importance and responsibility of their respective
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tractors of Brooklyn, have failed, which carries
the New York, Kingston & Syracuse railroad
:nto bankruptcy.
A report is current that the Pacific Mail
Company’s vessel Belief is lost at sea. Nothing definite can be gleaned about her.
A burglar arrested in Brooklyn last night
had a petition in bis pocket signed by several
Democratic politicians asking his appointment
on the police force.
The United Order of Brioklayers has passed
resolutions condemning communists and internationalists.
A dangerous check raiser named Geo. Wellershausen was arrested to-day.
During the heavy fog in Brooklyn early this
morning,a carriage with a party returning from
a b^Jl was driven over the
embankment into
the swamp mud. Mr. McVey, oue of the occupants, was seriously injured, the ladies badly
bruised, the horses badly hurt and the carriage
wrecked.
A seven ton boulder became detached from
the summitof a hill last night on a Hudson
connty farm in New Jersey, and rolling down
deposited itself sn a gas house, completely
wrecking that structure.
The Coal Trade.
The meeting of the Presidents of the different coal companies have as follows for this
year: The trade will open on the 1st of March
at an average advance of 15c per ton above the
prices of 1873. The price per tou will afterwards be advanced each month to the end of
the seasou on the following scale:
April 5c,
May and Jnne, 10c, July, August, September,
October and November 15cts.
The President of the Delaware and Lacka
waoa Boad, to day states that the scale of
prices adopted will be subject to modification
in the event of serious strikes.

Fort}-Third
Boston, Jan. 22.—A meeting of

public buildings upon which work has not yet
commenced and to coreif such inexpensive appropriations into tbe Treasury. Agreed.
The consideration of the finance resolution
was resumed and
Mr. Boutwell addressed tbe
Senate.
He replied to Mr. Schurz’s remark
that Boutwell’s policy while Secretary of the
Treasury was a “do nothing policy by saying
those opinions had been embodied upon the financial policy of the government the last five
years. The late panic as a teacher should be
heeded, but as a dictator demanding the adoption of an untried policy, it did not deserve attention. He knew of no failure of one important business man in tbe State he represented.
seould address itself to the relief of
Congress
the laboring classes, as their interests suffered
the most during the
panic. He contended that
inflation of currency would inflict lasting evils
the
upun
laboring men.
Currency instead of remaining m Chicago,St.
Louis and other points, flows to New York
WInterest upon it, as high as
870,000,000 some times, being held there subject to call. The accumulation of currency in
>.ew York, b.y artificial means, led to inflation
of currency in that city and to
speculations,
followed by disaster and ruin.
An inflation of
the currency of the country would, in time
produce tbe same resnlts. He was, therefore’
oppsed to any increase in the volume of the
paper money of tbe country, aud on the other
was oppposed to any contraction of the
currency.
He did not think a depreciated currency in
itself a great evil, but he meant to say that if
currency be depreciated and prices and products
of labor become accommodated to that state of
things, there are no substautial evils affecting
tbe geueral prosperity of the country. He defended the issue of reserve by the Secretary of
the Treasury, and in response to Scburz said it
was the duty of tbe
Secretary to withdraw it
again. The action of the Treasury in this mat
ter was the interest of the public, as the Secretary could not sit silent ana inactive while ruin
and disaster to tbe country were apparent He
favored a return to specie with limitations set
forth in the report of the Secretary of the
Treasury iu 1872. in contravention of the statement that we were not nearer specie than four
years ago. He stated in 1869 gold averaged
premium, and in 1873 averaged 13 84-100. The
act of Congress of 1869 served to strengthen
credit in this country in the markets of Europe
up to the standard of equality with any other
nation.
He held that till there was an equalization of our currency and coin the
policy of
redemption would be dangerous.
Iu response to Mr. Gordon of Georgia, who
asked if the producing classes grow wealthier,
Mr. Boutwell stated that for the
past four
yt are the South were more prosperous than before tbe war and had increased in wealth and
business, to which Gordon asserted, but still
holdibg that tbe producing classes were not
wealthier.
Mr. Boutwell considered the general fact that
the South were more prosperous than ever demonstrated they were improved in wealth.
With inflation interest on money with continually advance. It is possible to have depreciated currency, aud yet the paper iu circulation
could be nominally redeemable iu coin.
He
opposed free banking as leading to undue an
increase of currency and the plan of convertible bonds proposed by Mr. Sumner would result in contraction and hoardings.
Sbould we
go into markets to purchase gold to redeem legal tenders, the Bank of Englaud and combined money markets of Europe would be
arrayed
against us. The plan of resumtug in a year
was uupracticable as the
could
not actreasury
cumulate gold enough to resume.
Tbe only
escape was to allow the Secretary of the Treasury to buy 6 per cent, bonds with the proceeds
of sale of 5 per cent He said Mr. Scliurz favored resumption.
Let him show how it can
be done. Ha continued b.v saying that tbe oeafter
five
ly remedy
years straggle was taxation
or else bear disgrace by borrowing
mcney to
pay the expenses of the government
Mr. Gordon read statistics to snow that the
of Georgia were less than half iu
870 than in 1860. Adjourned.

$30,000
To loan on Hist class Ulortgawes in
Portland and Vtrinity in
sums to suit.
Real Estate Seccbities. paying 8 to 10 pm
Taxes. Invkbtments in Real
Estate in Portland and vicinitv. if Judiciously
made, are the best and unfcet mode* of employing capital. First class securities always ou band. luteiest
and
principal collected wlthoutcliarge. Guarani res
perfect title and ample security in a I its Real Es-

cent, inetrest free of

tate loans.
improvements

banknote pa|*er

Real Estate investment and
made on couimh-siou and on shares,

bought and bold.

O. R.
Real

Estate

DAVIS,
and Loan Agency

Brown’s Block.

—

2d p eodlr

bogs.

10,000 bbls flour, 34,000 bnth wbeat.
22.-Flour quiet. Wheat is firm and
ex,rl atl 63; 1 574 for No
1,I\f?uL<len?anv
1 White; Amber Michigan 1 48. Corn Is
steady at 64
Oats in good demand at 46c. Hogs sold
Shipments

Detroit. Jan.

at 6 50.

Receipts—1,000 bbls flour, 9,000 busb wheat, 4,0C0

bush

corn, 2,000 bash

oats.

Shipments—1,000 bbls hoar, 3,000 busb wheat, 2,000 bush

MAKE THE BEST

bush oats.
CBAUt.KSToJi, Jan. 22.-Cotton quiet; Mldllus ullands 154c.
SavANNAH, Jan. 22.-Cotton steady; Middling uplands at 154c.
Mobile, Jan. 22.—Cotton Is quiet; Mid Ring uplands 154 @ 15|c.
New Orleans, Jan. 22.—Cotton quiet; Middling
com, 3000

uplands

at

164c.

BLANKBOOKS
AND

KEEP THE

LARGEST

STOCK FOR SALE

_

IN

Bmpma flarkcia.
Liverpool, Jan. 22—1.00 P. M.—The Cotton
market is doll and unchanged; Middling uplands 8
® 8*d; do Orleans 8* @8*1; sales 10.000 bale*, in-

2000 bales for speculation and export.
Frank port, Jon. 22—Evening. United States
5-20s,for the issue of 1862, at 97|.
London, Jan. 22—i 30 P. M.—Consols at 92 S)
v
92J for money and account.
American securities—IT. S. 6-20 bonds 1867 1084
U. S. new 5s at 102fl. Erie 43}.

PORTLAND
tMOd2m

cluding

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the •ubecriher has been duly appointed and taken
upon
nimself the trust of Administrator of the estate of
JOHN CTIS, late oi Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of s&Ul deceased are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said

NO-HCE

called ujK>n to make payment to
GEORGE
Administrator.
Ja22dlaw3wTh*
Portland, Jau 20, 1874.

estate

are

CUSHING,

TO

laETJ

Maine Hotel, in Damariscotta.
Hotel, situated in the

thriving village of
Damariscottn. and favorably known to the travTHIS

elling public, will be vacated by the present landlords on the first day ot April next and will be let on
reasonable terms for a term of years,
it has connected with il. a good St abe, Carriage houses, and
Garden. Under the present state and
prospects ot
business. It otters %n opportunity for a good landlord
to do a profitable business.
The buildings are In
good re|»alr. Apply to
JOHN H. CONVERSE. D.iraat tacot ta. Me..
wtf5
or to Kath'l M.
Whitmore, Gardiner, Me.
_

Notice*

is hereby given, that the subscriber has
undersigned here’ y give fnrtber
tbeii
THE
been duly appoiuted Executor of the Will of
NOTICE
pom*ment by the Supreme Judicial
Court of
receivers of the National Insurnotice

of

ai

ALMIRA FITCH, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has taken
upon himselt that trust as the law directs. All persons having demands
upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same, and all persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make
payJ
ment to

n
4l
,
c
Jan. 6,
Portland,

LUTHER F1TCH- Executor.
Ja9dlaw3wF

Maine, as
Company of Bangor,

ance
and request all persons
indebted to said company to iua*e paymeut to them,
and ail those having claims against said companv to
present them. And that all persons holding claims
against said company not now proven have the
further period of six months after the publication ot

this notice

The New York

University Medicines
one can

a

»4mo4«

T»*» prbbUi^ pi... pl«,»|
U4 Itmlui awa UMifli,,
I Clark*'* IC*w Hath**
tWr the PUaa-rarte etnw tb«
p.pu b, .... rthbH. — a.
bl«bMt pr..tlc.l rnull.
Nith, HalLPrlnll K.
ALK EH, Philadelphia.

numerous testimonials of cures from
citizens of Portland and vicinity, and books (free) by
addressing Dr. P. STAPLES, 250 Congress street.
Portland, Me., General Agent ior the New England
States and Dominion.
de2Uw3md8t
lw*r •*».* '■ Agent* wanted! All cla**e* or working peotf'tyiiU’lpwu pte, of either sex, young or old. mak* mom money
work for ualn their ap»re momenta, or *11 the time, than *t anything
•lee. Particular* ire*. AddreaaO. Stinson A Co., Portlaud,

SAMUEL F. HUMPHREY
HIRAM RUQGLES.
nath'l h. Dillingham.

HAS NEVER B£EN EQUALED.

more

containing

4

prove the same.

*°T- >• ICT-

Chronic Diseases than all other
curing
ARE
Medicines combined. Any
have circular

pwlyr

to

1874.

w:tm4
PKINTI.M)
cut«d at thi* Otto*.
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This Is the tale of a queer old hen
That eat on eggs exactly ten.
She made her nest with pride and care,
And weather foul or weather lair,
You always found bei at her post,

And boys and girls.

wjjp®

INSURANCE
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*ale’

once more

COMPANY

**8“
the noisy throng

Oftilegoseips-halfaecorethe

That

old bam door.

strutted by

“O, dear! O dear! here 1 am tied!
a weary lot is mine," she sighed.
“No gleam of pleasure do 1 catch;
Why don’t these tiresome chickens hatch?
It worries me iu heart and legs
To Bit so long upon these eggs.
I’m sick of piuiug here at home;
O chicks, chicks, chicks, why dou't you come 7
Your little houses white and warm.
I’ve sheltered from the angry storm.

OF NEW YORK,

INSURES AGAINST I

Only

Risks

Marine

There's mother Dominique, next door,
Her darlings uumber twenty-four,
And they’ve boon out a week or more;
And now she zanders at her ease.
So stir your your pinky little pegs.
My yellow bills come out and walk,
Or else I'll doubt my eggs are eggs.
And think they are but lumps ot chalk.

—ON—

Cargoes, Freights & Vessels

Then something rash and sad befell;
This old henpecked each brittle shell,
And, not so wonderftil to tell.
Her treatment, wbieh was very rude,
her tiny brood!
Killed on the
And now, despised by fowls and men,
hen.
a
broken-hearted
lives
She

hy the Year.

spit

ASSETS:

This is the moral of my lay—
To reap success in work and play.

spoil whatever you’ve begun,
Through eagerness to have it doue?
Remember poor Dame Partlet’s fate!
Don’t be impatient! learn to wait.
Wbv

—

Portias

d Wholesale

$15,571,206!

Youth's Companion.

Price Carreat.

Corrected for the Press to Jan. 21, 1874.

Apples.
Green,. 3 60 @5
Dried,western 10®
10 @
dg eastern.

Ashes.
lb.... 11
Pearl,
Pot. o
Bella.
Poa.3 00
Mediums.2 37
Yellow Eyes. ..312

Lead.

Sheet & Pipe..

10
Pig. 8
Leather.

00
12
13

@ lli
<e! n

@ 101
@ 8J

50 PEK CENT

30 @ 31
30 @ 33
80 @ 33
41 @ 46
Am. Call.1 20 @1:5

Light.

Mhl.

Weight
Heavy
Slaughter..

....

@3 25
@2 62
@3 37

Lime.
Rockland e’sk.l 35 @
Lumber.
Clear Pine,
Nos. 1 & 2.50 00 @60 00
No. 3.40 00 @50 00
No. 4.30 00 @40 00
Shipping. .20 00 @30 00

@12 00

@ 9 00
@ 6 00
@ 50

Better.
Family, <Hb... 30
Store. 15

38
25

@

@
Candles.
@ 13
Mould,*>»>....
Sperm. 35 @ 371
Ceaieet.

Spruce.15 00 @17 00
Hemlock. ..13 00 @15 00
Clapboards,

Policy Holder* in this Company obtain perfect *ecurity, costing: far less than to insure in any ther
company in this country.

OFFICE,
166 FORE

Spruce ex.30 00 @35 00
do No. 1.20 00 @27 00
Pine.45 00 @65 00

...

Turpentin^^

John W.

dlToeortllmitwew

feb!7

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

Phcenix Insurance Com’y,
OF HARTFORD CONN.,
Ob the 31m day •< December, 1873.
The Capital Stock oi the Company, all
paid in,. $600,000.00

Surplus....$1,052,363.77
THE

Cash

Beef,.. 9 00 @10 00
Mess,.. 12 00 @ 13 oo
24 Plate,.... 13 00 @14 00
24 Expiate,.. 16 50 @17 50
Pork,
Backs,....
Clear,.

Fish.

@21 00
@20 00
@ 18 00

Mess,.
Cod, perqtl.,
L’ge Shore, .5 25 @ 5 50 Prime,..., none
12 @ 13
4
00
4
50
Rams,.
Bank,
@
L’ge
Klee.
Small,.3 25 @3 50
Pollock,.2 25 @ 3 25 Rice, Fib,..
8@
9$
Malera us.
Haddock,....1 75 @ 2 25
Hake,.1 37 @ 1 75 Saleratus, Fib, 7 @ 91
Malt.
Herring,
Shore.pbbl 3 50 @4 50 Turk's Is. F
hhd.(8bus),. 2 374® 2 871
Scaled,F bx 20 @ 27
15

St.

none
Martin,..
2 50 @ 3 00
Bonaire,
Mackerel,
bbl.,
Bar No. 1, 15 00@17 00 Cadiz,duty pd 2 75 @ 3 25
Bay No. 2, 12 00@14 00 Cadiz,in bond 2 25 @ 2 75
Large 3.9 50@11 00 Liverpool,duty
Shore No 1,..21 00@23 00
paid,.3 00 @ 3 50
No. 2,.13 00@15 00 Liv. in bond,. 2 50 @ 3 00
Gr'nd
00
butter, 25 @
Medium.8 50@10
Meeds.
Clam Bait. 5 00@6 00
Clover lb.,
94 @ 101
Flssr.
Superfine,.... 600 @6 50 Red Top bag, 4 25@ 4 50
6
bush.
50
50
H.Grass,
@7
@315
Spring x,....
do Canada,
none
xx,.. 7 50 @ 8 50
Mich. 8 00 @ 8 50
Meap.
xx 8 50 @ 9 50 Ex St'm Ref’d
9
@
8
Family 9 50@ 10 00 Family,.
@
7 00 @ 8 00 No. 1.
Illinois x,.
@ 7
00
xx,.... 8 00
Spice*.
St. Louis x,.. 8 50 @9 50 Caseia, pure,.
ffi <5
10
00
“XX,
@1150 j Cloves.
@ 45
Frail.
Ginger,. 20 (g
Mace,.1 «2 @ 1 C5
aiinonus,....
Suit Shell,.. 22 @ 25 Nutmegs,.... 1 20 g 1 30
Shelled,.... 40 @ 55 Pepper. 25 OH 25
Pea Nuts,.... 2 25 @ 2 75
starch.
9 @
Citron,. 33 @ 35
Pearl.
10*
8 @ 9
Currants,
Sugar.
® 10*
8
9
@
Dates,
Granulated,.
Pigs. 12 <§ 18 Coffee A,
@ lot
Prunes. 12 @ 17 Extra C.
@ 10
Raisins,
C,.
@ 9*
2 CO@2 70 Sjrrap*.
60 @
80
Idler,
Li. M. new 3 10 @3 25 Eagle Sugar Refinery:
New Val.lp lb
Yellow....
none
<*11}
4 50*0 oo Extra do.
none
Demons, V box
none
Oranges p case 9 50,'g 9 50 C.
p boxes. 3 50 *3 75 Hav. Brown
Nos. 12 & 16 10 @ 10*
Urmia.
95 @ 97
Corn, Mixed,,
Refining,
7)@ 8}
94 @1 00
Teas.
Yellow,.
25 @ 43
Meal. 93® 95 Souchong,
35 g 50
@ 1 25 Oolong,.
Rye,.
Barley,. 75 (g 85 Oolong, choice 55 @ 80
Cats. 65
Japan,_45 @ 70
Pine Peed,
Do. choice... 70 @ 100
30 00
Tin.
Shorts,.. 28 00 <sg
Ueepewder.
Strait*. 33 ffl 31
31 @ 32
Blasting. 4 60 @ 5 00 English.
Shipping. 4 50 @ 5 00 Char. I. C.,.. 12 50@ 13.00
Char. I.X.,.. 1500 @15 25
Hay.
Pressed,atonic 00 @18 00 M. F.Teine...
@13150
Loose.14 00 @ 20 00 Coke.11 00@ll 50
Straw.10 00 @ 12 00 Antimony. 18 @ 19
Iraa.
Zinc.
10* @ 10}
Tabacca.
Common,
3}@ 3}
4 @
Keliueil,
4} Fives and Tens,
Swedish.
8
Best Brands, 65 (g 75
@
8 'g
81
Medium,.. 55 @
Norway,.
Cast Steel,
20 @ 23
Common,.... 50 @
German Steel 14 @ 15 Half lbs.,.50 @
Shoe Steel
7 S'at’l Leaf,.89 @
6} (g
9 @ 12 Navy lbs.,.50 @
Spring Steel
Sheet Iron,
Vaininb.
G @
61 Damar.1 75 @ 2 50
English,.
8 @
R. U.
8a Coach. 2 25
@ 5 50
Russia. 21 @ 22 Furniture,
150 @2 6
Galr,. 11 jg 16}
Waal.
J.ard.
Fleece washed 40 @ 42
Regs, p lb,.. 10}@ 10} do. unnashd 30 @ 33
Pierces, p lb
lo}@ 10} Pulled,Super 50 @ 55
Pail. 71} a) 12 Pelts, large
1 00@1 25
Caddies. 12}@ 12} Lambskins
none

1,.

@

20

....

..

....

..

..

...

..

...

Portland Daily Pres* HteekLiit
For the week ending Jan. 21, 1874,
Corrected by W. E. Wood, Broker, 67 Exchange.
Descriptions
Par Value. Offered Asked

Gold,.lllf...
Government 6

112
.118
s, 1£81,. 117
Government 5-20’s, 1862,.113
.114
Government5-20*8, 1864,.115 ....116
Government 6-20*8, 1865,.116... 117
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865,. 115:
11G
Government 6-20’s, July, 1867.117
.1174
Government 5-20’h, July, 1868.1161
117

ASSETS

ABE AS

hand and in Bank,
and in course ot

on

Agents,

FOLLW8:

ot

in hands

tranmission,

262.050.66

132,959,93

lateral Security,.

35,000.00

Bills receivable for loans, secured by Beal
Estate.
United States Stocks and Bonds.
State, County, and Municipal Securities,
Bank Stocks.
Railroad and othar Corporation Securities

12,500.00
118.500.00

273,876.48

548,380.00
268,050.00
1.046.46

Interest accrued,.

$1,652,363.77
LT ABILITIES:-

Outstanding Losses and other Claims,... .$105,981.20
HENRY KELLOGG, Pres.,
D. W. C. SK1LTON,
A. W. JILLSON, Vice-Pres.
Sec’y.
H D. LITTLE 4c CO„ Agents,
49 1-3 EXCHANGE BT., eodis3w
Jal7
ANNUAL STATEMENT OF THE

National Fire Insurance Company,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
DECEMBER

Cash Capital,
Total Assets,

31st,

1873.

...

Surplus,

seuted by Betsey Haggett, Guardian.
IRA HILBOBN. late of Portland, deceased. Will
and petition for the probate thereof, presented by
Byron D. Verrlll, the Executor therein named.
MART POTTER, late of Portland, deoeased. Final account and private claim against said estate,
resented for allowance by Nathan Cleaves, Admin-

£ trator.

WILLIAM WILLIS, late of Portland, deceased.
First account presented for allowance by Samuel F.
Per ley, Trustee.
ELMER W. RANDALL, late of Pownal, deceased. Petition for allowance out of personal estate,
presented by Sarah A. Randall, widow of said deceased.
JANE B. ALEXANDER, late of Harpswell, deceased. Petition that Paul A. Durgin may be appointed Administrator, presented by Paul C, Alexnder brother of said deceased.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.
A true copy of the original Order.
Attest, WM. K. NEAL, Register.
w3w3

8300,000.00
831,830.98
331,830.98

ASSETS AS FOLLOWS, VIZ

IDA M. HAGGETT, minor child and heir of BenPetiS. Haggett, late of Portland, deceased.
Also
tions tor license to sell and convey real estate.
final account and resignation ol Guardianship, pre

jamin

The British Quarterly

:

Cash in Hartford and Charter Oak National Banks. $77,699.50
Cash on hand and in hands ol Agents in
course of transmission.
38,787.78
State and City Bonds. 79,370.00
Railroad Bonds, 1st mortgage. 48,750.00
Railroad Stocks. 63,000.00
Bank Stocks. 227,265.00
Loans secured by mortgages & Trust Deeds 260,500.00
Bills receivable secured by Stocks and Bonds 23,323.00
Interest Accrued.
7,362,50
Unpaid interest and Dividends on Bonds
and Stocks.
5.792.50
Total Assets... .$831,850.28

REVIEWS.
EDINBURGH REVIEW, (Whig.)
LONDON QUARTERLY REVIEW,

ORIENT INS. COMPANY!
HARTFORD, CONN..
JANUARY I, 1874.

Surplus

$350,000X10
630,546.65
380,546.65

ASSETS AS FOLLOWS, VIZ:
Cash on hand and in Bank.$38,253.87
Cash in hands ot Agent],. 41,649.48 71,903.35

Loans

Mortgages, 1st liens... .171,820.00
Loans secured by pledge of Stocks
and Bond.127,720.29

116,305.00
102,401.50

48,900.00

Total Cash Assets.$650,277A0
LIABILITIES.

Oatstasding Losses. $28,730.85
Net Cash Assets.8030,346.63
C. T. WEBSTER, President.
S. C. PRESTON, Vice President,
GEO. W. LESTER, Secretary.

W. D. LITTLE 4c CO., Agents,
49 1-9 EXCHANGR STREET.
Jal63wlsl
Abstract ot the Amnaal Htatetaeat
—

ETNA
On

OF THE

—

INSURANCE COMPANY,

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
the 31st day of December, 1873, made to the State
of Maine.

Capital Stock all Paid np, $8,000,000.00
ASSETS AS FOLLOWS:

Real Estate unincumbered.3 405,000.00
on band, in Bank, and in Agents
bands.
1,234,769.50
United States Securities.
457,035.00
State, City and Town Stocks and Bonds. 698,010.69
Bank ana Trust Co.’a Stock. 1,225,180.00
Railroad Co.’s Stocks and Bonds. 1,625,498.00
Loans on Real Estate.
91,311.00
Loans on Collaterals.
87,447.70
Accrued Interest.
21,650.14
Cash

Total Assets.35,845,802.03
Losses
Losses

LIABILITIES.
adjusted and not due.

LEONARD

Total.*2,354,015!84
Total Income for 1873. 4,950,597.18
Total Expenditures for 1873. 4,815,331.75
Risks written during the
year.384,163,939.00
Risks
Risks written in Maine
daring the year. 9,321,454,00
Risks outstanding in Maine.
6,RS0,125.00
Premiums received in Maine in 1873_
132 789.51
Losses paid in Maine in 1873.
128,658.92

outstanding.304,103,286.00

DOW, COFFIN & L1BBT, Agents.
No,

49

jal3

....

...
..

Qovarnment 10-40’»,.

Bonds,..]..!!.
7.
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,.7.
State of Maine

u«>3

no

«u

ok

Portlaud City Bonds, Municipal,.
Bath City Bonds,.7.77

89
89

...

First National Bank,.100. 130 ....131
Caeco National Bank,.*.100.130 ....131
Merch ants* National Bank,.. 75.96
97
National Traders’ Bank,. 100.130
131
Portland Company,..
70
75
Portland Gas Company,. 50. 65
67
...

...

..

...

Ocean

ImsuranceCompany,...

100.94

95
Atlantic & St. Lawrence it. K.DO
95
A. & K. K. K. Bonds,. 85.,.. 87
Maine Central R. R. Stock.100. 50
60
Maine Central R. R.Bonds,7’s.96... 98
Leeds & F’rm’gton R. It. Bonds,100. 85
87
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds.. 100. 65
87
Portland & Ogdensburg R.R. Bonds, gold,
90
Portland & Rochester R. R. Bonds, 7*8,. 92 asked
....

STANDARD.

Choirs, Conventions and
Singing Schools.
Price 81.50.
813.50 per deaea
By L. o. Emeksok of Boston, and H. R. Palmes of
Emerson in
♦SSfSI**® “"equalled

wfkoleco™mry1Un0t

Leaders and Composresult of the united labors
faU 10
u8<xl universally in the

....

....

Hard Pine Timber
On hand and sawed to dimensions.

Hard Pine Plank, hard /me

Flooring

FOR SALE BY

STETSON & POPE.

r»ock,
,,J=^"’^harf.?n'1
State

OCuce. No.

A

street,

vl ,C3£2™

no22it-

--

PlrBt,

of E Street

OBTAINED
of ‘"tterent States for deser-

NOTICE.
Farmers In the

County of Cumberland, Inin the raising ct Sweet Corn
ALLterested
to meet at
are re-

Brodway,

---

dfim

and 10

cent, to

v

41. n. RAEG & CO., Box 1589, Bangor.Me.
poJ9
eodtt

Winship’s Hall, South Windham,
Jan, 31st, 1874, at 10 o’clock, A. M.
To discuss questions pertaining thereto. Such as
Price per Can, and Manner of Canning &c.
If the weather is stormy, the Convention will be
ui)on the next fair day.
Per Order of the Committee.
Ja20d*w2w*
PBINTINH promptly and neatly ex*,
cuted at this Office.

JOB

annum

number, to be prepaid by the
ot delivery.

a

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
DISEASES,

Use

Carbolic

Wells’

Tablets.

^Watervillo

PUT UP OHLY IN BLUE BOXES.
ATRIEDAND SURE REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists,
de27t4w

cures all Humors from the worst Scrofula to
a common Blotch or Pimple. From two to
six bottles are warranted to cure Salt Rheum
or Tetter, Pimples on
Bolls, Car.

Pace,

buncles, Erysipelas and Llwer Complaint. Six to twelve bottles, warranted to cure
the worst Scrofulous Swellings and Sores

Pains ln Bones and Sore Throat caused
by Poison in Blood or mercurial treatment.
By its wonderful Pectoral properties it will
cure the most severe recent or the worst lingering
Cough in halfithe tlme required by any other
medicine and is perfectly safe, loosening cough,
soothing irritation, «nd relieving soreness. Sold
by ail Druggists. R. V. PIERCE, III. D.,’
World’s Dispensary, Buffalo. N. V.

ilax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
•Pullman sleeping ear express train. N. B. This
train runs Sunday Morning, doet not run Monday

YEAR made with our splendid
combination
prospectus. It represents Sample Pages and
Style of Binding of 50 intensely interesting anti useful books, that SELL in every Family. Best thlny
ever tried by Canvassers
Agenta Wanted to

dliOKOfA
waOUU

make

A

a i’khmanhnt di sis ess on

morning.

llFast Express.

BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & M. C. R. R., Portland, Me.
de8tt

BOSTON

MAGNIFICENT

One man just cleared $9A in 4 days selling the
COMPLETE DOMESTIC BIBLE, iwt
out. New Type and Takieg features.
8*0 En-

Magazine for 1873.
Neither premiums to subscribers nor discount to
clubs can be allowed unless the money is remitted
direct to the publishers. No premium given to Clubs.
Circulars with further particulars may be had on
application.
The Leonard Scott

Publishing Co.,

140 FULTON BT- NEW YORK.

United States Hail.
M

AliSTE.

PROPOSALS

23

224

225

at

3 p m;

Arrive at Union by 4.30 p m;
Proposals for six-tlmes-a-week service invited.
From Danforth to Forest City (n.
miles
and back, once a week.
Leave Danforth Saturday at 7 a m:
Arrive at Forest City by 9 a m:
Leave Forest City Saturday at 12
m;
Arrive at Danforth by 2 p m.
4 “,,es -d
L«tve Columbia Tuesday,
and SaturThursday,
ftt
in

t
uny
p
Arrive at North Columbia by 2 p m
Leave North Columbia Tuesdap, Thursday and
Saturday at 2.30 p. m;
Arrive at Columbia by 3.30 p m.
From Presque Isle to Salmon Brook, 11 miles
and back, twice a week.
Leave Presque Isle Wednesday and Saturday at
1

jafit4w

Old Orchard Beach, dace, Biddefard,
Kenaebunk.
Wells,
Barer,
Oreat Falla, Bxeter, Rarer*
hill and Lawrence.

tip

The Highest medics! Authorities of
Europe say the strongest Tonic, Purifier and

1873. Winter Arrangements. 1873.

.

decay of vital forces, exhaustion of the
system, restores vigor to the debilitated,
cleanses vitiated blood, removes vesicle obstructions
and acts directly on the Liver and Spleen.
Price $1
a bottle.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New
It arrests

ia;.uHiw*in
.t

226

Leave North Milford Monday and Friday at

7 am;
Arrrive at

227

Greenfield by 10 a m;
Leave Greenfield Monday and Friday at 12 m
A rrive at North Milford by 3 p m.
From Waldobordflgh, by East Jefferson, to Jefferson, 11 miles and back, three times a week.
Leave Waldoborough Monday, Wednesday and
Friday at 6 p m;
Arrive at Jefferson by 8.30 p m;
Leave .Jefferson Tuesday, Thursday and Satur-

day at

8

am:

?i4 Waldoborough by
29a
2‘8

^backbones*a week*

10.30

a m.

service invited.
‘° Snrr* 8,1 m,le8 a“d

Jal0t4w

“CAMPHORINE”

The Greatest Discovery of the A3e for the relief and
cure of Rheumatism, chronic
and acute,
Moraine, Bruises, Pain in Chest, Rack, or
Limbi, Stitt Joints, Strains, Glandnlrr
Inflammation.
Swellings,
Neuralgia,
Rnnions, Catarrh. &c. Will not grease or
stain the most delicate fabric, which makes it a luxury in every family. Try It and beconvinced of
its great merits. Price, 25 cents perbottle REUBEN HOYT, Prop’r. 203 Greenwich St., N. Y.

with trains for Lowell.
For Manchester and
19.10 A. M.

Leave
Arrive at

Saturday
m.
East Blue Bill by
m
Thecontractt are to be executed nnd
*
1
the Department by or before the
1874, otherwise the accepted bidder will
w
a. having foiled, and the
Genial
proceed to contract for the service with othTr yumee
to
law.
according
For forms of proposal,
guarantee, and certificate
and also for instructions as to the
conditions to hi
embraced in the contract, &c., see advertise™ nt nf
Aug. 31,1872. and Dec. 1st, 1873, inviting proposals
for mail service in Maine and New Hampshire to be
found at the principal post offices.
Bids should be sent in sealed
envelopes, superscribed, “Mall proposals, State of Maine,’’and addressed
to the Second Assistant Postmaster General.
J- A. J. CRESSWELL,
de-5 lawfiw
Postmaster General.

Znt
na^tZl

Concord via Lawrence

For Rochester and Alton Bay 16.15, A. M.,

*3.10 P. M.

For Milton nnd Union Tillage 6.15 A. M.,

*3.10 P.M.
For Old

Orchard Bench, Saco and Biddeford 110.25 A. M.
Returning, leave Biddefard at 111.20 A. M.
For Scarbore, Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford nnd Kcnnebnnk 12.30 P. M.
Returning, leave Kcnnebnnk t7.30 A. M.

jal4f4w

WANTED.

profitable and respectable business for men or
women who have or can make leisure time and wish
to couTcrt it into money. For circulars address
STAR LAMINA WARE, 80 Beekman Street, New
York.
jal7f4w
A

oc6tc

HOTELS.
HOTEL DIRECTORY,
Embracing the leading Hotel? in the State, at which,
the Daily Press may always be found.
ALFRED.

County llou.e, Edmund Warren, Proprietor.

For New York, Albany,

Proprietor*.

AuguRta House,
er, Proprietor.
Cony House, G.

State Ml.

tor*.

BOSTON.
House, Hanover St.

Proprietor.

L.Hic

Parker House, School St. H. D. Parker A

Co., Proprietors.

Bevere House, Bowdoln Square, Bnlgnch,
Bingham, Wri.lcy A Co., Proprietor.
St. James Hotel—1.P.M. Stetson, Propri
etor.

Trtn.nl House. Tremont St. Bingham
Wri.ley A Co. Proprietors.

Proprietors.
Chapman Rouse,—Andrews A Record,
Proprietors.

BRUNSWICK. ME.
P- Ac K. Dining Rooms, W. R. Field,

Proprietor.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—A. P. Chamberlain, Proprietor.

Proprietor.

and Norwich

Lines.

The *3.10 P. M. train arrives in Boston at 7.10 P.
M., conneccing with trains for New York via Springfield at 9 00 P. M., and Shore Line at 9.30 P. M.
Passengers ticketed and Baggage checked through

by either

route.
All Trains stop 10 minutes at Exeter for refreshments at First Class Dining Rooms.
Passenger Station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Passenger Station in Portland, Commercial street.
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. passenger trains arrive at and depart from this station.
Freight received at Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.
Freight Station, West Commercial street, until 5 P.
M.
Family package Tickets between Portland and
Boston for sale at 25 pef cent, discount.
Freight station in Boston, Causeway street.
1 Accommodation.
♦Fast Express.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt., Boston,

The American Piano.

PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent, Portland'
Boston, Dec. 6.1873._
tt

PORTLAND k

FIRST PREMIUMS.

Illinois State Fair, 1870.
Alabama State Fair, 1871.
Ohio State Fair, 1871 & 1872.
Texas State Fair, 1872.

OGDENSBURG R. R.

From Mr. Edward Hoffman, the celebrated Piauis{
“I conscientiously bc’Ieve that your Piano is in
every respect a most magnificeut instrument.”
Form the "Independent**
“The American Piano has deservedly become
very popular instrument.”

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, R. W. Clark. Proprietor.

Purchasers* testimonials from all parts oi the U. S.

ELLSWORTH.
American House.—S. Aordaa Ac Son, Prop
Hotel.—N.
H. Higgins Ac Sons, Props.
City

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) TEARS

Direc rail route to Wlscasset. New
Daman scotta,
Waldoboro,
JfSffSgfllSilCastle,
-^^3Warren and Rockland.
No change of cars between Portland
and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. m., and 1.00
u...

Quality.

P.M.

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincomville, Korthport, South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston lor St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefferson and
Whitefleld, Mondays

Responsible Agents

wanted for unoccupied terriIn localities where agencies are not yet established, until such are established, we will sell Pianos
to the public at Factory Wholesale Prices. Send f
circular to

tory.

Wednesdays and Fridays.

At Waldoboro* for North "Waldoboro*. Washington
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, dally.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at »ow rates'}
Jv29dtf
C. A. COOMBS. 8up*t.

WING & SON,
417 Broome St., New York;
PIT

STONINGTON LINE!

ly

Providence

Tool

FOR

Co.

AHEAD

A W. GIFFORD & Co.,
Manufacturers of

Heavy Hardware and Railroad Supplies.
Ship Chand;

prietor.

LEWISTON.
Honse, Waterhonse & Rellen

Proprietors.

LIMERICK.
Limerick Honse, Aoseph G. Harmon, Pro-

prietor.

RACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard, Prop.
RECHANIC FALLS.
Union Hotel, P. R’ Cobb, Proprietor.
NORTH WINDHAR.
Honse, W. W. Stanley,

Propri-

NORWAY.
Real’s Hotel, O. H. Green, Prop.
House, Rain St. W. W. Whitmarsh

Elm

Proprietor.

NAPLES >"
Elm Honse, Nathan Church Ac Sons, Pro-

prietors.

lery.

ALL

ALTERATION

WRINGER

WINTER

|

M. H* WORK. Agent,
44 Broad Street,
Boston Mass.
our

Days

LIEBIG’S

LIQUID EXTRACT

OLD ORCHARD REACH.
Ocean House, B. Seavy, Proprietor.
Old Orchard House, E. C. Staples, Proprietor.

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard Honse, C' 8. Bailey k Ca. Pro-

prietors.

PARIS HILL.
Hnbbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprieto
PITTSFIELD.

Lancy Honse—Fletcher

Ac

tors.

Gale, Proprie-

PHILLIPS.
Honse, Adams Ac

*

PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adams

Proprietor.

Proprietor.

American House, India St. 3. H. Dodge,
Proprietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
3. K. martin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, P. £. Wheeler, Propri-

Bridgham Jr., Proprietor.

Commercial House—L. O. Sanborn & Co.,

Proprietors._

PEAK’S INLAND.
Union Haase—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

SACCAKAPPA.
Central Honsc-Alrin

Composed of
BEEF BRANDY &

—

TONICS.

Recommended by the faculty In all cases of weak
ness. Dyspepsia, and nervous maladies.
Especially
recomended for Ladies.
See that you get the

LIQUID Extract. For Sale by Druggist, Grocers
and Wine Merchants. Wholesale Depot 32 BroadU
way New York City.
dc3d6m
G. GORDON & CO.
DR. BROWN’S COMPOUND

—AND—

(Copy right secured April 30,1872.)
—FOR—

Kidney A Liver Complaints, Nick Headache, Female Wcsknen, Niatic and
Chronic Rfaeamati.m and
Nciofnlons A flection..

Now being introduced into this State by L. BARTIt comes wen recommended by the Doctors
and those that have used it, have no hesitation in
saying that it will prove to be the best blood purifier
ever used in this State.

LETT.

W. PERKINS A CO., Wholesale Agt,.
Retailed by F. Sweetser, 17 Market Square: C. L.
Gilson, 14 Market Square; H. H. Hay. Middle St
Sargent Coe, Cor. ol Congress and Temple. de!3*5m

Press

Steamship Line.
Leave each port every WedVy Sc

Wo

Sat’d’y

Wharfage.
From Long Whart, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Pnila
delphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one hall the rate

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., ami South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS,
For Freight or Passage, apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
Jn23-1y70 Lang Wharf, Barf n.

Maine

Steamship

more

NO

Co

CHROMOS.

We oiler no pictures to make tbe value ol the
Pmee up to its price.
0

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

8KM1-WEEKLY LINK.
Steamers Chesapeake and Franconia will, until furthernotice.run
as follows:
Leave east side of Franklin
'Wharf
MONDAY and
every
at
P.
5
M., and leave Pier 38 E. K.,
THURSDAY,
New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4
P. M.
The Franconia, leaving hear every
Thursday, Is
fitted up with hue accommodations for
passengers,
making thistne moBi convenient and comtortable
route for travelers between New York And Maine
In
State
Room
Passage
*S. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine Shippe
are requested to send their freight to the Steamers
aa
early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Portland Franklin Wharf
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E.R., New York.
>

May

W* intend to make a- paper for
sensible people, and make It worth
S3 to each subscriber lor tbe year
UY4.

Now is the time to subscribe.

9-dtt_oc21dtf

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington
D. C. Steamship Line.

cr "A

State,’

local Agent wanted In
every town la the

Steamships

of this Line'sail from
or Central Wharf Boston

Semi-Weekly, for NORFOLK and

•BALTIMORE.

Steamships:—

Address

William Lawrence," Capt. F. M. Howes.
William Crane," Capt. Solomon Howes.
“George Appold," Capt. Winslow Loveland.
“Black-stoneCapt. Geo. H. Hallett.
■‘John Hopkins," Capt. W. A. Hallett.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Waehingtun
Steamer Lady ot the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Notfblk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. Jt Tenn.
Mr Ltnc to aU points In
Virginia, Tennessee, Alaionia and Georgia ; and over the Seaboard
and Roar
note R. R. to afi points in North and South
Carolina
Hoff. A Ohio R. R. to Washington and I>
by the West.
places
Through rates given to South ana West.

Passenger

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,

PORTLAND,

ME.

accommocations.

.t£arse«,acludln.g
time 48 hours; to gertiand
Baltimore

Meals to Norfo'.g in
*14, time 66 > „„„

«,

j0a”’
further information
apply to
E. SAMPSON, * ™,t
_.
inne2tf
Boston.
_58 Central

aiMMSHIP

Baatport,

Calaia

CO.

J(k| Dj.b.Winkwrnnil Halifax.

VINTEE

and

and

gf.

THK

ARRANGEMENT

ONE TRIP PER WEEK!
On and. after
MONDAY, Dec.
22u tlie oteamer New
Brunswick,
H. Pike, will leave KailCapt
•road A'harl foot ot State St.,
every
for Eastport
‘‘Uay at 5-°° p’
St John~

Thumlay11^

Portland Dailv Press

y?i",allve st-Jolm ani1 Eastport every

made
w£<23n'ct*io118
.nston, Calais,

at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amhets’i
^“Freight received on days of sailing unt»t 4

—is—;

o’clock, p. m.

A.
de20dtf

—

AJTD

PHILADELPHIA.
Clyde’s Iron Line of Steamers

Hoase. m. H. Hil on,
Proprieto

Card and «FoB

The

largest and fullest dally paper published la
Main*., and in the future u in the paat, the Publish
".propose to make It beyond question the

PORTLAND

linON'j"
H.Sr,ring..r. Pr.prir(sr

R. STUBBS, Agent

Running between

<;

1

Providence

and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication
to anu
rom Portland and all other points in
Maine, with
Philadelphia and beyond. Tnrough rates are given to
Philadelphia and all poiuts reached ;>y the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R>s., and to all
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
"■

] Best Newspaper

I

in Maine*

■

Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
j By making all Its departments fuller and more val
Full information given by WALDO A.
PEARCE, ; uable.
Agent, 7 State Street, Boston, or J. B. COYLE
The growing importance of
Portland as a dls
Jr., Portland.
utlng centre lor Maine, and Its increasing whole al
& CO„ Gen’l Managers.
«CLYDE,
12
So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
Janll ly
trade make a full dally paper
Imperatively necessar
A carefully prepared
dally account of ths Portia n

PRINTING

Providence Wringer.
Moulton

109 EXCHANGE STREET

ROLLS,

Met

L-l_PROYIOENCE_
FwiTAt

JOUKWAc

■luroble;

CASIlicB*-

"

In the city
1
morning
*aha"t,T« "Ports of
I
political, educational ssS
religions conventions and
meeting* in the Stale
a

!

j

•Spinal !
COGS,

DailyTress Printing House

holesale Market will be
given.

°f Sonday
.innh!,U;n<i^
r,ePOrt
wm be presented
each Monday

Prominent feature of the
paper
Whit a larger Editorial
corps than any -s-er i
With
facilities lor
d
*pace ,0 devote to
details, the Publish*
w
make every exertion to render the Daily
Pnm
a uller and
more complete paper than it has hith
and In every respect

! fa!n*’

Double

KJtitll

Workittp;

coUecfij£E,

°[e

v
t Adjustable

CstTtS

eiAap,

AND

Holds

Tickets sold at Reduced

I'iranP

Rates!

Every

description

ot

Work

PROVIDENCE

all points In the

Northwest, West and

J.

H. BAILEY. Local Suprentmdent.
Portland Sept. 12,1873.
m

H.

Absolutely gate. Perfectly
H

and at the Lowest Prices.

odorless.

OIL
Always

un-

umiliating qualities superior to gas. Burns
lamp without danger of exploding or taken
fire. Manufactured expressly to displace the use of
volatile dangerous oils. Its safety under every possible test, ana its perfect burning qualities, are proved bv its continued use in over 3(H) 000 families.
Millions of gallons have been sold and no accident
occured from buruor indirect ly—has ever

form.
in any

—directly

WE

M.

MARKS,

MANAGER.

IVEWSPAPEfi

I

WORK, Agent.

PRATT’S ASTRAL

^Southwest.

The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
oue passenger for every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director•

A FIRST CLASS

CO.,

44 Bmi street,
Boston, Mnss.
deowly
__

promptly and carefully executed

FURNIVAL Agt.

THE GRA ND TRUNK RAILWAY is in spiendit
condition, is wen equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
G3P-PITLLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through
trains.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.

TOOL

Providence, R.

To Comtdn, Detroit, Ckicas., Itlilwaakte. Cincinnati, St. Lonn, Omaha,
Saginaw, St. Pawl, Salt Lake City,
Dearer, San Francisco,

J C.

be spared to make the Maijtk State
acceptable to its patrons. Indeed, the
Publishers will not relax their efforts to make the
paper a necessity to those who have been accustomed
to read it. We pledge that
during the year 1874 the
Weekly Press shall be more a NEWSPAPER than
ever, so that the family that thoroughly reads the
paper will have all the current events of the day.
No efforts will

PHILADELPHIA

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

and

PURIFIER.

DURING THE NEXT YEAR

BOSTON

Allen, Prer.rieto

MKOV; IICGA.N.
**• H,,w' * «•- Pro

Book,

the Publishers.

Sound Lines, for sale at reduced sates.
Freight taken at tow rates.
•I. B. COYLE JH. General Agent.mch30tf

Pror,r|elor'

Tnrriem
Elm

We wUl tend an extra oopy of the WriKLV Ftiu
to any person sending us Ive new
suberrlbers, with
• 10.
Special club rates may be obtained by applying to

ac-

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 5 P. M. Fare
Through Tickets to New York via the v»;'i0u»

SOUTH CHINA.
Cake Haase, J. Savage,
KIC
Biehmond Hotel,

State Room

alternately, leaving

AT 7 O’CLOCK F. M.

etor.
Preble

House, Congress St. Oibsen & Co.,
Proprietors.
St. Julian Hotel, Cor. middle and Flam
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
C. 8. Hotel,Junction ofCoagressand Fed.
eral Sts. E. Cram Ac Co., Proprietor.
Walker House, Opp. Boston Depot, Geo.

OFI'ER

F 4LMOUTH,

and

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

Albion House, 117 Federal St. J.G:Perry*

OF TRAINS.

Passenger Offices*
74 EXCHANGE ST.*

run

For

ARRANGEMENT.

and after Monday, Sept. 15th,
II
will run as follows:
N^;tMU|!a|Train8
Mail train for Gorham and accommo—Matron train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
Mail train 1.20 P. M. (stopping at all stations.^
Island Pond.) connecting with night mail train for
Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Accommodation train tor Gorham and way stations, 5.25 P. M.
Trains will arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
8.50 a. m. Through mail train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec and the West 2.50 p. m.
Accumulation train from South Paris and wav
s
Stations 6.15 p.m.

AND

commodations, will

Fine

Bobbinson,

Proprietors

OTHERS.

OF BEEF !

A SUPERIOR CORDIAL

CITY

end

On

Disease, should end

JutSfaJs
FOREST

AN

SUPERIOR SEA CO
INC STEAMERS

THE

-..

etors.

Barden

no!9dtf

FOR BOSTON.

LITTLETON, N. H.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

THE “PROVIDEJICF> CLOTHES

Ju21<leowlvr_

OF

Seamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston
Providence R. R. Dei>ot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely i»ew and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York always in adrnnce of all other lines. Baggage
checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 491 Exchange St.
D. S. BABCOCK.
L. W. FILKINS.
Gen. Pasenger Ag’t. New York.
President.
dlv

BEADING BOLT AND NPT WORKN.

Old Age, not

YORK,

NEW

T Ills is the only inside route Avoiding Point Judith.

Wm. H. Haskell & Co. Rhodelsland Not Co

Marine Hardware &

JAMES L. FARM ER,
No. 3 India Street.

Portland, Nov. 19,1873.

FOXCBOFT.

NORTH ANSON.
Somerset Hotel. Brawn Ac Hilton, Praprl

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

& A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.

Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts, apply to

prietor.

On and after Monday, Oct. 20,1873,
15?£i!?ff?5S!ffMaPd until further notice trains will
C^—w^-^—I^Jleave, as follows:
Portland for North Conway at 7.45 A.

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 18,1873.
aug30ti

authors.
Recause it comments with vigor
and independence on all curren
topics in State and Nation,

For

DIXFIELD.
Androscoggin Honse, A. Aacluon, Pro-

NOBRIDGEWOCK.
Danforth Hanse, D. Danfarth. Proprieto

depart.

on

^ATIJBDiY, Jaa 94th,
Immediately atter the arrival of the Train of the
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londondcrrv and Liverpool, Cabin (according taaccommodations).970 to 9MO
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, applv to

M.

Numerous County Fairs.

Prices Low for the

CASPIAN, Capt. Tracks,

Simpson,

CHANGE OF TIME.

and 1.30 P. M.
Portland for Upper Bartlett at 1.30 P. M.
Upper Bartlett for Portland at 7.00 A. M.
North Conway for Portland at 8.15 and 11.30 A. M.
The 7.45 train from Portland and 11.30 from North
Conway will be Freight trains with Passenger car attached.
The 1.30 train from Portland and 8.1ft from North
Conway will have the following Stage connections:—
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and
Freedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and Brid^ton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell and North Lovell.
Ticket office in Portland at Boston & Maine R. R.
Station, where all trains of P. & O. R. B. arrive and

Because it presents all the Tele-

graphic news of the week mre.
fully digested into readable paragraphs and set specially for the
weekly.
Because its literary matter is of
a very high character, consisting
of stories, poems and other matte
original or selected from the best

Return Tickets
granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship

H.

reading

plete.

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
D.

CARDER.
Bay View House, E. H. Demath, Prop.

Nemasket
etor.

OF THE

Passengers booked to London-

Having commodious Cabin

CALAIS.
W.

CARRYING

derry and Liverpool.

BOLSTER HILLS.
Hancock House,—H. Hancock, Prop.

DeWitt

THE

Will leave this port for Liverpool

HIBAR.
Rt. Cutler House,—Hiram Haston, Pro

PIANOS!

\CT FOB

Canadian and United Mtnten Mails.

Hotel, C. M. Plummer, Proprietor

The t6.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.45 A.
M., connecting with train tor New York via Shore

Stoningtou

allanT line
UNDER CONTR

more

Because it is thoroughly a NEWS
PAPER.
Bemuse It has a larger editorial
force than any other paper In
Iffaine.
Because its market, marine. Congressional, Legislative and otber
reports are fuller than any other
paper in Iffaine.
Bemuse its State News Is th
most carefully collected and com-

40 l-'A EXCHANGE STREET.

prietor.

SOUTH ANO WEST.

Fall River,

Because ft gives

W. D. LITTLE & CO..
jal0d3m

Sagadahoc House, John S. Mlllikea, Pro

Hotel,

MAINE:

matter than any other.

Portland,

tor.

Line at 11.10 A. M.
The f9.10 A. M. train arrives in Boston in B ason
to connect with the 3.00 P. M.train for New York via
Springfield; also with 5.3'J P. M. (steamboat) trains
for New York via

IN

New and elegant Iron Steamers with magnificent
Take this route to San
passenges accommodations
Francisco and avoid the snow and cold of the overland Route. For Freight and Passage ami full information apply at the Company’s Office, New York,
C. I.. BART*
or to the New England Agents.
LETT & Co., IG Broad Ml.. Ronton. Rufus
and
Director.
Pres,
Hatch, Vice
Managing
Agents

Franklin House, Harlow St., B. Qninby,
with SI D McLaughlin A Son., Prop.

International

—

SLEEPING ACCOMODATION8,
AND MEALS THEREBY AVOIDING
ANY EXTRA CHARGES.

Proprietor*.

American

xa THE

BEST WEEKLY PAPER

Steamship Company

TO CALIFOKNIA.
Great Rednetiou in Freight and Pannage
Rale always Lower than bv any
other Route. Comfort, Safely
and Economy combined.
Passage Rstes: Cabin &IOO,
Steerage $50. These rates in-

FoxcroA Exckange, D. Sarage, Proprie-

AND ALL POINTS

SON’S

Pacific Mail

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co*

BANGOR.
Harriman House, J.K. Harriman A Co.

Bath

—

Cape Breton.
|y RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4.00 P. M.
For freight and other inlorin&tion apply to J. B.
COYLE, Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct28dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Aeent.

Harrison Balt

Star Lamina Ware.

&

—

H. Cony. Proprie

A. &

Table Shields, Plate,

WING

Portland everv Saturday at
M., for HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, and steamers foi Prince Edward Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for

!

AUGUSTA.

Philadelphia,

Washington,

Baltimore,

Water Pitcher, Tea
and Coffee Pot Stands, &c.
Send one dollar
and receive prepaid a sample of this elegant and useful Plated Table Furniture, round or oval. Every
family needs and will buy these goods. Agents are
making money. More wanted—ladies and gentlemen.
STAR LAMINA WARE, 80 Beekman St., N. Y.
t4w
ja22

The Screw Steamship ALHAMBKA, Capt. Angrove, will leave
4 P.

u

AUBURN',
H.um, Court. St. W. 8. & A. Young.

Elm

The Maine State Press

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

clude

GREAT FALLS, N. H.
Great Falls Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor

BLOOD

&kar^0b«lSaturdayat7am;
Surry
at’19

Passenger Train* leare Port-

vJ,vi»l«nd far Baston 18.15, t9.10 A. M.
*3.10 (Parlor Cara), *6 P. M.
Retnraing, leave Boston at *8.30 (Parlor Cara)
A. M„ 112.30, t3.30, *8.00 P. M.
Trains front Boston are dae at Partland
at *12.30. t5,00, 18.10, *9.55 P. M.
Far Manchester and Concord, IV. H„ ria
C.& P. B. B. Junction, 16.15 A, M., *3.10 P.
M.
For Lowell—All trains connect at Lawrence

nervous

AGENTS

OlT CARS.

PA RL

Deobstruent known to the medical world is

York.

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.

BETHEL.
Chandler House, F. 8. Chandler dt Co.

VIA
A Week to Agents. Fastest selling
4 O articles out Three valuable samples for
ten cents. J. BRIDE, 767 Broadway, N. Y. ja6f4w

9am;

Arriwe at Salmon Brook by 12 m.
Leave Salmon Brook Wednesday and Saturday
at 2 pm;
Armve at Presque Isle by 5 p m.
From North Milford to Greenfield, ten miles
and twuflc, twice a week.

MAINE

PORTLAND TO BOSTON

LB WIN OLIVER & PHILLIPS.

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT,
Washington, Dec. 1st, 1873.
will be received at the Contract Of
flee of this Department until 3 o’clock p. m. oMarch 2, 1874, (to be decided by the 20th), lor carrying the mails of the United States from July 1,1874,
to June 30.1877, on the following routes in the State
of Maine, and by the schedule of departures and arrivals herein specified, vi*:
222 From Union to Appleton, 5 miles and back
three times a week.
Leave Uuion Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday at 12 in;
Arrive at Appleton by 1.30 p m,
Leave Appleton Tuesday, Thursday, and Sat-

&

RAILROAD

gravings, Superior Paper. Excels every way and
sells quick. Big teems to Agents. Outfit Free.
For mil particulars, address,
HUBBARD BROS.

JURUBEBA

days.

GEO.

Ja6t4w

Pubs. 53 Washlnfiton St., Boston.

Limington, daily.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Newfleld, Par
sonslield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Paraou afield

directi
With r«nu«Ttion» to PHnc* Edward Ik
land and Cape Bretaa.

BATH.

J. PRESCOTT,
Supt. Eastern Railroad,
l L. LINCOLN,
Supt. First Div. M. C, R. R.

these Works. Send

phia, fa,

Passenger trains leave Portland
tor Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.30 A. M., and 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.20 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston & Maine, and Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland tor Gorham at 4.00 P. M.
Ixjave Gorham for Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standisb, and No.

daily.

Halifax Nova Scotia,

ARRANGEMENT,

t Accommodation train

$1.50 tor Prospectus, the only outfit needed,
choose territory and commence at once. For Illustrated Circulars and Liberal Terms, address JOHN E. PUTTER & 00., Pubs., Philadel-

wood’s

PoHmaXr

quested

N. Y.

$100”'r~.10
el«
Stamp
^

sent, postpaid, for retail price.
OLIVER D1TSON & CO.,
C. H. DITSON & CO.
Boston.
711 B’dway, New York.
d*w2w
Jsll_

Beview.$4

PREMIUMS.
New subscribers
(applying early) for the year 1874
may have, without charge, the last volume for 1873
of such periodicals as they may subscribe for.
Or instead, new subscribers to any two, three or
four of the above periodicals may have one of the
“Four Beviews” for 1873; subscribers to all five may
have two of the “Four Beviews,” or one set of Black-

and

Price of each Book, in Cloth, 83.T5. In
Board*, 32.50.
The above five books are filled witii music of rare
excellence, suited to Quartet and other choirs.

Boston._my3eodly

H0DS,J- Attorney---

corner

BUCK’S 9IOTETTE COLLECTION.
BUCK’S SECOND HOTETTE C4»U
LECTION.

All hooks

AND STEP BOARDS.

one

one

CLUBS.
A discount of twenty per cent, will be allowed to
clnbs oi four or more persons. Thus: four copies of
Blackwood or of one Review will be sent to one address for $12.80; four copies of the four Beviews and
Blackwood for $48, and so on.
To clubs of ten or more, in addition to the above
discount, a copy gratis will be allowed to the getterup of the club.

BAUM BACH’S SACRED
QUARTETS.
BAUMBACH’S NEW COLLECTION

Hodge*

any

Postage
quarter at the office

as

TRINITY COLLECTION.
Tuckerman.

For

TERMS:
third the price of the originals.

two cents

....

...

of Great Britain

00 per
For any two Beviews. 7 00
For any three Reviews.10 00 *•
For all four Beviews.12 00
For Blackwood’s Magazine. 4 00
For Blackwood and one Review. 7 00
For Blackwood and two Reviews.. .10 00
For Blackwood and three Beviews.. 13 00
For Blackwood and the four Beviews 15 00

Chicago.
the East, and Prof. Palmer in

Prof

Phil*., Ac. Afflicted should write Dr. Fitler.Phila.Jor explanatory Pamphlet A guarantee,prat is. if 50 R eward foran incurable c&se.Kocure no charge,* reality. Sold by druggie*

wonderful miscelresearch, and crititism.

About
For

A Collection Of Sacred Mnsic for

un

Ewinjf,Media,Pft.
G.G.Smith, Pittaford, N. Y. Rev. Jos.BejrgN, Falls Church,

a

in this country a liberal support of the Reprints
which they have so long ana so cheaply furnished,
eeling sure that no expenditure for literary matter
will yield so rich a return as that required for a subcription to these the

SACRED MUSIC BOOKS,

90

*'

City Bonds,.95“*** yj!
Cumberland National Bank,... 40.58 7.7. 59
Canal National Bank,. 100.130
131
Calais

constitute

urday

eod2w

,___n

ingua.Rev.Thos.Mnrpbylp.D.,F'rapkford,Phila’Rev.C.H.
Rev,,T.8.Bnchanan.CUrence.Iowa.Rev.

AMD ALL THROAT

PaMenger trains

leave Portland daifor Portsmouth aud Boston, (Sunexeentcd) at *1.30 a. M. tfi.lR A.
M.. t9.10 a. M„ 113.15 P.M.. 16.00 P.M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at 118.00 A. M., *7.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at 17.30.
]8.30A. M. 112.30, 13.15. *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Honlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. M.
Leave BoBton lor Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at ||8.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth lor Portland at tlO.OO. B10.35
A. M.; 1)2.55 P. M., t5.40 P. M„ *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland. Bangor, Houltou.
Calais and St. John at *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Hockland and
Augusta at 17.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farand Skowhegan at 11.00 P. M.
mington
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Auat
gusta. Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor
b
1.05 P* M.
Leave Portland lor Bangor, via Augusta, (Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars,) at 12.15 a. m.
For Lewiston, Bath anti Augusta at t5.20 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at 15.15 P. M.
Leave Biddeford lor Portland at t8,00 A. M., returning at 5.15 P. M.
The 6.15, 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 6 15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.40 A.
M„ connecting with train for New York via Shore
The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in
Line at 11.10 A. M.
Boston at 1.40 P. M. in season to connect with the
New
for
all
rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
train
York,
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River,
Stonington aud Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
for New York via Springfield at 9 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and
Conway Railroad.
The 7.20 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
p. & O. Railroad.
The 8.30 A. M. train from Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway tor Montreal, Quebec and
all Darts of Canada East.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Bal-

1 giurantae it an infallible cure for Nerve, Ki<i-Jid Rheumatic diseases. Bworn to, this 26th April, 1871F. A. OSBOURN, Notary Public, Pkila.
W 0 Clergymen we Cured
by it, and will satisfy anyone writ-

fr

£y

CO.

ers

Exchange Mireet, Portland.

THE

SCOTT PUBLISHING

periodicals
lany ot modern thought,
The cream of aU European books worth reviewing is
found here, and they treat of the leading events of
the world in masterly articles written by men who
have special knowledge of the matters treated. The
American Publishers urge upon all intelligent read-

...

...

Vegetable

(Succesnora to DOASE, WING & CUSHING.,

BY THE

140 FULTON ST., NEW YORK,
Bjr arrangement with the English Publisher#, who receive a liberal eampeaaatian.

20.065.57
101,311.06

unadjusted.
Re-Insurance Fund. 2,029.262.95
Return Premiums* Agency Commission
109,876.24
Other Liabilities small, for printing, *c.
500.00

COnHENCINe DEC. 8, 1873.

JS3J.and after 30ycare'experience,
Fitter’s
Rheumatic

Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine,

Interset Accrued. 12,223.36 311,768.65

Railroad Bonds.

graduatol at th»

»ln

•

FALL

1-8-7-4.

TO

LINE

JUII.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

TRAL RAILROAD.

-AND—

Leading Periodicals

on

Bank Stocks.
Railroad Stocks.

Svrur

(Evangelical.)

These

ANNUAL STATEMENT OF THE

•

fa-

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

EASTERN & MAINE CEN-

(Coruervative.)

REPRINTED

49 1-9 EXCHANGE STREET.
3wisl
JalO

Casta Capital
Total Assets,

perfected

WESTMINSTER REVIEW, (Liberal)
BRITISH QUARTERLY REVIEW,

LIABILITIES.

Fire Losses outstanding uDadJnsted. $22,420.49
Mark Howard, President, James Nichols, Secretary.
W. D. LITTLE 4c C©„ Agents,

RAILROADS.

issiisfi
Bnsr~i

Goodridge, Guardian.

Beal Estate,.
Bils receivable for loans, secured by Col-

Mess
Ex

3

Hanger,

CORRESPONDENT.

....

Fustic,.
2J@
Logwood,
Cam peachy,
1J@
St. Domingo, 14@
Peach Wood,
54®
Red Wood....
2|@

STREET, PORTLAND,

Shingles,

Cedar ex... 3 50 @ 5 00
4> bbl.2 35 @210
Cedar No 1. 2 50 @ 3 25
Cheese.
do Shaved 4 00 @ 6 50
Vermont,lb. 12 @ 13
Pine do... 4 00 @ 6 00
Factory. 15 @16
N. Y. Dairy.. 12 @ 13 Laths,
Spruce. 2 00 @
Ceal—(Retail.)
Piue. 3 00 @ 3 54
Cumberland.. .900® 9 50
matches.
PictOU.8 00 @8 50
00
Star, ^gros. 1 95
Chestnut..7 50 @8
mfulumea.
Franklin.9 50 @10 00
L’uh&W.Ash. .8 50® 9 00 Porto Rico.... 40 @50
40 @ 42
Cstee.
Cienfugos36 @ 37
dava,t»lb. 38 @ 39 Muscovado
70 @85
Hlo. 30 @ 31 New Orleanu..
Mus tart.
Coeperage.
Hh«l. Shooks and Heads, Sagua... 35 @ 40
nans.
Mol. City....
@2 62
Cask.4 75 @
Sug. City-2 30 @
Naval Stores.
Sug. C’try... 1 60 @ 1 65
5 50 @5 75
Country Kit Mol.
|Tar,p bbl
Pitch (C. Tar). .4 50 @4 75
Hh’d Sh’ks 1 75@
Wii Pitch.... 5 50 @5 75
Hh’d Headings,
Kosin,.5 25 @ 8 (.0
Spuce 35 in. 28 @
28 @
52 @ 5C
Soft Pine,..
Hard Pine, 30 @
@ 22
Hoops,(14ft),40 00 @ 45 00 Kerosene,—
Port.Kef.Petr
@ 17
K.OakStaves 50 00 @
Sperm,.1 88 @ 1 92
Cspper.
85
35
Whale,.
@ 90
@
Cop.Bolts.
V. M. Sheathing
@ 26
Bank. 58 @ 68
26
50
Bronze do.
@ 60
@
Shore,.
50 @
55
Y. M. Bolts,.. 32 @
Porgie,
Linseed..
@ 06
Csrdage.
fcS 1 01
American,lb, 124 @ 13 Boiled do.,..
134 @ 14 Lard,. 85@ 90
Kussia,.
164 @174 Olive,.1 25 @ 1 75
Manila,.
Manila B’ltr’p 18$ @
Castor,.1.90 @ 2J00|
Drsg* and Dyes. NeatBfoot,.... 1 25 @ 1 50
Alcohol, ^gal,2 00 @
Elaine,. 55 @ 58
25 @
55
Paints.
Arrow Hoot,
7 @ 84 Port. Lead,.. 11 25 @
Bi-Carb Soda,
22 @ 23 Pure Gr*d do 11 25 @
Borax,.
@35 Pure Dry do 11 50 @
Camphor.
10 @
Cream Tartar 43 @ 45 Am. Zinc12
34
3@
Indigo,.115 @140 Rochelle Tell
4
3J@
Logwood ex., 11 @
Eng.Ven.Red
17 @ 18 Red Lead,...
11 @
12
Madder,....
11 @
12
Naptha, p-gal 25 @ 30 Litharge.....
s'i
7
8
00
aster.
75@
Opium,.
@3 50
Uhubarb,.... 75 @100 [White, F ton,..
Sal Soda,....
34 @
3? Blue,.
@ 3 25
Saltpetre.... 10 @ 18 Ground,in bl»8 00 @900
44@
5J Calcined, brls 2 75 @ 3 00
Sulphur,...
Produce.
Vitrol,. 12 @ 13
Beef Side, F ib
9 @ 13
usek.
No. 1,.
@ 44 Veal,. 10 @ 12
40
12
No. 3,..,.
@
Mutton,.
@ 15
No. 10,.
@ 26 Chickens,.... 12 @ 15
Turkeys,. 15 @ 18
Bavens,
22
8 ox.,.
Eggs, F doz., 30 @ 32
28
10 oz.
Potatoes,Fbu 65 @ 75
5 75|@6 00
Onions,..
Dye woods.
3 @
Barwood.
Cranb’sFhbl.ll 00@ 13 50
Brazil Wood,
5 @
7 Round hogs... .7 @
8
6 @
7
Provisions.
Camwood,..

No.

on

Premiums Terminating in 1872,

New York,

Bex Rheplts.
Pine.7KS80

Breed.
Pilot Sup... .10 00
Pilot ex.l001b 7 50
Ship. 5 50
Crackers |?100 10

Dividend

Policy Holders

to

To all Persona interested in the Ks'tatee
hereinafter named:
within
a Court of Probate held at Portland
for
the
Countv of Cumberland on the uist
and
Lord
eightTuesday of January In the year of oar
matters
een hundred and Beventy-four, the following
herehaving been presented for the action thereupon
inafter indicated. It is hereby Ordered.
all persona
That notice thereof be given
to be P
etted.by causing a copy of this order
State
ess
three weeks successively in the Maine
Po
istoreand Eastern Argus, papers printed it
>
Probate
a
j0urt
to
at
be
said, that they may appear
held at said Portland on the first Tuesday ot FebruIn
tde
clock
the
forenoon, and
ary next, at ten of
if they gee cause.
bo heard thereon, and object
EDMUND J. WILSON, minor, and legatee under
the Will of Paul Randall lateof Harpswel), deceased First account presented tor allowance, by Edmund Wilson, Guardian,
NATHAN BARNARD, late oi Bridgton, deceased.
First account presented for allowance by Josiah
M. Barnard, Administrator.
JOHN DUDLEY, late of Bridgton, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey real estate, presented bv Allred S. Kimball, Executor.
CROSBY CLARK, late of Naples, deceased. Petition for allowance ont of
personal estate, presented
by Eunice B. Clark, widow of said deceased.
EDWARD R, COLE, late of Naples, deceased.
Petition for allowance out oi personal estate, presented by Ella R. Cole, widow oi said deceased.
CHARLES BOUTELLE, late of Brunswick, deceased. Second account presented for allowanee, by
Charles A. Boutelle, Administrator.
CHARLES RYONSON, minor child and heir o
Edward Ryonson, late oi Brunswick, deceased. Account presented for allowance, by Robert Bowker,
Guardian.
ABIJAH METCALF, late of Freeport, deceased.
Petition for allowance out of personal estate, presented by Rebecca W. Metcalf, widow of said denmd,
THKOPHTLUS DRINKWATER, late of Yarmouth, deceased, First account presented for allowance by J isspli A. Gooch, Administrator wiib
the Will annexed.
JOSIAH B. MORSE, late ot Cumberland, deceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented by Mary J. Merrill, the Executrix therein
named,
SAMUEL ROSS, late of Cumberland, deceased.
Petition that Samuel Boss may be appointed Administrator, presented by Julia A. Ross, widow ot
said deceased. Also petition that Charles Humphrey
or some other suitably person may be appointed Administrator, presented by Susan J. Webber, daughter ot said deceased,
FREDERICK MERRILL, late of Falmouth, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey real
estate, presented by Benjamin F. Hall, Administrator de bonis non with the Will annexed.
OLIVER BUCKLEY, late of Deering, deceased.
Account presented for allowance, by Edward W.
Fox, Administrator.
APOLLOS ROBINSON, late of Capo Elizabeth,
deceased' Petition that William Robinson may be
appointed Administrator, presented by James M,
Robinson, brother of said deceased.
CHARLES J. WILLARD, late of Cape Elizabeth,
deceased. Second acconnt and private claim against
said estate, presented for aUowance, by Benjamin J.
Willard, Executor.
WILLIAM BALDWIN, late ot Portland, deceased. Petition for allowance ont of personal estate,
presented by Marv 8. Baldwin, widow of said deceased.
WILLIAM BROWN, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented
by Charlotte Brown, the Executrix therein named.
JOSEPH CHAPMAN, late of Portland, deceased.
Petition for allowance ont ot personal estate, presented by Abby Chapman, widow q! said deceased.
DAVID T. CHASE, late of Portland, deceased.
Second account and private claim of Chase Bros.,
one of a horn Is Darnel Chase, presented for aUowance by Daniel Chase, Administrator.
SARAH ANN ECCLESTON & ALS., minor children and heirs of William Eccleston, late of Portland,
deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey real
estate, presented by Margaret Eccleston, Guardian.
ALBERT G. ESTES, minor child and heir of
Charlotte G. Estes, late ot Portland, deceased.
Second account presented for allowance by Hannah
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